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KEYC-TV 

Mankato, Minnesota 

Quarterly Issues/Programming Report for Q4 2023 

 

 KEYC-TV airs the following programs which provide significant treatment of the issues 
impacting our community.   

PROGRAM:    DAY:    TIME: 
KEYC News Now This Morning Monday-Friday  5:30-7:00AM 

KEYC News Now @ Noon  Monday-Friday  12:00-12:30PM 

KEYC News Now @ 5   Sunday-Friday   5:00-5:30PM 

KEYC News Now @ 6   Monday-Saturday  6:00-6:30PM 

KEYC News Now @ 9   Monday-Sunday  9:00-9:30PM 

KEYC News Now @ 10   Monday-Sunday  10:00-10:35PM  

 
“KEYC News Now” is a regularly scheduled newscast that is locally produced.  It has a mix of 
news, weather, sports, and community issue-related feature reports.  Duration of stories listed 
in this report range from 1 to 5 minutes. 
 
During this quarter, this station gave particular attention to the issues listed in the following 
report.  These issues are not listed in order of importance and it should be noted that the 
station may have also aired other programming that was responsive to the community’s 
informational needs. 

Issue AirDate Program Summary 

Agriculture 10/9/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

DION:  North Mankato celebrated harvest at the North 
Mankato Farmer's Market today.  The market was moved 
to South Central College's green and there were activities 
for families including pumpkin painting and the 
Bookmobile, alongside staples of the weekly market. 
October marks the end of the weekly market, and farmers 
say that the festival is a memorable way to celebrate the 
harvest season, a season that is in full swing after a 
drought ridden growing year. 



Agriculture 10/9/2023 
7:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
MONDAY 

STACY: A celebration of the harvest at the North Mankato 
Farmer's Market today.  The market was moved to South 
Central College's green and there were activities for 
families including pumpkin painting and the Bookmobile, 
alongside staples of the weekly market. October marks the 
end of the weekly market, and farmers say that the 
festival is a memorable way to celebrate the harvest 
season, which is in full swing after a drought ridden 
growing year. 

Agriculture 10/9/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

DION:  North Mankato celebrated harvest at the North 
Mankato Farmer's Market today.  The market was moved 
to South Central College's green and there were activities 
for families including pumpkin painting and the 
Bookmobile, alongside staples of the weekly market. 
October marks the end of the weekly market, and farmers 
say that the festival is a memorable way to celebrate the 
harvest season, a season that is in full swing after a 
drought ridden growing year. 

Agriculture 10/10/2023 
4:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

NICK: North Mankato celebrated harvest at the North 
Mankato Farmer's Market on Monday. The market was 
moved to South Central College's green and there were 
activities for families including pumpkin painting and the 
Bookmobile, alongside staples of the weekly market.  
October marks the end of the weekly market, and farmers 
say that the festival is a memorable way to celebrate the 
harvest season, a season that is in full swing after a 
difficult growing year. 

Agriculture 10/10/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

NICK: North Mankato celebrated harvest at the North 
Mankato Farmer's Market on Monday. The market was 
moved to South Central College's green and there were 
activities for families including pumpkin painting and the 
Bookmobile, alongside staples of the weekly market.  
October marks the end of the weekly market, and farmers 
say that the festival is a memorable way to celebrate the 
harvest season, a season that is in full swing after A 
DIFFICULT growing year. 



Agriculture 10/11/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION:  With harvest season in full swing, the Minnesota 
Department of Public Safety is urging motorists to share 
the road with farm equipment.  According to the public 
safety department, from 20-20 to 20-22...there were close 
to 400 crashes involving farm equipment, resulting in 6 
deaths and nearly 140 injuries. farm equipment is large 
and heavy... making it difficult for operators to accelerate, 
slow down and stop. equipment can also create blind 
spots. officials say when you find yourself driving behind 
farm equipment, don't assume the operator can see you. 

Agriculture 10/11/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION:  With harvest season in full swing, the Minnesota 
Department of Public Safety is urging motorists to share 
the road with farm equipment.  According to the public 
safety department, from 20-20 to 20-22...there were close 
to 400 crashes involving farm equipment, resulting in 6 
deaths and nearly 140 injuries. farm equipment is large 
and heavy... making it difficult for operators to accelerate, 
slow down and stop. equipment can also create blind 
spots. officials say when you find yourself driving behind 
farm equipment, don't assume the operator can see you. 

Agriculture 10/11/2023 
7:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: With harvest season in full swing, the Minnesota 
Department of Public Safety is urging motorists to share 
the road with farm equipment.  According to the public 
safety department, from 20-20 to 20-22...there were close 
to 400 crashes involving farm equipment, resulting in 6 
deaths and nearly 140 injuries. farm equipment is large 
and heavy... making it difficult for operators to accelerate, 
slow down and stop. equipment can also create blind 
spots. officials say when you find yourself driving behind 
farm equipment, don't assume the operator can see you. 



Agriculture 10/12/2023 
5:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
THURSDAY 

NICK: With harvest season in full swing, the Minnesota 
Department of Public Safety is urging motorists to share 
the road with farm equipment.  According to the public 
safety department, from 20-20 to 20-22...there were close 
to 400 crashes involving farm equipment, resulting in 6 
deaths and nearly 140 injuries. farm equipment is large 
and heavy... making it difficult for operators to accelerate, 
slow down and stop. equipment can also create blind 
spots. officials say when you find yourself driving behind 
farm equipment, don't assume the operator can see you. 

Agriculture 10/20/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

DION:  COMMUNITY MEMBERS GATHERED IN WASECA TO 
PICK UP THE LAST CORN CROP FOR A FARMER IN WASECA 
WHO PASSED AWAY LAST MONTH. REPORTER KYLA 
JACKSON TAKES US THERE. 

Agriculture 10/20/2023 
7:59:00 PM 9 PM FOX FRIDAY 

MADDIE: COMMUNITY MEMBERS GATHERED IN WASECA 
TO harvest THE remaining CORN FOR A FARMER  WHO 
PASSED AWAY LAST MONTH. REPORTER KYLA JACKSON 
TAKES US TO the waseca farm... 

Agriculture 10/20/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

DION:  COMMUNITY MEMBERS GATHERED IN WASECA TO 
PICK UP THE LAST CORN CROP FOR A FARMER IN WASECA 
WHO PASSED AWAY LAST MONTH. REPORTER KYLA 
JACKSON TAKES US THERE. 

Agriculture 10/26/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: Lieutenant Governor Peggy Flanagan paid a visit to 
a Faribault farm today.  The visit was meant to get an 
inside look at what's on the minds of farmers as 
lawmakers look ahead to the 2024 legislative session. 
Topics discussed included Ethanol, biodiesel and the 
continued rise of Electric Vehicles, as well as soil health, 
chemical use and the state's Grain Indemnidy Program. 
Flanagan says that paying visits to constituents and visiting 
key economic industries is a crucial duty of all elected 
officials. 

Agriculture 10/26/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: Lieutenant Governor Peggy Flanagan paid a visit to 
a Faribault farm today.  The visit was meant to get an 
inside look at what's on the minds of farmers as 
lawmakers look ahead to the 2024 legislative session. 
Topics discussed included Ethanol, biodiesel and the 
continued rise of Electric Vehicles, as well as soil health, 
chemical use and the state's Grain Indemnidy Program. 
Flanagan says that paying visits to constituents and visiting 
key economic industries is a crucial duty of all elected 
officials. 



Agriculture 10/27/2023 
4:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: Lieutenant Governor Peggy Flanagan visiting a 
farm in Faribault...  Flanagan wanted to hear from farmers 
as lawmakers look ahead to the 2024 legislative session. 
Topics discussed included Ethanol, biodiesel and the 
continued rise of Electric Vehicles, as well as soil health, 
chemical use and the state's Grain Indemnidy Program.  
Flanagan says that paying visits to constituents and visiting 
key economic industries is a crucial duty of all elected 
officials. 

Agriculture 10/27/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: Lieutenant Governor Peggy Flanagan paid a visit 
to a Faribault farm yesterday.  The visit was meant to get 
an inside look at what's on the minds of farmers as 
lawmakers look ahead to the 2024 legislative session. 
Topics discussed included Ethanol, biodiesel and the 
continued rise of Electric Vehicles, as well as soil health, 
chemical use and the state's Grain Indemnidy Program.  
Flanagan says that paying visits to constituents and visiting 
key economic industries is a crucial duty of all elected 
officials. 

Agriculture 10/27/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

DION: As fall harvest season continues, farmers are 
looking back at the year that was. Aaron Stuve has a wrap 
on this year's yield. 

Agriculture 10/27/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

DION: As fall harvest season continues, farmers are 
looking back at the year that was. Aaron Stuve has a wrap 
on this year's yield. 

Agriculture 10/30/2023 
4:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
MONDAY 

NICK: As fall harvest season continues, farmers look back 
Aaron Stuve has a wrap on this year's yield. 

Agriculture 10/30/2023 
5:29:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
MONDAY 

NICK: As fall harvest season continues, farmers are looking 
back at the year that was. Aaron Stuve has a wrap on this 
year's yield. 

Agriculture 11/1/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: The date is set for the 40th annual Rural Forum 
presented by GreenSeam. Thursday, November 30th, 
stakeholders in the agriculture industry will hear from 
experts on this year's theme of future economic growth. 
The forum, called "Future Forward: Empowering Rural 
America Through Innovation," will include a keynote 
address from Dr. Robert Reiter, Head of Research and 
Development for Bayer's Crop Science Division. An Energy 
Panel is also scheduled as well as a panel with local 
lawmakers and officials. Tickets FOR THE EVENT AT THE 
MAYO CLINIC HEALTH SYSTEM EVENT CENTER can be 
purchased through GreenSeam's website. 



Agriculture 11/1/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: PRESIDENT BIDEN SPEAKS TO AMERICANS FROM 
NORTHFIELD, MINNESOTA LATE THIS AFTERNOON. FROM 
DUTCH CREEK FARMS IN NORTHFIELD HE TOUTED CLEAN, 
RENEWABLE FARMING PRACTICES UNDER HIS "INVESTING 
IN AMERICA" AGENDA. QUINN GORHAM REPORTS FROM 
NORTHFIELD. 

Agriculture 11/1/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: PRESIDENT BIDEN SPEAKS TO AMERICANS FROM 
NORTHFIELD, MINNESOTA LATE THIS AFTERNOON. FROM 
DUTCH CREEK FARMS IN NORTHFIELD HE TOUTED CLEAN, 
RENEWABLE FARMING PRACTICES UNDER HIS "INVESTING 
IN AMERICA" AGENDA. QUINN GORHAM REPORTS FROM 
NORTHFIELD. 

Agriculture 11/1/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: The date is set for the 40th annual Rural Forum 
presented by GreenSeam. Thursday, November 30th, 
stakeholders in the agriculture industry will hear from 
experts on this year's theme of future economic growth. 
The forum, called "Future Forward: Empowering Rural 
America Through Innovation," will include a keynote 
address from Dr. Robert Reiter, Head of Research and 
Development for Bayer's Crop Science Division. An Energy 
Panel is also scheduled as well as a panel with local 
lawmakers and officials. Tickets FOR THE EVENT AT THE 
MAYO CLINIC HEALTH SYSTEM EVENT CENTER can be 
purchased through GreenSeam's website. 

Agriculture 11/1/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: President Biden touched down in Minneapolis this 
afternoon, kicking off the first stop of his 15-state 
"Investing in Rural Infrastructure" tour. The president 
headed to Dutch Creek Farms, a small family farm IN 
SOUTHERN MINNESOTA. Today's highlight: investments in 
renewable farming practices. Quinn Gorham FILED THIS 
REPORT FROM NORTHFIELD. 

Agriculture 11/2/2023 
4:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: President Biden kicks off the first stop of his 15-
state "Investing in Rural Infrastructure" tour in Minnesota.   
NICK: The president headed to Dutch Creek Farms, a small 
family farm IN SOUTHERN MINNESOTA.  Quinn Gorham 
has THIS REPORT FROM NORTHFIELD. 



Agriculture 11/2/2023 
4:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

NICK: The date is set for the 40th annual Rural Forum 
presented by GreenSeam.  Thursday, November 30th, 
stakeholders in the agriculture industry will hear from 
experts on this year's theme of future economic growth. 
The forum, called "Future Forward: Empowering Rural 
America Through Innovation," will include a keynote 
address from Dr. Robert Reiter, Head of Research and 
Development for Bayer's Crop Science Division. An Energy 
Panel is also scheduled as well as a panel with local 
lawmakers and officials. Tickets FOR THE EVENT AT THE 
MAYO CLINIC HEALTH SYSTEM EVENT CENTER can be 
purchased through GreenSeam's website. 

Agriculture 11/2/2023 
5:29:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: President Biden touched down in Minneapolis 
yesterday afternoon, kicking off the first stop of his 15-
state "Investing in Rural Infrastructure" tour.  NICK: The 
president headed to Dutch Creek Farms, a small family 
farm IN SOUTHERN MINNESOTA.  Quinn Gorham has THIS 
REPORT FROM NORTHFIELD. 

Agriculture 11/2/2023 
5:29:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

NICK: The date is set for the 40th annual Rural Forum 
presented by GreenSeam.  Thursday, November 30th, 
stakeholders in the agriculture industry will hear from 
experts on this year's theme of future economic growth. 
The forum, called "Future Forward: Empowering Rural 
America Through Innovation," will include a keynote 
address from Dr. Robert Reiter, Head of Research and 
Development for Bayer's Crop Science Division. An Energy 
Panel is also scheduled as well as a panel with local 
lawmakers and officials. Tickets for the event at the Mayo 
Clinic Health System Event Center can be purchased 
through GreenSeam's website. 

Agriculture 11/2/2023 
5:29:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: President Biden kicks off the first stop of his 15-
state "Investing in Rural Infrastructure" tour in Minnesota.   
NICK: The president headed to Dutch Creek Farms, a small 
family farm IN SOUTHERN MINNESOTA.  Quinn Gorham 
has THIS REPORT FROM NORTHFIELD. 



Agriculture 11/9/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION:  Governor Tim Walz will lead an agriculture 
delegation to Australia this Friday.   Mankato's Minnesota 
Soybean will join the trip across the globe with 27 other 
state organizations... The mission hopes to build new 
business relations in various Australian industries, such as 
medical technology, clean technology, higher education, 
and agriculture.   Last year, Australia was Minnesota's 13th 
largest market for goods and 19th largest market for 
agricultural products. Minnesota Soybean officials say they 
don't have a business partnership with Australians, which 
is something they hope to change on the trip... 

Agriculture 11/9/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: Officials in Steele County have documented a 
"highly pathogenic" form of the avian flu, or bird flu.  
Similar outbreaks of the H-5-N-1 strain have been 
detected in several counties in Southern Minnesota 
according to the Centers for Disease Control. County 
officials say there is an *EXTREMELY LOW* risk of infection 
in humans and potentially infected birds are safe to eat if 
proper cooking safety guidelines are followed. Since 
January 2022, more than 61 million birds have been 
affected by the H5N1 strain in 47 states across the United 
States. 

Agriculture 11/9/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
THURSDAY 

STACY:  Officials in Steele County have documented a 
"highly pathogenic" form of bird flu.  Similar outbreaks of 
the H-5-N-1 strain have been detected in several counties 
in Southern Minnesota. that's according to the Cdc. 
County officials say there is an *EXTREMELY LOW* risk of 
infection in humans and potentially infected birds are safe 
to eat if properly cooked. Since last January, more than 61 
million birds have been affected by the H5N1 strain in 47 
states across the United States. 



Agriculture 11/9/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
THURSDAY 

STACY: Governor Tim Walz will lead an agriculture 
delegation to Australia tomorrow.   Mankato's Minnesota 
Soybean will join the trip across the globe with 27 other 
state organizations... The mission hopes to build new 
business relations in various Australian industries, such as 
medical technology, clean technology, higher education, 
and agriculture.   Last year, Australia was Minnesota's 13th 
largest market for goods and 19th largest market for 
agricultural products. Minnesota Soybean officials say they 
don't have a business partnership with Australians, which 
is something they hope to change on the trip... 

Agriculture 11/9/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: Officials in Steele County have documented a 
"highly pathogenic" form of the avian flu, or bird flu.  
Similar outbreaks of the H-5-N-1 strain have been 
detected in several counties in Southern Minnesota 
according to the Centers for Disease Control. County 
officials say there is an *EXTREMELY LOW* risk of infection 
in humans and potentially infected birds are safe to eat if 
proper cooking safety guidelines are followed. Since 
January 2022, more than 61 million birds have been 
affected by the H5N1 strain in 47 states across the United 
States. 

Agriculture 11/9/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION:  Governor Tim Walz will lead an agriculture 
delegation to Australia this Friday.   Mankato's Minnesota 
Soybean will join the trip across the globe with 27 other 
state organizations... The mission hopes to build new 
business relations in various Australian industries, such as 
medical technology, clean technology, higher education, 
and agriculture.   Last year, Australia was Minnesota's 13th 
largest market for goods and 19th largest market for 
agricultural products. Minnesota Soybean officials say they 
don't have a business partnership with Australians, which 
is something they hope to change on the trip... 



Agriculture 11/10/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

NICK: Governor Tim Walz will lead an agriculture 
delegation to Australia today.   Mankato's Minnesota 
Soybean will join the trip across the globe with 27 other 
state organizations... The mission hopes to build new 
business relations in various Australian industries, such as 
medical technology, clean technology, higher education, 
and agriculture.   Last year, Australia was Minnesota's 13th 
largest market for goods and 19th largest market for 
agricultural products. Minnesota Soybean officials say they 
don't have a business partnership with Australians, which 
is something they hope to change on the trip... 

Agriculture 11/10/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

NICK: Governor Tim Walz will lead an agriculture 
delegation to Australia today.   Mankato's Minnesota 
Soybean will join the trip across the globe with 27 other 
state organizations... The mission hopes to build new 
business relations in various Australian industries, such as 
medical technology, clean technology, higher education, 
and agriculture.   Last year, Australia was Minnesota's 13th 
largest market for goods and 19th largest market for 
agricultural products. Minnesota Soybean officials say they 
don't have a business partnership with Australians, which 
is something they hope to change on the trip... 

Agriculture 11/10/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
FRIDAY 

NICK: Officials in Steele County have documented a "highly 
pathogenic" form of the avian flu, or bird flu. Similar 
outbreaks of the H-5-N-1 strain have been detected in 
several counties in Southern Minnesota according to the 
Centers for Disease Control. County officials say there is an 
*EXTREMELY LOW* risk of infection in humans and 
potentially infected birds are safe to eat if proper cooking 
safety guidelines are followed. Since January 2022, more 
than 61 million birds have been affected by the H5N1 
strain in 47 states across the United States. 

Agriculture 11/10/2023 
4:58:00 PM 5 PM CBS FRIDAY 

STACY: Extreme weather, including drought, is once again 
affecting parts of the nation. Farmers across the south, 
and other areas, have seen crops die, because of too much 
heat and not enough rain.  That means a smaller harvest 
that could lead to higher prices at the store. Mark 
Strassman has the story... 



Agriculture 11/10/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

STACY: the Minnesota crop production retailers hosted a 
gathering to highlight agriculture retail at the crystal valley 
coop.   DION: reporter kyla Jackson takes us there. 

Agriculture 11/17/2023 
4:58:00 PM 5 PM CBS FRIDAY 

STACY: If you made it outdoors this week, you may have 
been one of many Minnesotans to experience the 
distinctive smell of manure in the air. Quinn Gorham 
explains the phenomenon and why it's nothing to worry 
about. 

Agriculture 11/17/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

The deal that headed off a potential shutdown also 
extended the Farm Bill to 2024. Lawmakers voted to keep 
the current bill, which technically expired two months ago. 
It's been in place since 2018. The extension means that 
SNAP - formerly known as food stamps -- is safe for the 
time being.. along with crop insurance programs.  South 
Dakota representative Dusty Johnson says it's a solution, 
but more work needs to be done. 

Agriculture 11/17/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

STACY: Warm weather and fieldwork combined to leave a 
familiar smell in the air across the state this week...  The 
smell of manure wafted over much of the state this week . 
The smell comes from fertilizer that farmers lay out over 
their fields each fall before things freeze over.  With a cold 
snap to start the month immediately followed by some 
fairly warm weather, the ground was able to heat up. 
Thanks to high winds and warm weather, The smell of the 
manure was carried up into the lower atmosphere. 
Experts say farmers want to get ahead of the spring thaw 
before winter begins. 

Agriculture 11/20/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

(President Biden) "I hereby pardon Liberty and Bell. //We 
can all give thanks for the gift that is our nation and let's 
remember - we are the United States of America and 
there is nothing, nothing, nothing - and I mean this 
sincerely - nothing beyond our capacity when we work 
together."  the national turkey federation says liberty and 
bell will spend the rest of their days at the university of 
Minnesota's college of food, agricultural and natural 
resource sciences in saint Paul. 



Agriculture 11/20/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

In Iowa... "Freedom" and "Flourish" have been pardoned 
from this year's thanksgiving festivities.. by order of 
Governor Kim Reynolds.  They were raised by fourteen-
year-old Ava Moline and her twin brother... and get their 
names from the Iowa State motto.. This is the family's 99 -
th  year in the business.    They provided a turkey to the 
very FIRST pardoning at Terrace Hill in 19 - 76. 

Agriculture 11/22/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: St. Peter Lutheran School had a Farm to School 
lunch today.  It's all  part of the Department of 
Agriculture's First Bite grant, sourcing food from local 
farms and serving it directly onto students' plates.  
Farmers from Nicollet, Owatonna, New Ulm and other 
communities served up ham and pancakes, and school 
officials say that the lunch was an opportunity for kids to 
meet and learn about their local ag producers. 

Agriculture 11/22/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: Before you gobble down your Thanksgiving Meal, 
just know it might have come from down the street. 
Minnesota boasts itself as the nation's number-one Turkey 
exporter. Quinn Gorham was at the state capitol this 
morning as Governor Walz highlighted the state's booming 
turkey industry. 

Agriculture 11/23/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: Students in St. Peter getting the chance to learn 
where their food comes from with a special farm to school 
lunch..  St. Peter Lutheran School received a grant through 
the Department of Agriculture... Farmers from Nicollet, 
Owatonna, New Ulm and other communities served up 
ham and pancakes to students plates...and school officials 
say that the lunch was an opportunity for kids to meet and 
learn about their local ag producers. 

Agriculture 11/23/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: St. Peter Lutheran School had a Farm to School 
lunch yesterday. It's all  part of the Department of 
Agriculture's First Bite grant, sourcing food from local 
farms and serving it directly onto students' plates.  
Farmers from Nicollet, Owatonna, New Ulm and other 
communities served up ham and pancakes, and school 
officials say that the lunch was an opportunity for kids to 
meet and learn about their local ag producers. 

Agriculture 11/23/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: Minnesota boasts itself as the nation's number-
one Turkey exporter. Quinn Gorham was at the state 
capitol yesterday as Governor Walz highlighted the state's 
booming turkey industry. 



Agriculture 11/23/2023 
11:59:00 AM 

NOON CBS 
THURSDAY 

SEAN: Minnesota boasts itself as the nation's number-one 
Turkey exporter. Quinn Gorham was at the state capitol 
yesterday as Governor Walz highlighted the state's 
booming turkey industry. 

Agriculture 11/28/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION: The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 
confirms a deer harvested during opening weekend of 
firearms season has tested positive for chronic wasting 
disease.  The deer was harvested near Wabasha. The DNR 
said the adult male deer was shot in an area where 
hunters were required to have their deer tested for C-W-
D, a disease that can lead to progressive losses of body 
condition or even death. With the new discovery, the DNR 
said it will proceed with three years of testing to help 
determine the prevalence of the disease in the area. As of 
Monday, over 230 deer have tested positive of the more 
than 130,000 that have been tested. 

Agriculture 11/28/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
TUESDAY 

DION: The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 
confirms a deer harvested during opening weekend of 
firearms season has tested positive for chronic wasting 
disease.  The deer was harvested near Wabasha. The DNR 
said the adult male deer was shot in an area where 
hunters were required to have their deer tested for C-W-
D, a disease that can lead to progressive losses of body 
condition or even death. With the new discovery, the DNR 
said it will proceed with three years of testing to help 
determine the prevalence of the disease in the area. As of 
Monday, over 230 deer have tested positive of the more 
than 130,000 that have been tested. 

Agriculture 11/28/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

STACY: The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 
confirms a deer harvested during opening weekend of 
firearms season has tested positive for chronic wasting 
disease.  The deer was harvested near Wabasha. The DNR 
said the adult male deer was shot in an area where 
hunters were required to have their deer tested for C-W-
D, a disease that can lead to progressive losses of body 
condition or even death. With the new discovery, the DNR 
said it will proceed with three years of testing to help 
determine the prevalence of the disease in the area. As of 
Monday, over 230 deer have tested positive of the more 
than 130,000 that have been tested. 



Agriculture 12/4/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: Minnesota now becomes the state with the most 
salmonella cases in the country linked to cantaloupe.  the 
Minnesota department of health reports the state has 15 
people who have gotten sick. two people have died.  
federal officials have now expanded recalls to pre-cut 
cantaloupe.  they include those sold at retail chains such 
as kwik trip, Kroger, trader Joe's, and aldi. 117 cases of 
salmonella have been reported in 34 states. more than 60 
people have been hospitalized. the C-D-C says anyone 
with recalled fruit should throw it away. 

Agriculture 12/4/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: Minnesota now becomes the state with the most 
salmonella cases in the country linked to cantaloupe.  the 
Minnesota department of health reports the state has 15 
people who have gotten sick. two people have died.  
federal officials have now expanded recalls to pre-cut 
cantaloupe.  they include those sold at retail chains such 
as kwik trip, Kroger, trader Joe's, and aldi. 117 cases of 
salmonella have been reported in 34 states. more than 60 
people have been hospitalized. the C-D-C says anyone 
with recalled fruit should throw it away. 

Agriculture 12/12/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
TUESDAY 

MADDIE: The farm to table concept isn't easy when you 
live in a city.  But one climate-conscious project in the 
Netherlands is bringing fresh dairy closer to home by 
swapping dry land for a floating farm.  CBS's Ian Lee 
reports.... 

Agriculture 12/18/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: INVESTORS ARE SNAPPING UP FARMLAND ACROSS 
AMERICA. CRITICS SAY IT'S PUSHING OUT THE SMALL, 
FAMILY FARMER. BUT ADVOCATES SAY IT'S GIVING MORE 
PEOPLE A STAKE IN THE LAND – AND HELPING PROP UP 
THE MARKET. IT'S AN ISSUE OUR NATIONAL 
INVESTIGATIVE TEAM AND INVESTIGATE MIDWEST HAVE 
BEEN TACKLING FOR A COUPLE OF YEARS… REPORTER 
KRISTIN CROWLEY DIGS INTO WHO'S BUYING UP THE 
LAND AND HOW ONE FARMER SAYS YOU COULD END UP 
PAYING IN THE LONG RUN. 

Agriculture 12/19/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

NICK: INVESTORS ARE SNAPPING UP FARMLAND ACROSS 
AMERICA. CRITICS SAY IT'S PUSHING OUT THE SMALL, 
FAMILY FARMER. BUT ADVOCATES SAY IT'S GIVING MORE 
PEOPLE A STAKE IN THE LAND – AND HELPING PROP UP 
THE MARKET. KRISTIN CROWLEY DIGS INTO WHO'S 
BUYING UP THE LAND AND HOW ONE FARMER SAYS YOU 
COULD END UP PAYING IN THE LONG RUN. 



Agriculture 12/19/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

STACY: Legendary Mankato businessman Glen Taylor is 
making what he calls his biggest donation so far. His focus 
is on rural communiites and agriculture. Sofia Martinez 
talked to Glen Taylor about what's behind his decision. 

Agriculture 12/19/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

STACY: Legendary Mankato businessman Glen Taylor is 
making what he calls his biggest donation so far. His focus 
is on rural communiites and agriculture. Sofia Martinez 
talked to Glen Taylor about what's behind his decision. 

Agriculture 12/20/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

NICK: Legendary Mankato businessman Glen Taylor is 
making what he calls his biggest donation so far. His focus 
is on rural communiites and agriculture. Sofia Martinez 
talked to Glen Taylor about what's behind his decision. 

Agriculture 12/20/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

NICK: Legendary Mankato businessman Glen Taylor is 
making what he calls his biggest donation so far. His focus 
is on rural communiites and agriculture. Sofia Martinez 
talked to Glen Taylor about what's behind his decision. 

Charity 10/6/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

STACY: The Connections shelter in mankato is now open 
for the season.   Connections shelter is a 40 bed 
emergency drop-in shelter ON FRONT STREET.  Guests can 
come to the shelter from 5 p.m. to 8 a.m. to get a bed 
AND CAN sign up for an intake and any services they offer. 

Charity 10/6/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

DION: As colder weather moves in, The Connections 
shelter in mankato is now open for the season.   STACY:   
Connections shelter is a 40 bed emergency drop-in shelter 
ON FRONT STREET.  Guests can come to the shelter from 5 
p.m. to 8 a.m. to get a bed AND CAN sign up for an intake 
and any services they offer. 

Charity 10/6/2023 
7:59:00 PM 9 PM FOX FRIDAY 

STACY: The Connections shelter in mankato is now open 
for the season.   Connections shelter is a 40 bed 
emergency drop-in shelter ON FRONT STREET.  Guests can 
come to the shelter from 5 p.m. to 8 a.m. to get a bed 
AND CAN sign up for an intake and any services they offer. 



Charity 10/9/2023 
5:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
MONDAY 

KELSEY: As colder weather moves in, The Connections 
shelter in mankato is now open for the season.   
Connections shelter is a 40 bed emergency drop-in shelter 
ON FRONT STREET.  Guests can come to the shelter from 5 
p.m. to 8 a.m. to get a bed AND CAN sign up for any 
services they offer. 

Charity 10/11/2023 
3:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: A mental health advocate takes her message to 
South Central college.   Earlier today, the college hosted a 
free suicide prevention film screening of Emma Benoit's 
documentary "My Ascension," followed with a Q&amp;A.  
Benoit partnered with Greater Mankato Area United Way 
in promoting outreach for mental health and suicide 
prevention in the surrounding community. The 
documentary follows her journey after her suicide attempt 
as a 16-year-old left her paralyzed, but also launched her 
mission to use her recovery to help others. 

Charity 10/16/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

DION:  The Salvation Army of Mankato is getting ready to 
hold its annual "Bundle Me Warm" event.  THIS 
Wednesday and Thursday, those in need can browse 
winter clothing at Salvation Army's downtown location for 
the upcoming cold-weather season. The event will be 
open from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Youth Center, Door G, 
located at 700 South Riverfront Drive in Mankato. 
According to the Salvation Army, there are no financial or 
residential restrictions to participate. However, organizers 
say participants should expect to show and ID to list 
household members not present. If you want to donate 
winter clothing, please go to the Salvation Army Family 
Thrift Store at 201 Star Street in Mankato....  Donations 
will NOT be accepted at the Riverfront Drive location for 
this event.   Volunteers from Th 



Charity 10/16/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

DION:  The Salvation Army of Mankato is getting ready to 
hold its annual "Bundle Me Warm" event.  THIS 
Wednesday and Thursday, those in need can browse 
winter clothing at Salvation Army's downtown location for 
the upcoming cold-weather season. The event will be 
open from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Youth Center, Door G, 
located at 700 South Riverfront Drive in Mankato. 
According to the Salvation Army, there are no financial or 
residential restrictions to participate. However, organizers 
say participants should expect to show and ID to list 
household members not present. If you want to donate 
winter clothing, please go to the Salvation Army Family 
Thrift Store at 201 Star Street in Mankato....  Donations 
will NOT be accepted at the Riverfront Drive location for 
this event.   Volunteers from Th 

Charity 10/24/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION:  The Mankato Salvation Army begins setting up for 
this year's holiday Red Kettle Campaign-- But they're 
asking for help.   The organization says there is a dire need 
for bell ringers to help raise funds. According to the 
Mankato Salvation Army, the red kettle campaign is the 
organization's *only fundraising event-- And there are still 
over 3,500 hours of ringing that remain unfilled. There is 
still time to fill those spots, as the official start date for the 
bell-ringing season is November 17th. Organizaer say 
ringing the bells is not only a fun volunteering opportunity, 
but an enriching one, too. 

Charity 10/24/2023 
3:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
TUESDAY 

STACY: The Mankato Salvation Army begins setting up for 
this year's holiday Red Kettle Campaign AND they're 
asking for help.   The organization says there is a dire need 
for bell ringers to help raise funds. According to the 
Mankato Salvation Army, the red kettle campaign is the 
organization's *only fundraising event-- And there are still 
over 3,500 hours of ringing that remain unfilled. There is 
still time to fill those spots, as the official start date for the 
bell-ringing season is November 17th. Organizers say 
ringing the bells is not only a fun volunteering opportunity, 
but an enriching one, too. 



Charity 10/24/2023 
7:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
TUESDAY 

STACY: The Mankato Salvation Army begins setting up for 
this year's holiday Red Kettle Campaign-- AND they're 
asking for help.   The organization says there is a dire need 
for bell ringers to help raise funds. According to the 
Mankato Salvation Army, the red kettle campaign is the 
organization's *only fundraising event-- And there are still 
over 3,500 hours of ringing that remain unfilled. There is 
still time to fill those spots, as the official start date for the 
bell-ringing season is November 17th. Organizaer say 
ringing the bells is not only a fun volunteering opportunity, 
but an enriching one, too. 

Charity 10/24/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION: The Mankato Salvation Army is asking for 
volunteers as they gear up for this year's Red Kettle 
Campaign.  The red kettle campaign is their *only 
fundraising event-- And there are still over 3,500 hours of 
ringing that remain unfilled. There is still time to fill those 
spots; the official start date for the bell-ringing season is 
November 17th. Organizers say ringing the bells is not only 
a fun volunteering opportunity, but an enriching one, too. 

Charity 11/1/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: It's official. The Salvation Army's bell ringing season 
is here! Starting November 17, you'll see the bell ringers - 
just like in years past. As Aaron Stuve reports, there's one 
big upgrade this year! 

Charity 11/1/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: It's official. The Salvation Army's bell ringing season 
is here! Starting November 17, you'll see the bell ringers - 
just like in years past. As Aaron Stuve reports, there's one 
big upgrade this year! 

Charity 11/2/2023 
4:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: It's official. The Salvation Army's bell ringing 
season is here!  Starting November 17, you'll see the bell 
ringers - just like in years past. As Aaron Stuve reports, 
there's one big upgrade this year! 

Charity 11/2/2023 
5:29:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: It's official. The Salvation Army's bell ringing 
season is here!  Starting November 17, you'll see the bell 
ringers - just like in years past. As Aaron Stuve reports, 
there's one big upgrade this year! 

Charity 11/3/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

STACY: Janesville Waldorf Pemberton students are 
teaming up to help others and make it possible to buy an 
AED to save lives.  Sofia Martinez introduces us to the 
students on a heartfelt mission. 



Charity 11/9/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: My Place is partnering with APX construction and a 
local photographer to create the 'I Am exhibit.'  STACY: 
Several Portraits of the children at MY Place were 
captured and will be displayed for a bigger mission. Sofia 
Martinez reports. 

Charity 11/9/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
THURSDAY 

STACY: My Place is partnering with APX construction and a 
local photographer to create the 'I Am exhibit.' Several 
Portraits of the children at MY Place were captured and 
will be displayed for a bigger mission. Sofia Martinez 
reports. 

Charity 11/9/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: Back home... My Place is partnering with APX 
construction and a local photographer to create the 'I Am 
exhibit.' Several Portraits of the children at MY Place were 
captured and will be displayed for a bigger mission. Sofia 
Martinez reports. 

Charity 11/10/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: My Place is partnering with APX construction and 
a local photographer to create the 'I Am exhibit.' Several 
Portraits of the children at MY Place were captured and 
will be displayed for a bigger mission. Sofia Martinez 
reports. 

Charity 11/10/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: My Place is partnering with APX construction and 
a local photographer to create the 'I Am exhibit.' Several 
Portraits of the children at MY Place were captured and 
will be displayed for a bigger mission. Sofia Martinez 
reports. 

Charity 11/16/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: Today is Give to the Max Day and area nonprofits 
are campaigning for their causes.  Give to the Max is a 
statewide initiative that supports about 6-thousand 
organizations each year, with last year's effort exceding 
$34-million. More than 100 local nonprofits participated 
this year, and Greater Mankato Growth says that those 
nonprofits are crucial in helping the area thrive and 
continue to grow as a community. 

Charity 11/16/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

MAVERICK 
INSIDER THURS 

STACY: Today is Give to the Max Day and area nonprofits 
are campaigning for their causes.  Give to the Max is a 
statewide initiative that supports about 6-thousand 
organizations each year, with last year's effort exceding 
$34-million. More than 100 local nonprofits participated 
this year, and Greater Mankato Growth says that those 
nonprofits are crucial in helping the area thrive and 
continue to grow as a community. 



Charity 11/16/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

STACY: Toys for Tots is kicking off the toy raising season 
with an event this weekend.  Donation boxes are popping 
up in local businesses and schools. Toys for Tots officially 
kicks off the season with a Stuff-a-Bus event at Fleet Farm 
in Mankato this Saturday. The local Toys for Tots campaign 
brought in toys for over 3-thousand kids last year, and 
organizers hope to surpass that number this year, and 
every year going forward. 

Charity 11/16/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

STACY: Today is Give to the Max Day and area nonprofits 
are campaigning for their causes.  The statewide initiative 
supports more than 6-thousand organizations each year, 
with last year's effort exceeding $34-million.  More than 
100 local nonprofits participated this year, and Greater 
Mankato Growth says those nonprofits are crucial in 
helping the area thrive. 

Charity 11/16/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: Toys for Tots is kicking off the toy raising season 
with an event this weekend.  Donation boxes are popping 
up in local businesses and schools.  Toys for Tots officially 
kicks off the season with a Stuff-a-Bus event at Fleet Farm 
in Mankato this Saturday.  The local campaign brought in 
toys for over 3-thousand kids last year, and organizers 
hope to pass that number this year, and every year going 
forward. 

Charity 11/16/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
THURSDAY 

STACY: Today is Give to the Max Day and area nonprofits 
are campaigning for their causes.  Give to the Max is a 
statewide initiative that supports about 6-thousand 
organizations each year, with last year's effort exceding 
$34-million. More than 100 local nonprofits participated 
this year, and Greater Mankato Growth says that those 
nonprofits are crucial in helping the area thrive and 
continue to grow as a community. 

Charity 11/16/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
THURSDAY 

STACY: Toys for Tots is kicks off its holiday season with an 
event this weekend.  Donation boxes are popping up in 
local businesses and schools. Toys for Tots officially kicks 
off the season with a Stuff-a-Bus event this Saturday. The 
local Toys for Tots campaign brought in toys for over 3-
thousand kids last year. Stuff-a-Bus will run from 10 a.m. 
to 2 this Saturday at mankato fleet farm. 



Charity 11/17/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: Toys for Tots is kicking off its campaign this 
weekend..and you're invited to help out.   Toys for Tots 
officially kicks off the season with a Stuff-a-Bus event at 
Fleet Farm in Mankato this Saturday.  Donation boxes are 
also popping up in local businesses and schools.  The local 
campaign brought in toys for over 3-thousand kids last 
year, and organizers hope to surpass that number this 
year, and every year going forward. 

Charity 11/17/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: Toys for Tots is kicking off the toy raising season 
with an event this weekend.  Donation boxes are popping 
up in local businesses and schools.  Toys for Tots officially 
kicks off the season with a Stuff-a-Bus event at Fleet Farm 
in Mankato this Saturday.  The local campaign brought in 
toys for over 3-thousand kids last year, and organizers 
hope to pass that number this year, and every year going 
forward. 

Charity 11/17/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

STACY:  The holidays are here and local organizations are 
providing ways to give back to the community. reporter 
kyla jackson shares how you can get involved. 

Charity 11/17/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

STACY: This year's Give to the Max Day generated around 
34 point 2 million dollars for over 6 thousand charities.  
Those results make this year's campaign the second 
highest on record. This year missed the all-time record by 
less than one percent. According to organizers, a new 
record was set for the number of nonprofits and schools 
receiving gifts as part of the campaign. Give minnesota 
awarded more than 100 thousand dollars in prize grants to 
Minnesota organizations every 15 minutes throughout the 
day. 

Charity 11/17/2023 
4:58:00 PM 5 PM CBS FRIDAY 

STACY: Operation Green Light is annual tradition 
recognizing veterans across the country... this year, local 
veterans organizations are asking for help in honoring 
fallen hero Sgt. Cade Wolfe of Mankato. Sgt. Wolfe was 
one of five U.S. soldiers killed during a training flight in the 
East Meditteranean Sea region a week ago today. In 
solidarity with Sgt. Wolfe's loved ones, more than a dozen 
area vets organizations are asking community members to 
light their porch with a green light bulb to remember the 
Mankato native's sacrifice. A limited supply of green light 
bulbs are available for free at the Morson-Ario-Strand 
VFW on N. Riverfront Drive in Mankato. Porch lighting for 
this effort begins Nov. 20 and goes through Nov. 27. 



Charity 11/17/2023 
4:58:00 PM 5 PM CBS FRIDAY 

STACY: This year's Give to the Max Day generated around 
34 point 2 million dollars for over 6 thousand charities.  
Those results make this year's campaign the second 
highest on record. This year missed the all-time record by 
less than one percent. According to organizers, a new 
record was set for the number of nonprofits and schools 
receiving gifts as part of the campaign. GiveMN awarded 
more than 100 thousand dollars in prize grants to 
Minnesota organizations every 15 minutes throughout the 
day. 

Charity 11/17/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

STACY: This year's Give to the Max Day generated around 
34 point 2 million dollars for over 6 thousand charities.  
Those results make this year's campaign the second 
highest on record... missing the all-time record by less 
than one percent. According to organizers, a new record 
was set for the number of nonprofits and schools receiving 
gifts as part of the campaign. 

Charity 11/17/2023 
8:59:00 PM 9 PM FOX FRIDAY 

STACY: This year's Give to the Max Day generated around 
34 point 2 million dollars for over 6 thousand charities.  
Those results make this year's campaign the second 
highest on record. This year missed the all-time record by 
less than one percent. According to organizers, a new 
record was set for the number of nonprofits and schools 
receiving gifts as part of the campaign. GiveMN awarded 
more than 100 thousand dollars in prize grants to 
Minnesota organizations every 15 minutes throughout the 
day. 

Charity 11/17/2023 
8:59:00 PM 9 PM FOX FRIDAY 

STACY: Operation Green Light is annual tradition 
recognizing veterans across the country... this year, local 
veterans organizations are asking for help in honoring 
fallen hero Sgt. Cade Wolfe of Mankato. Sgt. Wolfe was 
one of five U.S. soldiers killed during a training flight in the 
East Meditteranean Sea region a week ago today. In 
solidarity with Sgt. Wolfe's loved ones, more than a dozen 
area vets organizations are asking community members to 
light their porch with a green light bulb to remember the 
Mankato native's sacrifice. A limited supply of green light 
bulbs are available for free at the Morson-Ario-Strand 
VFW on N. Riverfront Drive in Mankato. Porch lighting for 
this effort begins Nov. 20 and goes through Nov. 27. 



Charity 11/17/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

STACY:  The holidays are here and local organizations are 
providing ways to give back to the community. reporter 
kyla jackson shares how you can get involved. 

Charity 11/20/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
MONDAY 

STACY: Many homes and businesses, including us here at 
KEYC News Now, are honoring a fallen Mankato soldier 
this week as part of Operation Green Light.  The annual 
tradition recognizes the service of veterans across the 
country...  More than a dozen area vets organizations are 
asking people to light their porch with a green light bulb to 
remember Sgt. Cade Wolfe. Wolfe was one of five 
U.S.soldiers killed during a training flight a week ago. 
Porch lighting for this effort begins today and goes until 
the 27th. 

Charity 11/20/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
MONDAY 

STACY:   Finally... President Biden issues pardons for two 
turkeys ahead of the Thanksgiving holiday...and those 
turkeys just happen to be from the top turkey producing 
state in the country....minnesota.. the turkeys, named 
liberty and bell spent Sunday at the famous Willard hotel 
just blocks from the white house. it's been a tradition 
since 1947 when then president Harry Truman welcomed 
the first national thanksgiving turkey. the national turkey 
federation says liberty and bell origianally from willmar 
will spend the rest of their days at the university of 
Minnesota. 

Charity 11/23/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: Today was the 35th year of New Ulm's Community 
Thanksgiving Dinner. Aaron Stuve takes us there to see 
how many people were fed and learn what makes the 
event successful year after year. 

Charity 11/23/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: Thanksgiving is today and giving back is the mission 
for this one community member.  For the second year in a 
row, the roaix  family decided to cook thanksgiving dinner 
and promote it on the neighborhood facebook page. they 
want people to know that they will be giving out free food 
to anyone in need during this holiday. 

Charity 11/23/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
THURSDAY 

MADDIE: Today was the 35th year of New Ulm's 
Community Thanksgiving Dinner. Aaron Stuve takes us 
there to see how many people were fed and learn what 
makes the event successful year after year. 



Charity 11/23/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
THURSDAY 

MADDIE: Amid holiday celebrations, one North Mankato 
resident set out to give back to her community.   For the 
second year in a row, the roaix  family decided to cook 
thanksgiving dinner and promote it on the neighborhood 
facebook page. they wanted people to know that they will 
be giving out free food to anyone in need during this 
holiday. 

Charity 11/23/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: Today was the 35th year of New Ulm's Community 
Thanksgiving Dinner. Aaron Stuve takes us there to see 
how many people were fed and learn what makes the 
event successful year after year. 

Charity 11/23/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: Thanksgiving is today and giving back is the mission 
for one North Mankato family.  For the second year in a 
row, the Roaix  family decided to cook thanksgiving dinner 
and promote it on the neighborhood facebook page. they 
want people to know that they will be giving out free food 
to anyone in need during this holiday. 

Charity 11/24/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

NICK: Residents of New Ulm celebrated the 35th year of 
the city's Community Thanksgiving Dinner Aaron Stuve 
takes us there to see how many people were fed and learn 
what makes the event successful year after year. 

Charity 11/24/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

NICK: One resident uses Thanksgiving every year to give 
back to their community. For the second year in a row, the 
roaix  family decided to cook thanksgiving dinner and 
promote it on the neighborhood facebook page.  they 
want people to know that they will be giving out free food 
to anyone in need during this holiday. 

Charity 11/24/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

NICK: A North Mankato family helped feed members of 
their own community on Thanksgiving. For the second 
year in a row, the Roaix  family decided to cook 
thanksgiving dinner and promote it on the neighborhood 
facebook page. The Roaix family gave out free food to 
anyone in need during this holiday. 

Charity 11/24/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

NICK: Residents of New Ulm celebrated the 35th year of 
the city's Community Thanksgiving Dinner Aaron Stuve 
takes us there to see how many people were fed and learn 
what makes the event successful year after year. 



Charity 11/24/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

NICK: A North Mankato family helped feed members of 
their own community on Thanksgiving. For the second 
year in a row, the Roaix  family decided to cook 
thanksgiving dinner and promote it on the neighborhood 
facebook page. The Roaix family gave out free food to 
anyone in need during this holiday. 

Charity 11/29/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: No cash? no problem!   STACY: the salvation army 
now has a cashless method for people to donate to their 
red kettles.  Before the cashless option, donors would use 
paypal, apple pay, google pay, or venmo.  Those options 
are still accepted,  But now, a pioneer cashless program is 
starting in the hyvee on hilltop in mankato.  at last check, 
there have been 8 donations made using the quick, 
cashless option. 
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9 PM FOX 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: No cash? no problem!   STACY: the salvation army 
now has a cashless method for people to donate to their 
red kettles.  Before the cashless option, donors would use 
paypal, apple pay, google pay, or venmo.  Those options 
are still accepted,  But now, a pioneer cashless program is 
starting in the hyvee on hilltop in mankato.  at last check, 
there have been 8 donations made using the quick, 
cashless option. 

Charity 11/29/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: On any given night in Minnesota, nearly 8-
thousand people are experiencing homelessness.  DION:    
And that's according to the National Alliance to End 
Homelessness.  But this year, Mankato housing officials 
say those numbers keep rising, as shelters continue to stay 
packed and more people experience home insecurity-- 
Especially during the holiday season.  But, as Maddie Paul 
reports, three organizations created a community-wide 
fundraiser to help those in need... 
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9:59:00 PM 
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STACY: the salvation army now has a cashless method for 
people to donate to their red kettles.  Before the cashless 
option, donors would use paypal, apple pay, google pay, 
or venmo.  Those options are still accepted,  But now, a 
pioneer cashless program is starting in the hyvee on 
hilltop in mankato.  at last check, there have been 8 
donations made using the quick, cashless option. 



Charity 11/30/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: On any given night in Minnesota, nearly 8-
thousand people are experiencing homelessness.  That's 
according to the National Alliance to End Homelessness.  
Mankato is no exception...local housing officials say 
shelters continue to stay packed and more people 
experience home insecurity-- Especially during the holiday 
season.  But, as Maddie Paul reports, three organizations 
created a community-wide fundraiser to help those in 
need... 
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5:30 MORNING 
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NICK: The salvation army now has a cashless method for 
people to donate to their red kettles.  Before the cashless 
option, donors would use paypal, apple pay, google pay, 
or venmo.  Those options are still accepted,  But now, a 
pioneer cashless program is starting in the hyvee on 
hilltop in mankato.  at last check, there have been 8 
donations made using the quick, cashless option. 
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KELSEY: On any given night in Minnesota, nearly 8-
thousand people are experiencing homelessness.  That's 
according to the National Alliance to End Homelessness.  
But this year, Mankato housing officials say those numbers 
keep rising, as shelters continue to stay packed and more 
people experience home insecurity-- Especially during the 
holiday season.  But, as Maddie Paul reports, three 
organizations created a community-wide fundraiser to 
help those in need... 
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6:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

NICK: The salvation army now has a cashless method for 
people to donate to their red kettles.  Before the cashless 
option, donors would use paypal, apple pay, google pay, 
or venmo.  Those options are still accepted,  But now, a 
pioneer cashless program is starting in the hyvee on 
hilltop in mankato.  at last check, there have been 8 
donations made using the quick, cashless option. 

Charity 11/30/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: THE JUBA JABBER IS HOSTING THEIR 27TH ANNUAL 
KBEW/DARLING INGREDIENTS, YOU CAN MAKE A 
DIFFERENCE CAMP OUT.   FOR THOSE THAT DON'T KNOW 
WHAT JUBA JABBER IS, IT IS THE MORNING TALK SHOW 
PROGRAM ON THE BLUE EARTH COUNTY AM STATION. 
THE CAMPOUT KICKOFF STARTED TODAY AT 8:15AM. THE 
PURPOSE OF THIS CAMPOUT IS TO RAISE MONEY AND 
ACCEPT DONATIONS FOR THE FARIBAULT COUNTY FOOD 
SHELF. THEY ARE ALSO ACCEPTING TOYS FOR THE 
WESTERN FARIBAULT COUNTY TOY DRIVE. 
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8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
THURSDAY 

STACY: THE JUBA JABBER IS HOSTING its 27TH ANNUAL 
KBEW/DARLING INGREDIENTS, YOU CAN MAKE A 
DIFFERENCE CAMP OUT.   FOR THOSE THAT DON'T KNOW 
WHAT JUBA JABBER IS, IT IS THE MORNING TALK SHOW 
PROGRAM ON THE BLUE EARTH A-M STATION. THE 
CAMPOUT KICKOFF STARTED AT 8:15 THIS MORNING. 
THEY AIM TO RAISE MONEY AND ACCEPT DONATIONS FOR 
THE FARIBAULT COUNTY FOOD SHELF. THEY ARE ALSO 
ACCEPTING TOYS FOR THE WESTERN FARIBAULT COUNTY 
TOY DRIVE. 

Charity 11/30/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

STACY: An annual tradition in Blue Earth is once again 
helping those in need...  the "juba jabber" is hosting their 
27th annual K-B-E-W / Darling Ingredients, 'you can make 
a difference camp out. ' juba jabber is the morning talk 
show program on K-B-E-W A.M..  the camp-out kicked off 
at 8:15 this morning. the purpose is to raise money and 
accept donations for the Faribault county food shelf. they 
are also accepting toys for the western Faribault county 
toy drive. 

Charity 12/1/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

NICK: An annual tradition in Blue Earth is once again 
helping those in need...  the "juba jabber" is hosting their 
27th annual K-B-E-W / Darling Ingredients, 'you can make 
a difference camp out. ' juba jabber is the morning talk 
show program on K-B-E-W A.M..  the camp-out kicked off 
on Thursday. the purpose is to raise money and accept 
donations for the Faribault county food shelf. they are also 
accepting toys for the western Faribault county toy drive. 
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6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

NICK: An annual tradition in Blue Earth is once again 
helping those in need... the "juba jabber" is hosting their 
27th annual K-B-E-W / Darling Ingredients, 'you can make 
a difference camp out. ' juba jabber is the morning talk 
show program on K-B-E-W A.M..  the camp-out kicked off 
on Thursday. the purpose is to raise money and accept 
donations for the Faribault county food shelf. they are also 
accepting toys for the western Faribault county toy drive. 



Charity 12/1/2023 
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6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

NICK: An annual tradition in Blue Earth is once again 
helping those in need...  the "juba jabber" is hosting their 
27th annual K-B-E-W / Darling Ingredients, 'you can make 
a difference camp out. ' juba jabber is the morning talk 
show program on K-B-E-W A.M..  the camp-out kicked off 
on Thursday. the purpose is to raise money and accept 
donations for the Faribault county food shelf. they are also 
accepting toys for the western Faribault county toy drive. 

Charity 12/5/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION: Registration is now open for January's Anthony Ford 
Pond Hockey Classic.  This season marks the 15th year of 
the event, which aims to raise money for Leukemia 
research and youth hockey organizations. Youth hockey 
teams of all ages can register online to play on January 27 
and 28. Organizers are also seeking volunteers to help 
setup, tear down and run the event. Organizers say that 
while last year was a success, they're hoping that this 
year's 15th anniversary is the biggest yet. 
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DION: Registration is now open for January's Anthony Ford 
Pond Hockey Classic.  This season marks the 15th year of 
the event, which aims to raise money for Leukemia 
research and youth hockey organizations. Youth hockey 
teams of all ages can register online to play on January 27 
and 28. Organizers are also seeking volunteers to help 
setup, tear down and run the event. Organizers say that 
while last year was a success, they're hoping that this 
year's 15th anniversary is the biggest yet. 
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5:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

NICK: Registration is now open for January's Anthony Ford 
Pond Hockey Classic.  This season marks the 15th year of 
the event, which aims to raise money for Leukemia 
research and youth hockey organizations. Youth hockey 
teams of all ages can register online to play on January 27 
and 28. Organizers are also seeking volunteers to help 
setup, tear down and run the event. Organizers say that 
while last year was a success, they're hoping that this 
year's 15th anniversary is the biggest yet. 



Charity 12/6/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

KELSEY: Registration is now open for January's Anthony 
Ford Pond Hockey Classic.  This season marks the 15th 
year of the event, which aims to raise money for Leukemia 
research and youth hockey organizations. Youth hockey 
teams of all ages can register online to play on January 27 
and 28. Organizers are also seeking volunteers to help 
setup, tear down and run the event. Organizers say that 
while last year was a success, they're hoping that this 
year's 15th anniversary is the biggest yet. 

Charity 12/6/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: TODAY, THE MANKATO TOYS FOR TOTS GATHERED 
TOYS AT THE NICOLLET FIRE DEPARTMENT.   TODAY, 
THERE WAS COOKIES AND HOT CHOCOLATE FOR THE KIDS 
TO ENJOY. ALL THESE TOYS ARE HEADED TO THE BIG 
DISTRIBUTION EVENT SET FOR SATURDAY, DECEMBER 16 
AT THE OLD SHOPKO IN MANKATO. THIS YEAR, 
ORGANIZERS SAY MORE FAMILIES HAVE REGISTERED TO 
TAKE PART. 
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DION: TODAY, THE MANKATO TOYS FOR TOTS GATHERED 
TOYS AT THE NICOLLET FIRE DEPARTMENT.   TODAY, 
THERE WAS COOKIES AND HOT CHOCOLATE FOR THE KIDS 
TO ENJOY. ALL THESE TOYS ARE HEADED TO THE BIG 
DISTRIBUTION EVENT SET FOR SATURDAY, DECEMBER 16 
AT THE OLD SHOPKO IN MANKATO. THIS YEAR, 
ORGANIZERS SAY MORE FAMILIES HAVE REGISTERED TO 
TAKE PART. 

Charity 12/7/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

NICK: yesterday, THE MANKATO TOYS FOR TOTS 
GATHERED TOYS AT THE NICOLLET FIRE DEPARTMENT.    
THERE Were COOKIES AND HOT CHOCOLATE FOR THE 
KIDS TO ENJOY. ALL THESE TOYS ARE HEADED TO THE BIG 
DISTRIBUTION EVENT SET FOR SATURDAY, DECEMBER 16 
AT THE OLD SHOPKO IN MANKATO. THIS YEAR, 
ORGANIZERS SAY MORE FAMILIES HAVE REGISTERED TO 
TAKE PART. 
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NICK: yesterday, THE MANKATO TOYS FOR TOTS 
GATHERED TOYS AT THE NICOLLET FIRE DEPARTMENT.    
THERE Were COOKIES AND HOT CHOCOLATE FOR THE 
KIDS TO ENJOY. ALL THESE TOYS ARE HEADED TO THE BIG 
DISTRIBUTION EVENT SET FOR SATURDAY, DECEMBER 16 
AT THE OLD SHOPKO IN MANKATO. THIS YEAR, 
ORGANIZERS SAY MORE FAMILIES HAVE REGISTERED TO 
TAKE PART. 



Charity 12/7/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: We know it will* get cold! A local coat drive will 
mean everyone can stay warm.   STACY: Today, all those 
winter clothes were picked up to be distributed to 
community programs. Aaron Stuve reports. 
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MAVERICK 
INSIDER THURS 

STACY: We know it will* get cold! A local coat drive will 
mean everyone can stay warm. Today, all those winter 
clothes were picked up to be distributed to community 
programs. Aaron Stuve reports. 
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STACY: We know it will* get cold! A local coat drive will 
mean everyone can stay warm.  Today, all those winter 
clothes were picked up to be distributed to community 
programs. Aaron Stuve reports. 

Charity 12/7/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

STACY: A local coat drive started distributing coats for 
youth and community members.   This was the fifth year 
of Massad Real Estate organizing the coat drive, and 
Thursday the donations were gathered together for 
community programs to take whatever was needed. The 
clothes go to various community organizations and social 
programs through a partnership with the United Way, and 
organizers say that the drive fills a glaring need in the 
community. 

Charity 12/8/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

NICK: A local coat drive started distributing coats for youth 
and community members.   This was the fifth year of 
Massad Real Estate organizing the coat drive, and 
Thursday the donations were gathered together for 
community programs to take whatever was needed. The 
clothes go to various community organizations and social 
programs through a partnership with the United Way, and 
organizers say that the drive fills a glaring need in the 
community. 

Charity 12/8/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

NICK: A local coat drive started distributing coats for youth 
and community members.   This was the fifth year of 
Massad Real Estate organizing the coat drive, and 
Thursday the donations were gathered together for 
community programs to take whatever was needed. The 
clothes go to various community organizations and social 
programs through a partnership with the United Way, and 
organizers say that the drive fills a glaring need in the 
community. 



Charity 12/11/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

DION: This morning hundreds of cars lined up in lower 
North Mankato to get a holiday meal pack.   STACY:  Hy-
Vee along with Second Harvest Heartland was parked 
outside Belgrade United Methodist Church handing 
several vegetables and produce.  Hy-vee, first responders, 
and Hormel Foods handed out a total of 578 free hams to 
local families. They say its all part of spreading the holiday 
spirit and giving back to the community they serve. 

Charity 12/11/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: Today marks two weeks until Christmas Day, and 
community organizations are making a final push before 
the season is over.   DION:  Aaron Stuve has more with 
where fundraising efforts stand and what still needs to be 
done. 
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DION: This morning hundreds of cars lined up in lower 
North Mankato to get a holiday meal pack.   STACY:  Hy-
Vee along with Second Harvest Heartland was parked 
outside Belgrade United Methodist Church handing 
several vegetables and produce.  Hy-vee, first responders, 
and Hormel Foods handed out a total of 578 free hams to 
local families. They say its all part of spreading the holiday 
spirit and giving back to the community they serve. 
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STACY: Today marks two weeks until Christmas Day, and 
community organizations are making a final push before 
the season is over.   DION:  Aaron Stuve has more with 
where fundraising efforts stand and what still needs to be 
done. 
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DION: This morning hundreds of cars lined up in lower 
North Mankato to get a holiday meal pack.   STACY:  Hy-
Vee along with Second Harvest Heartland was parked 
outside Belgrade United Methodist Church handing 
several vegetables and produce.  Hy-vee, first responders, 
and Hormel Foods handed out a total of 578 free hams to 
local families. They say its all part of spreading the holiday 
spirit and giving back to the community they serve. 
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9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: Today marks two weeks until Christmas Day, and 
community organizations are making a final push before 
the season is over.   DION:  Aaron Stuve has more with 
where fundraising efforts stand and what still needs to be 
done. 



Charity 12/11/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

DION: Christmas Day is a short two weeks away, and time 
is running out for community giving.  This Saturday is the 
distribution for Toys for Tots, and collection boxes will be 
moved from businesses and schools to the distribution 
center on Wednesday. This year's distribution has moved 
to The Pond on Madison. Organizers say that they're 
adapting to the new environment. 

Charity 12/11/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

Meanwhile, this weekend is also the deadline to fulfill 
Holiday Sharing Tree cards. The organization says that 
more than 300 cards are still waiting to be filled out, for 
gift cards to be given to families in need. Saturday at 5 
p.m. is the deadline to fill out cards and turn in those that 
have been taken. 

Charity 12/12/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

KELSEY: Christmas Day is a short two weeks away, and 
time is running out for community giving. This Saturday is 
the distribution for Toys for Tots, and collection boxes will 
be moved from businesses and schools to the distribution 
center on Wednesday. This year's distribution has moved 
to The Pond on Madison. 

Charity 12/12/2023 
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5:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

KELSEY: this weekend is also the deadline to fulfill Holiday 
Sharing Tree cards. The organization says that more than 
300 cards are still waiting to be filled out, for gift cards to 
be given to families in need. Saturday at 5 p.m. is the 
deadline to fill out the cards and turn them back in. 
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KELSEY: Christmas Day is a short two weeks away, and 
time is running out for community giving. This Saturday is 
the distribution for Toys for Tots, and collection boxes will 
be moved from businesses and schools to the distribution 
center on Wednesday. This year's distribution has moved 
to The Pond on Madison. Organizers say that they're 
adapting to the new environment. 
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6:30 MORNING 
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KELSEY: Meanwhile, this weekend is also the deadline to 
fulfill Holiday Sharing Tree cards. The organization says 
that more than 300 cards are still waiting to be filled out, 
for gift cards to be given to families in need. Saturday at 5 
p.m. is the deadline to fill out cards and turn in those that 
have been taken. 
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KELSEY: Christmas Day is a short two weeks away, and 
time is running out for community giving. This Saturday is 
the distribution for Toys for Tots, and collection boxes will 
be moved from businesses and schools to the distribution 
center on Wednesday. This year's distribution has moved 
to The Pond on Madison. 

Charity 12/12/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

KELSEY: this weekend is also the deadline to fulfill Holiday 
Sharing Tree cards. The organization says that more than 
300 cards are still waiting to be filled out, for gift cards to 
be given to families in need. Saturday at 5 p.m. is the 
deadline to fill out the cards and turn them back in. 

Charity 12/12/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION:  Visits to food shelves are soaring in Minnesota, 
hitting record high numbers.  STACY: In Waseca, the 
Neighborhood Service Center and Food Shelf is finding 
ways to fill those needs.  Sofia Martinez reports: 
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STACY: Visits to food shelves are soaring in Minnesota, 
hitting record high numbers. In Waseca, the 
Neighborhood Service Center and Food Shelf is finding 
ways to fill those needs.  Sofia Martinez reports: 
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TUESDAY 

DION:  Visits to food shelves are soaring in Minnesota, 
hitting record high numbers. In Waseca, the 
Neighborhood Service Center and Food Shelf is finding 
ways to fill those needs.  Sofia Martinez reports: 

Charity 12/13/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

NICK: Visits to food shelves are soaring in Minnesota, 
hitting record high numbers. In Waseca, the 
Neighborhood Service Center and Food Shelf is finding 
ways to fill those needs.  Sofia Martinez reports: 

Charity 12/13/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

NICK: Visits to food shelves are soaring in Minnesota, 
hitting record high numbers. In Waseca, the 
Neighborhood Service Center and Food Shelf is finding 
ways to fill those needs.  Sofia Martinez reports: 
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WEDNESDAY 

NICK: Visits to food shelves are soaring in Minnesota, 
hitting record high numbers. In Waseca, the 
Neighborhood Service Center and Food Shelf is finding 
ways to fill those needs.  Sofia Martinez reports: 

Charity 12/13/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: A Kasson woman is back home after a ten day 
humanitarian trip to Israel. during her time overseas -- 
Deborah Teske  helped displaced families. Charles Kelley 
with our sister station KTTC brings us her story. 
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NICK: A Kasson woman is back home after a ten day 
humanitarian trip to Israel. during her time overseas -- 
Deborah Teske  helped displaced families. Charles Kelley 
brings us her story. 
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5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: Feeding our Communities Partners distributed 
meals to students in need over winter break today.  More 
than 900 meals were distributed, an increase over last 
year's total. More than 300 volunteers packed meals, 
loaded vehicles and distributed meals to students around 
the community. The distribution comes at the end of a 
busy year for FOCP, after moving into a larger space and 
adding JWP to their list of school partners. FOCP says that 
the growth in the organization shows the need that 
continues to grow within the community. 
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DION: Feeding our Communities Partners distributed 
meals to students in need over winter break today.  More 
than 900 meals were distributed, an increase over last 
year's total. More than 300 volunteers packed meals, 
loaded vehicles and distributed meals to students around 
the community. The distribution comes at the end of a 
busy year for FOCP, after moving into a larger space and 
adding JWP to their list of school partners. FOCP says that 
the growth in the organization shows the need that 
continues to grow within the community. 
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STACY: Feeding our Communities Partners distributed 
meals to students in need over winter break today.  More 
than 900 meals were distributed, an increase over last 
year's total. More than 300 volunteers packed meals, 
loaded vehicles and distributed meals to students around 
the community. The distribution comes at the end of a 
busy year for FEEDING OUR COMMUNITIES PARTNERS, 
after moving into a larger space and adding JWP to their 
list of school partners. FOCP says that the growth in the 
organization shows the need that continues to grow 
within the community. 



Charity 12/15/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

STACY: At the beginning of the school year, one Bethany 
Lutheran college student wanted to change the lives of 
those who lived in his hometown of Barsa, Lebanon.   
DION:  And in just one semester-- with the help of other 
students-- they raised over $11 thousand that will be sent 
back.  Maddie Paul shares the students' mission, and what 
exactly will be done with the money... 

Charity 12/15/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

STACY: An administrator at kato public charter school is 
working to help students in need during this holiday 
season.  A new hygiene pantry provides materials and 
products for students that need them, no questions asked.  
The pantry is filled through donations. Products needed 
the most are personal hygiene items like shampoo, 
conditioner, toothbrushes, toothpaste, and deodorant.  
Donations of food and clothes are also welcome. 
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6PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

DION: Bell ringing with the salvation army is still going on 
for the holiday season.  Today's ringer at the Walmart in 
Mankato was definitely in the spirit! "Frosty" as he calls 
himself, has been volunteering ringing bells for the 
salvation army for 15 years, dressed as everybody's 
favorite snowman.  he has also volunteered for the 
salvation army in wisconsin for 10 years. 
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STACY: An administrator at kato public charter school is 
working to help students in need during this holiday 
season.  A new hygiene pantry provides materials and 
products for students that need them, no questions asked.  
The pantry is filled through donations. Products needed 
the most are personal hygiene items like shampoo, 
conditioner, toothbrushes, toothpaste, and deodorant.  
Donations of food and clothes are also welcome. 
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DION: Bell ringing with the salvation army is still going on 
for the holiday season.  Today's ringer at the Walmart in 
Mankato was definitely in the spirit! Steve Firkins, has 
been volunteering ringing bells for the salvation army for 
15 years, dressed as everybody's favorite snowman, 
Frosty.  he has also volunteered for the salvation army in 
wisconsin for 10 years. 
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STACY: At the beginning of the school year, one Bethany 
Lutheran college student wanted to change the lives of 
those who lived in his hometown of Barsa, Lebanon.  And 
in just one semester-- with the help of other students-- 
they raised over $11 thousand that will be sent back.  
Maddie Paul shares the students' mission, and what 
exactly will be done with the money... 
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DION:   An administrator at kato public charter school is 
working to help students in need during this holiday 
season.  A new hygiene pantry provides materials and 
products for students that need them, no questions asked.  
The pantry is filled through donations. Products needed 
the most are personal hygiene items like shampoo, 
conditioner, toothbrushes, toothpaste, and deodorant.  
Donations of food and clothes are also welcome. 

Charity 12/15/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

DION: Bell ringing with the salvation army is still going on 
for the holiday season.  STACY:  Today's ringer at the 
Walmart in Mankato was definitely in the spirit! Steve 
firkins has been volunteering ringing bells for the salvation 
army for 15 years, dressed as everybody's favorite 
snowman, Frosty, .  He has also volunteered for the 
salvation army in Wisconsin for 10 years. 

Charity 12/18/2023 
11:59:00 AM 

NOON CBS 
MONDAY 

MITCH: Excitement is building for a new attraction for 
guests going through the Kiwanis Holiday Lights!  Kiwanis 
organizers have announced a new holiday train attendees 
can hop on and ride. According to the Mankato Area 
Foundation, the train has three passenger cars that can 
carry a total of 55 passengers. One car will be accessible 
and can accommodate up to three wheelchairs. According 
to the M-A-F, the idea for a train beack in 2020, but was 
derailed due to the pandemic and an engine rebuild. 
Officials say they are still in the process of creating a 
regular schedule for the train during the 2024 season but 
you may see some trial runs yet this year. 



Charity 12/18/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
MONDAY 

MADDIE: Excitement is building for a new attraction for 
guests going through the Kiwanis Holiday Lights! Kiwanis 
organizers have announced a new holiday train attendees 
can hop on and ride.  According to the Mankato Area 
Foundation, the train has three passenger cars that can 
carry a total of 55 passengers. One car will be accessible 
and can accommodate up to three wheelchairs. According 
to the M-A-F, the idea for a train beack in 2020, but was 
derailed due to the pandemic and an engine rebuild. 
Officials say they are still in the process of creating a 
regular schedule for the train during the 2024 season but 
you may see some trial runs yet this year. 

Charity 12/18/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: All aboard - next year! Today Kiwanis Holiday 
Lights unveiled a new attraction to its show: a holiday 
train. As Aaron Stuve reports, it took patience creating it 
and visitors to Sibley Park will also have to be a little 
patient! 

Charity 12/18/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: Less than a week remains in the Salvation Army's 
Red Kettle campaign.  Saturday night is the cutoff for the 
campaign, and the Salvation Army is hoping for one last 
push to hit its fundraising goal. "100K by Christmas Day" is 
what the Salvation army is hoping to hit, and campaign 
leaders say that there are still opportunities for bell 
ringing and volunteering. The Salvation Army says that 
while it's been a good year, there's still a lot of work to do. 

Charity 12/18/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: All aboard - next year! Today Kiwanis Holiday 
Lights unveiled a new attraction to its show: a holiday 
train. As Aaron Stuve reports, it took patience creating it 
and visitors to Sibley Park will also have to be a little 
patient! 

Charity 12/21/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

STACY: Kiwanis Holiday Lights is looking for volunteers to 
help close out the season.  Kiwanis organizers say that the 
holiday weekend is always one of their busiest times of 
the season, and that given that this year's total of 37 days 
of operation is higher than usual, they're looking for 
volunteers to help run the show on Christmas Eve and 
Christmas Day and the 26th and 30th. Volunteers will just 
be needed as extra hands around the park, as Kiwanis 
expects thousands of guests to fill the park this holiday 
weekend. 



Charity 12/21/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

STACY: Kiwanis Holiday Lights is looking for volunteers to 
help close out the season.  Kiwanis organizers say that the 
holiday weekend is always one of their busiest. This year's 
total of 37 days of operation is higher than usual, they're 
looking for volunteers to help run the show on Christmas 
Eve and Christmas Day and the 26th and 30th. Volunteers 
will serve as extra hands around the park, as Kiwanis 
expects thousands of guests to fill the park this big holiday 
weekend. 

Charity 12/22/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

NICK: Kiwanis Holiday Lights is looking for volunteers to 
help close out the season.  Kiwanis organizers say that the 
holiday weekend is always one of their busiest.  This year's 
total of 37 days of operation is higher than usual, they're 
looking for volunteers to help run the show on Christmas 
Eve and Christmas Day and the 26th and 30th.  Volunteers 
will serve as extra hands around the park, as Kiwanis 
expects thousands of guests to fill the park this big holiday 
weekend. 

Charity 12/22/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: Kiwanis Holiday Lights is looking for volunteers to 
help close out the season.  Kiwanis organizers say that the 
holiday weekend is always one of their busiest.  This year's 
total of 37 days of operation is higher than usual, they're 
looking for volunteers to help run the show on Christmas 
Eve and Christmas Day and the 26th and 30th.  Volunteers 
will serve as extra hands around the park, as Kiwanis 
expects thousands of guests to fill the park this big holiday 
weekend. 

Charity 12/27/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: Nonprofit leaders in Owatonna are hoping to turn a 
former Mayo Clinic building into a co-location for area 
homeless shelters. Aaron Stuve has more with who's 
involved and what the new facility would mean to the 
community. 

Charity 12/28/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: Nonprofit leaders in Owatonna are hoping to turn 
a former Mayo Clinic building into a co-location for area 
homeless shelters.  Aaron Stuve has more with who's 
involved and what the new facility would mean to the 
community. 
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KELSEY: Nonprofit leaders in Owatonna are hoping to turn 
a former Mayo Clinic building into a co-location for area 
homeless shelters.  Aaron Stuve has more with who's 
involved and what the new facility would mean to the 
community. 



Charity 12/28/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: Nonprofit leaders in Owatonna are hoping to turn 
a former Mayo Clinic building into a co-location for area 
homeless shelters.  Aaron Stuve has more with who's 
involved and what the new facility would mean to the 
community. 

Economic 
Growth 

10/5/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: A manufacturer located here in North Mankato was 
awarded a contract to work for the United States Navy.  
Sofia Martinez and Photojournalist Tony Peregrin takes us 
to Kato engineering, as they help build America's newest 
aircraft carrier.. 
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10/5/2023 
7:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
THURSDAY 

STACY: A manufacturer located here in North Mankato 
was awarded a contract to work for the United States 
Navy.  Sofia Martinez and Photojournalist Tony Peregrin 
takes us to Kato engineering, as they help build America's 
newest aircraft carrier.. 
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NICK: A manufacturer located here in North Mankato was 
awarded a contract to work for the United States Navy.   
KELSEY: Sofia Martinez takes us to Kato engineering, as 
they help build America's newest aircraft carrier.. 
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NICK: A manufacturer located here in North Mankato was 
awarded a contract to work for the United States Navy.   
KELSEY: Sofia Martinez takes us to Kato engineering, as 
they help build America's newest aircraft carrier.. 

Economic 
Growth 

10/6/2023 
3:58:00 PM 5 PM CBS FRIDAY 

STACY: The United Auto Workers Union announced today 
it is not expanding its strikes against the big three 
automakers but says there is still work to be done. It's one 
of three major strikes currently affecting workers and 
businesses around the country. Bradley Blackburn is in 
New York with the latest developments. 

Economic 
Growth 

10/6/2023 
3:58:00 PM 5 PM CBS FRIDAY 

STACY: THE JOBS REPORT IS OUT AND IT'S GOOD! THE 
LABOR DEPARTMENT SAYS THE U-S. ADDED NEARLY 
DOUBLE THE NEW HIRES EXPECTED IN SEPTEMBER, 
MARKING THE 33-RD STRAIGHT MONTH OF GROWTH FOR 
THE LABOR MARKET, BUT WHO IS DOING THE HIRING-- 
AND WHAT ABOUT WAGE INCREASES? LAURA AGUIRRE 
((AH-GEAR-EE))  BREAKS DOWN THE JOBS REPORT. 



Economic 
Growth 

10/6/2023 
3:58:00 PM 5 PM CBS FRIDAY 

Union workers at Hormel Foods in Austin have reached a 
tentative agreement Wednesday night with the company 
after ongoing negotiations.   Workers will be voting to 
ratify the contract on Monday. Details of the tentative 
agreement have not yet been publicly shared and are 
being brought to union members first. Workers rejected 
an offer from the company Last month. 
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10/6/2023 
7:59:00 PM 9 PM FOX FRIDAY 

STACY: THE JOBS REPORT IS OUT AND IT'S GOOD! THE 
LABOR DEPARTMENT SAYS THE U-S. ADDED NEARLY 
DOUBLE THE NEW HIRES EXPECTED IN SEPTEMBER, 
MARKING THE 33-RD STRAIGHT MONTH OF GROWTH FOR 
THE LABOR MARKET, BUT WHO IS DOING THE HIRING-- 
AND WHAT ABOUT WAGE INCREASES? LAURA AGUIRRE 
((AH-GEAR-EE))  BREAKS DOWN THE JOBS REPORT. 

Economic 
Growth 

10/6/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

STACY: The labor department says the u-s. added nearly 
double the new hires expected in september, marking the 
33-rd straight month of growth for the labor market.  
DION: the new numbers came as a surprise to 
economists... LAURA AGUIRRE ((AH-GEAR-EE))  looks at  
WHO IS DOING THE HIRING-- and the status of wages... 

Economic 
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10/6/2023 
7:59:00 PM 9 PM FOX FRIDAY 

Union workers at Hormel Foods in Austin have reached a 
tentative agreement Wednesday night with the company 
after ongoing negotiations.   Workers will be voting to 
ratify the contract on Monday. Details of the tentative 
agreement have not yet been publicly shared and are 
being brought to union members first. Workers rejected 
an offer from the company Last month. 
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STACY: THE JOBS REPORT IS OUT AND IT'S GOOD! THE 
LABOR DEPARTMENT SAYS THE U-S. ADDED NEARLY 
DOUBLE THE NEW HIRES EXPECTED IN SEPTEMBER, 
MARKING THE 33-RD STRAIGHT MONTH OF GROWTH FOR 
THE LABOR MARKET, BUT WHO IS DOING THE HIRING-- 
AND WHAT ABOUT WAGE INCREASES? LAURA AGUIRRE 
((AH-GEAR-EE))  BREAKS DOWN THE JOBS REPORT. 

Economic 
Growth 

10/9/2023 
3:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
MONDAY 

STACY: IT'S A TOUGH TIME FOR POTENTIAL HOMEBUYERS.  
RIGHT NOW, THE AVERAGE US MORTGAGE RATE IS 
NEARLY SEVEN AND HALF PERCENT. THAT'S THE HIGHEST 
LEVEL IN 23 YEARS.  MIKE VALERIO HAS DETAILS ON WHAT 
HOMEBUYERS CAN DO TO GET THEIR BEST RATE FROM 
LENDERS. 
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Growth 

10/9/2023 
7:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
MONDAY 

STACY: IT'S A TOUGH TIME FOR POTENTIAL HOMEBUYERS.  
RIGHT NOW, THE AVERAGE US MORTGAGE RATE IS 
NEARLY SEVEN AND HALF PERCENT. THAT'S THE HIGHEST 
LEVEL IN 23 YEARS.  MIKE VALERIO HAS HOW 
HOMEOWNERS CAN GET THEIR BEST RATE FROM 
LENDERS. 

Economic 
Growth 

10/11/2023 
3:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: The Federal Trade Commission says junk fees cost 
Americans billions of dollars every year. Now the White 
House wants to change that. Michael George has the 
details. 

Economic 
Growth 

10/12/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: A new coffee shop opens in Lower North Mankato 
after taking over one that recelty closed  Neutral groundz 
coffee side closed back in august, and soon after that 
beans coffee company, a local coffee roasteryannounced 
they will be continuing the tradition with a new business: 
beans coffee house. on Belgrade Avenue, Beans Coffee 
House will officially open their doors next Thursday 
october 19th. 

Economic 
Growth 

10/12/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: Volk transfer has been providing services for 75 
years across the united states... now they're going global.   
As a result of customer demand for Volk transfer's 
expansion, they recently announced that in addition to 
serving the continental u.s., they will also be serving 
Alaska, Puerto Rico, Hawaii, and other international 
points. 
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DION: Volk transfer has been providing services for 75 
years across the united states... now they're going global.   
As a result of customer demand for Volk transfer's 
expansion, they recently announced that in addition to 
serving the continental u.s., they will also be serving 
Alaska, Puerto Rico, Hawaii, and other international 
points. 
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10/12/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: A new coffee shop opens in Lower North Mankato 
after taking over one that recently closed  Neutral groundz 
closed back in August, and soon after, beans coffee 
company, a local coffee roastery announced they would 
be opening beans coffee house. The new shop officially 
opens their doors next Thursday october 19th. 
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NICK: A new coffee shop opens in Lower North Mankato 
after taking over one that recently closed Neutral groundz 
closed back in August, and soon after, beans coffee 
company, a local coffee roastery announced they would 
be opening beans coffee house. The new shop officially 
opens their doors next Thursday october 19th. 
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5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

NICK: Volk transfer has been providing services for 75 
years across the united states... now they're going global.  
As a result of customer demand for Volk transfer's 
expansion, they recently announced that in addition to 
serving the continental u.s., they will also be serving 
Alaska, Puerto Rico, Hawaii, and other international 
points. 
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6:30 MORNING 
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NICK: A new coffee shop opens in Lower North Mankato 
after taking over one that recently closed Neutral groundz 
closed back in August, and soon after, beans coffee 
company, a local coffee roastery announced they would 
be opening beans coffee house. The new shop officially 
opens their doors next Thursday october 19th. 

Economic 
Growth 

10/17/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION: A Mankato manufacturer gives us a closer look to 
see how parts of the aluminum can that holds your 
favorite drinks are made... and its impact in the 
environment . Sofia Martinez and photojournalist Tony 
Peregrin report 
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DION: A Mankato manufacturer gives us a closer look to 
see how parts of the aluminum can that holds your 
favorite drinks are made... and its impact in the 
environment . Sofia Martinez and photojournalist Tony 
Peregrin report 

Economic 
Growth 

10/18/2023 
4:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

KELSEY: A Mankato manufacturer gives us a closer look at 
the parts of the aluminum can that hold your favorite 
drink... and its impact on the environment . Sofia Martinez 
reports. 
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KELSEY: A Mankato manufacturer gives us a closer look to 
see how parts of the aluminum can that holds your 
favorite drinks are made... and its impact in the 
environment . Sofia Martinez reports. 
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6:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

KELSEY: A Mankato manufacturer gives us a closer look at 
the parts of the aluminum can that hold your favorite 
drink... and its impact on the environment . Sofia Martinez 
reports. 



Economic 
Growth 

10/18/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION:  Sun Country Airlines is announcing ten new 
nonstop routes from MSP starting next summer.  New 
destinations in the U.S. include Albuquerque, Billings, 
Boise, Grand Rapids, Missoula, Oakland, Syracuse and dull-
is Dulles International Airport in Washington, D.C.      There 
are also two new Canadian destinations - Toronto and 
Montreal. Sun Country just extended their booking 
window through September 10th and you can book travel 
to all of these destinations now. 
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DION:  Sun Country Airlines is announcing ten new 
nonstop routes from MSP starting next summer.  New 
destinations in the U.S. include Albuquerque, Billings, 
Boise, Grand Rapids, Missoula, Oakland, Syracuse and dull-
is Dulles International Airport in Washington, D.C.      There 
are also two new Canadian destinations - Toronto and 
Montreal. Sun Country just extended their booking 
window through September 10th and you can book travel 
to all of these destinations now. 

Economic 
Growth 

10/18/2023 
7:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
WEDNESDAY 

MADDIE: WELCOME BACK...  Sun Country Airlines is 
announcing ten new nonstop routes from M-S-P starting 
next summer.  New destinations in the U.S. include 
Albuquerque, Billings, Boise, Grand Rapids, Missoula, 
Oakland, Syracuse and dull-is Dulles International Airport 
in Washington, D.C.      There are also two new Canadian 
destinations - Toronto and Montreal. Sun Country just 
extended their booking window through September 10th 
and you can book travel to all of these destinations now. 

Economic 
Growth 

10/19/2023 
5:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
THURSDAY 

NICK: Sun Country Airlines is announcing ten new nonstop 
routes from MSP starting next summer.  New destinations 
in the U.S. include Albuquerque, Billings, Boise, Grand 
Rapids, Missoula, Oakland, Syracuse and dull-is Dulles 
International Airport in Washington, D.C.      There are also 
two new Canadian destinations - Toronto and Montreal. 
Sun Country just extended their booking window through 
September 10th and you can book travel to all of these 
destinations now. 



Economic 
Growth 

10/19/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: Minnesota CONTINUES its economic growth streak 
for a seventh-straight month.  According to the Minnesota 
Department of Employment and Economic Development, 
8,000 jobs were added in September. 1,500 workers also 
entered the workforce, with the state's unemployment 
rate sitting at 3-point-1 percent -- unchanged from 
August! the state's construction industry grew at 5-point-1 
percent on an annually adjusted basis. 

Economic 
Growth 

10/19/2023 
9:22:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: Minnesota's labor force grew for the 7th month in a 
row --   The Minnesota Department of Employment and 
Economic Development says the state gained 8,000 jobs in 
September and added more than 1,500 workers. The 
agency says with the state's unemployment rate sitting at 
3-point-1 percent -- unchanged from August! DEED says 
Minnesota especially grew 6,000 jobs in the Education and 
Health Services and 2,400 jobs Leisure and Hospitality 
super-sectors. The state's construction industry grew at 5-
point-1 percent on an annually adjusted basis. The 
*national growth rate in that industry is 2-point-7 percent. 

Economic 
Growth 

10/20/2023 
5:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
FRIDAY 

NICK: Minnesota's labor force grew for the 7th month in a 
row --   The Minnesota Department of Employment and 
Economic Development says the state gained 8,000 jobs in 
September and added more than 1,500 workers. The 
agency says with the state's unemployment rate sitting at 
3-point-1 percent -- unchanged from August! DEED says 
Minnesota especially grew 6,000 jobs in the Education and 
Health Services and 2,400 jobs Leisure and Hospitality 
super-sectors. The state's construction industry grew at 5-
point-1 percent on an annually adjusted basis. The 
*national growth rate in that industry is 2-point-7 percent. 

Economic 
Growth 

10/20/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

DION: The mankato marathon weekend is underway today 
... runners just started the pork power 5k ...  Jackson jirik 
caught up some visit mankato members ahead of the 
record breaking weekend. 

Economic 
Growth 

10/20/2023 
7:59:00 PM 9 PM FOX FRIDAY 

MADDIE: The mankato marathon weekend is underway 
today ...  Jackson jirik caught up some visit mankato 
members ahead of the record breaking weekend. 
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DION: The mankato marathon weekend is underway today 
... runners just started the pork power 5k ...  Jackson jirik 
caught up some visit mankato members ahead of the 
record breaking weekend. 
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Growth 

10/25/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: The city of Mankato is seeing an increase of hotels 
and the list continues to grow.  Sofia Martinez talks to 
Greater Mankato Growth and Visit Mankato about the 
impact of this growing industry. 
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10/25/2023 
7:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
WEDNESDAY 

MADDIE: The city of Mankato is seeing an increase of 
hotels and the list continues to grow.  Sofia Martinez talks 
to Greater Mankato Growth and Visit Mankato about the 
impact of this growing industry. 
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DION: The city of Mankato is seeing an increase of hotels 
and the list continues to grow.  Sofia Martinez talks to 
Greater Mankato Growth and Visit Mankato about the 
impact of this growing industry. 
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NICK: The city of Mankato is seeing an increase of hotels 
and the list continues to grow.  Sofia Martinez talks to 
Greater Mankato Growth and Visit Mankato about the 
impact of this growing industry. 
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NICK: The city of Mankato is seeing an increase of hotels. 
Sofia Martinez talks to Greater Mankato Growth and Visit 
Mankato about the impact of the growing industry. 
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10/26/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION:  A new hotel is coming near River Hills Mall in 
Mankato.   The TownePlace Suites by Marriott will be 
adjacent to the Courtyard hotel near the shopping mall.   
Owners say it will be Mankato's first extended stay hotel- 
with full kitchens and larger public spaces. It will have 89 
rooms and four stories. The same group also owns and 
operates AmericInn Hotel &amp; Event Center and 
University Square Mall and Apartments both located near 
the Minnesota State University campus. They say their 
investments in the city of Mankato have been going for 
over 50 years. 
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INSIDER THURS 

STACY: A new hotel is coming near River Hills Mall in 
Mankato.   The TownePlace Suites by Marriott will be 
adjacent to the Courtyard hotel near the shopping mall.   
Owners say it will be Mankato's first extended stay hotel- 
with full kitchens and larger public spaces. It will have 89 
rooms and four stories. The same group also owns and 
operates AmericInn Hotel &amp; Event Center and 
University Square Mall and Apartments both located near 
the Minnesota State University campus. They say their 
investments in the city of Mankato have been going strong 
for over 50 years. 
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STACY: A new hotel is coming near River Hills Mall in 
Mankato.   The TownePlace Suites by Marriott will be 
adjacent to the Courtyard hotel near the shopping mall.   
Owners say it will be Mankato's first extended stay hotel- 
with full kitchens and larger public spaces. It will have 89 
rooms and four stories. The same group also owns and 
operates AmericInn Hotel &amp; Event Center and 
University Square Mall and Apartments both located near 
the Minnesota State University campus. They say their 
investments in the city of Mankato have been going strong 
for over 50 years. 
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DION:  A new hotel is coming near River Hills Mall in 
Mankato.   The TownePlace Suites by Marriott will be 
adjacent to the Courtyard hotel near the shopping mall.   
Owners say it will be Mankato's first extended stay hotel- 
with full kitchens and larger public spaces. It will have 89 
rooms and four stories. The same group also owns and 
operates AmericInn Hotel &amp; Event Center and 
University Square Mall and Apartments both located near 
the Minnesota State University campus. They say their 
investments in the city of Mankato have been going for 
over 50 years. 
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10/27/2023 
5:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: A new hotel is coming near River Hills Mall in 
Mankato.  The TownePlace Suites by Marriott will be 
adjacent to the Courtyard hotel near the shopping mall.   
Owners say it will be Mankato's first extended stay hotel- 
with full kitchens and larger public spaces. It will have 89 
rooms and four stories. The same group also owns and 
operates AmericInn Hotel &amp; Event Center and 
University Square Mall and Apartments both located near 
the Minnesota State University campus. They say their 
investments in the city of Mankato have been going for 
over 50 years. 

Economic 
Growth 

10/30/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: A new executive order IS AIMING TO help expand 
MINNESOTA'S workforce... and make JOBS more 
accessible. Governor Tim Walz removed limitations on 
roughly three-quarters of state-run jobs earlier today. 
OUR Quinn Gorham explains why it's big news for those 
without a four-year degree. 
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STACY: A new executive order IS AIMING TO help expand 
MINNESOTA'S workforce... and make JOBS more 
accessible. Governor Tim Walz removed limitations on 
roughly three-quarters of state-run jobs earlier today. 
OUR Quinn Gorham explains why it's big news for those 
without a four-year degree. 
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KELSEY: A new executive order aims TO expand 
MINNESOTA'S workforce... and make JOBS more 
accessible. Governor Tim Walz removed limitations on 
roughly three-quarters of state-run jobs on Monday. 
Quinn Gorham explains why it's big news for those 
without a four-year degree. 
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KELSEY: A new executive order IS AIMING TO help expand 
MINNESOTA'S workforce... and make JOBS more 
accessible. Governor Tim Walz removed limitations on 
roughly three-quarters of state-run jobs on Monday. 
Quinn Gorham explains why it's big news for those 
without a four-year degree. 
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KELSEY: A new executive order aims TO expand 
MINNESOTA'S workforce... and make JOBS more 
accessible. Governor Tim Walz removed limitations on 
roughly three-quarters of state-run jobs on Monday. 
Quinn Gorham explains why it's big news for those 
without a four-year degree. 
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8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: Borrowers have seen interest rates skyrocket in 
the past year. One key interest rate is currently at a 22-
year high but it's not going any higher, for now. Bradley 
Blackburn explains... 
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STACY: THERE'S GOOD NEWS WHEN IT COMES TO 
TURKEYS – PRICES FOR THE THANKSGIVING BIRD ARE 
DOWN 13 PERCENT COMPARED TO LAST YEAR.  AND 
PRICES COULD FALL EVEN LOWER AS WE GET CLOSER TO 
THE HOLIDAY.  THAT'S ACCORDING TO THE WELLS FARGO 
AGRI-FOOD INSTITUTE.  TURKEYS ARE OFTEN A LOSS -
LEADER, MEANING STORES SELL THEM AT A DISCOUNT TO 
GET SHOPPERS IN THE DOOR. 
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KELSEY: THERE'S GOOD NEWS WHEN IT COMES TO 
TURKEYS – PRICES FOR THE THANKSGIVING BIRD ARE 
DOWN 13 PERCENT COMPARED TO LAST YEAR. AND 
PRICES COULD FALL EVEN LOWER AS WE GET CLOSER TO 
THE HOLIDAY.  THAT'S ACCORDING TO THE WELLS FARGO 
AGRI-FOOD INSTITUTE.  TURKEYS ARE OFTEN A LOSS -
LEADER, MEANING STORES SELL THEM AT A DISCOUNT TO 
GET SHOPPERS IN THE DOOR. 
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KELSEY: THERE'S GOOD NEWS WHEN IT COMES TO 
TURKEYS – PRICES FOR THE THANKSGIVING BIRD ARE 
DOWN 13 PERCENT COMPARED TO LAST YEAR. AND 
PRICES COULD FALL EVEN LOWER AS WE GET CLOSER TO 
THE HOLIDAY.  THAT'S ACCORDING TO THE WELLS FARGO 
AGRI-FOOD INSTITUTE.  TURKEYS ARE OFTEN A LOSS -
LEADER, MEANING STORES SELL THEM AT A DISCOUNT TO 
GET SHOPPERS IN THE DOOR. 
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6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

STACY: The newest sweet spot in Mankato opened their 
doors today to a line going out the door!  Crumbl cookies 
is a takeout and delivery cookie franchise with hundreds 
of cookie flavos. 6 flavors are offered each week and it's 
rotated! They were scheduled to open tomorrow, but the 
owners say they were ready to go today.  The turnout for 
day one was tremendous, serving nearly 3-thousand 
cookies, and they're expecting even more for their 
*official grand opening tomorrow. 
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STACY: The newest sweet spot in Mankato opened their 
doors today to a line going out the door!  Crumbl cookies 
is a takeout and delivery cookie franchise with hundreds 
of cookie flavos. 6 flavors are offered each week and it's 
rotated! They were scheduled to open tomorrow, but the 
owners say they were ready to go today.  The turnout for 
day one was tremendous, serving nearly 3-thousand 
cookies, and they're expecting even more for their 
*official grand opening tomorrow. 
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11/13/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
MONDAY 

STACY: The countdown is on to the holiday season, which 
means the race for this year's must-have toys is already 
underway. Bradley Blackburn has a look at what will be at 
the top of kids' lists -- and how you can get the best deals. 
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TUESDAY 

STACY: A new report shows inflation is easing and that 
could be good news for borrowers struggling with high 
interest rates. Cristian Benavides explains. 
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STACY: CALL IT THE COME BACK KID... OR KIDS' STORE. 
JUST A FEW YEARS AFTER TOYS-R-US WENT OUT OF 
BUSINESS IN 20-18, IT'S NOW COMING TO AMERICA'S 
BIGGEST MALL - JUST IN TIME FOR THE HOLIDAYS. THE 
ICONIC TOY RETAILER'S LOCATION AT THE MALL OF 
AMERICA WILL OPEN BEFORE THANKSGIVING. IT'S THE 
SECOND STANDALONE TOYS R US STORE TO OPEN AFTER 
PARENt COMPANY W-H-P GLOBAL MARKED THE TOY 
RETAILER'S COMEBACK BY OPENING ITS 20-THOUSAND 
SQUARE FOOT FLAGSHIP LOCATION IN NEW JERSEY. W-H-
P HAS ALSO OPENED MORE THAN 452 MINI TOYS R US 
SHOPS ACROSS ALL MACY'S STORES NATIONWIDE. 
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STACY: THERE ARE SOME PRE-HOLIDAY SIGNS OF A 
WEAKENING LABOR MARKET.   USUALLY, BUSINESSES THIS 
TIME OF YEAR START HIRING EXTRA WORKERS TO STOCK 
SHELVES AND HELP WITH ORDERS AND DELIVERIES. BUT 
THIS YEAR, THE JOB-SERVICES FIRM 'CHALLENGER, GRAY 
AND CHRISTMAS' SAYS THE NUMBER OF SEASONAL 
POSITIONS PUBLICLY ADVERTISED THIS FALL FELL TO THE 
LOWEST LEVEL IN A DECADE. THE WALL STREET JOURNAL 
ALSO REPORTS THAT THE NATIONAL RETAIL FEDERATION'S 
SEASONAL WORKER HIRES ARE DOWN AS MUCH AS 40 
PERCENT FROM 20-21. THE SHIFT COULD BE BECAUSE 
ECONOMISTS ARE PROJECTING A PULLBACK ON HOLIDAY 
SHOPPING FOR THE REST OF THE YEAR AFTER A SUMMER 
OF BIG SPENDING. THAT--AND RETAILERS HAVE 
GENERALLY CAUGHT UP ON PANDEMIC STAFFING 
SHORTAGES. 
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STACY: JUST A FEW YEARS AFTER TOYS-R-US WENT OUT 
OF BUSINESS IN 20-18, IT'S NOW COMING TO AMERICA'S 
BIGGEST MALL - JUST IN TIME FOR THE HOLIDAYS. THE 
ICONIC TOY RETAILER'S LOCATION AT THE MALL OF 
AMERICA WILL OPEN BEFORE THANKSGIVING. IT'S THE 
SECOND STANDALONE TOYS R US STORE TO OPEN AFTER 
PARENt COMPANY W-H-P GLOBAL MARKED THE TOY 
RETAILER'S COMEBACK BY OPENING ITS 20-THOUSAND 
SQUARE FOOT FLAGSHIP LOCATION IN NEW JERSEY. W-H-
P HAS ALSO OPENED MORE THAN 452 MINI TOYS R US 
SHOPS ACROSS ALL MACY'S STORES NATIONWIDE. 
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TUESDAY 

DION:  A new report shows inflation is easing and that 
could be good news for borrowers struggling with high 
interest rates. Cristian Benavides explains. 
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5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: The Mankato Brewery brings back a festive beer to 
celebrate the holidays.  The local brewery company is 
partnering with Kiwanis Holiday Lights Mankato for the 
release of the Yuletide Lager. The beer releases today with 
a celebratory release party happening at the Mankato 
Brewery Taproom at 4 p.m. Mankato Brewery is donating 
a percentage of the proceeds back to the organization and 
$1 from each pint sold in the taproom. 6 packs of Yuletide 
Lager can be found at local liquor stores now through the 
holiday. 
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DION: The Small Business Administration toured some 
shops and restaurants in old town Mankato...  STACY: The 
purpose of the trip was to promote Small Business 
Saturday.  As kyla jackson reports, it's all part of priorizing 
shopping local. 
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STACY: The Small Business Administration toured some 
shops and restaurants in old town Mankato... The purpose 
of the trip was to promote Small Business Saturday.  As 
kyla jackson reports, it's all part of priorizing shopping 
local. 
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KELSEY: The Small Business Administration takes a tour 
through old town Mankato...it's all an effort to promote 
small business saturday.  Kyla Jackson tags along. 
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KELSEY: The Small Business Administration toured some 
shops and restaurants in old town Mankato... The purpose 
of the trip was to promote Small Business Saturday.  As 
kyla jackson reports, it's all part of priorizing shopping 
local. 
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THURSDAY 

DION:  Minnesota's economy continues to grow, with a 
record-high amount of jobs available in the state.  STACY:  
According to the Department of Employment and 
Economic Development, in October, Minnesota gained 
7,000 jobs. This makes it the third month of continued job 
growth according to DEED.  Unemployment moved up a 
tenth of a percent to 3-point-2 percent, outperforming the 
national rate of 3-point-9 percent. DEED officials say just 
more than 3 million jobs were available in the last month, 
setting a record for Minnesota. 
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STACY: Minnesota's economy continues to grow, with a 
record-high amount of jobs available in the state.  
According to the Department of Employment and 
Economic Development, in October, Minnesota gained 
7,000 jobs. This makes it the third month of continued job 
growth.  DEED officials say just more than 3 million jobs 
were available in the last month, setting a record for 
Minnesota. 
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DION: Minnesota's economy continues to grow, with a 
record-high amount of jobs available in the state.  The 
Department of Employment and Economic Development 
says Minnesota gained 7,000 jobs, in October, making it 
the third month of continued job growth according.  
Unemployment moved up a tenth of a percent to 3-point-
2 percent... still outperforming the national rate of 3-
point-9 percent. DEED officials say just over 3 million jobs 
were available in the last month, setting a record for 
Minnesota... the first month that number crossed the 
three million mark. 
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KELSEY: Minnesota's economy continues to grow, with a 
record-high amount of jobs available in the state.  The 
Department of Employment and Economic Development 
says Minnesota gained 7,000 jobs, in October, making it 
the third month of continued job growth.  Unemployment 
moved up a tenth of a percent to 3-point-2 percent... still 
outperforming the national rate of 3-point-9 percent. 
DEED officials say just over 3 million jobs were available in 
the last month, setting a record for Minnesota... 
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KELSEY: Minnesota's economy continues to grow, with a 
record-high amount of jobs available in the state. The 
Department of Employment and Economic Development 
says Minnesota gained 7,000 jobs, in October, making it 
the third month of continued job growth according.  
Unemployment moved up a tenth of a percent to 3-point-
2 percent... still outperforming the national rate of 3-
point-9 percent. DEED officials say just over 3 million jobs 
were available in the last month, setting a record for 
Minnesota... the first month that number crossed the 
three million mark. 
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KELSEY: Minnesota's economy continues to grow, with a 
record-high amount of jobs available in the state.  The 
Department of Employment and Economic Development 
says Minnesota gained 7,000 jobs, in October, making it 
the third month of continued job growth.  Unemployment 
moved up a tenth of a percent to 3-point-2 percent... still 
outperforming the national rate of 3-point-9 percent. 
DEED officials say just over 3 million jobs were available in 
the last month, setting a record for Minnesota... 
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DION:  Toys R Us opens up a flagship store in the Mall of 
America... just in time for the busy shopping season...  The 
11 thousand square foot store opens in addition to the 
chain's other flagship location in new jersey's american 
dream mall...  along with  a partnership with macy's.  the 
grand opening comes about five years after toys r us filed 
for bankruptcy... and shuttered its locations. 
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STACY: Toys R Us opens up a flagship store in the Mall of 
America... just in time for the busy shopping season...  The 
11 thousand square foot store opens in addition to the 
chain's other flagship location in new jersey's american 
dream mall...  along with  a partnership with macy's.  the 
grand opening comes about five years after toys r us filed 
for bankruptcy... and shuttered its locations. 
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11/21/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
TUESDAY 

STACY: This week will see some of busiest shopping days 
of the year. The IRS is warning consumers that this time of 
year comes with a heightened risk of identity theft. Jill 
Schlesinger EXPLAINS HOW to stay safe. 
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11/27/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: The completion of Highway 14 has brought a boost 
to New Ulm businesses. It also means more projects down 
the road for the city of New Ulm. Aaron Stuve explains 
what's on the horizon for everyone in the community. 
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11/29/2023 
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5:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

NICK: Mayo Clinic has announced a major physical 
expansion of its Rochester campus as part of the clinic's 
future vision for its hometown.  KELSEY: Key elements of 
the expansion include five new buildings on the Rochester 
campus, providing 2.4 million square feet of new space 
with "future-oriented design elements."   A majority of the 
new space will be in two new buildings at the center of 
campus..currently known as the Ozmun complex and 
Damon Ramp.  The buildings will start with nine floors, 
with room to grow in the future. A new logistics center is 
planned for the former Lourdes High School campus, and 
two new patient parking garages will provide 1,300 
additional spaces. Many current buildings will also be 
redesigned.  The expansion announcement comes less 
than a year after a showdown 
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NICK: Mayo Clinic has announced a major physical 
expansion of its Rochester campus as part of the clinic's 
future vision for its hometown.  KELSEY: Key elements of 
the expansion include five new buildings on the Rochester 
campus, providing 2.4 million square feet of new space 
with "future-oriented design elements."   A majority of the 
new space will be in two new buildings at the center of 
campus which are currently the locations of the Ozmun 
complex and Damon Ramp.  The buildings will start with 
nine floors, with an option to add vertical space in the 
future. A new logistics center is planned for the former 
Lourdes High School campus, and two new patient parking 
garages will provide 1,300 additional spaces. Many current 
buildings will also be redesigned.  The expansion 
announcement come 
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11/29/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: There's a lot to consider when buying a new car,  
including finding one that's not going to break down. 
Shanelle Kaul went to Consumer Reports for a look at 
some of the most reliable vehicles. 
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STACY: DISAPPOINTMENT FOR SOME INVESTORS HOPING 
TO SEE A RATE CUT IN THE NEAR FUTURE. FED CHIEF 
JERMONE POWELL is POURING COLD WATER ON HOPES 
OF A RATE CUT ANY TIME SOON.  POWELL IN PREPARED 
REMARKS SAys THAT WHILE THE CENTRAL BANK HAS 
MADE SIGNIFICANT PROGRESS ON BRINGING INFLATION 
DOWN TO ITS 2-PERCENT TARGET, IT'S STILL PREPARED TO 
TIGHTEN MONETARY POLICY FURTHER IF NEEDED.    HE 
ADDED THAT FED POLICYMAKERS ARE MAKING DECISIONS 
ON A MEETING-BY-MEETING BASIS BASED ON THE 
"TOTALITY OF THE INCOMING DATA" AND THE BALANCE 
OF RISKS. 
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STACY: Petco in Mankato has announced it is closing its 
doors. A store employee tells us the store's last day open 
will be January 20. The pet supply chain's Mankato 
location is closing due to cost of operations and lESS foot 
traffic. Following the closure of the Mankato location, the 
nearest PETCO IS IN the Twin Cities AREA or Rochester. 
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DION: Petco in Mankato has announced it is closing its 
doors. A store employee tells us the store's last day open 
will be January 20. The pet supply chain's Mankato 
location is closing due to cost of operations and lESS foot 
traffic. Following the closure of the Mankato location, the 
nearest PETCO IS IN the Twin Cities AREA or Rochester. 
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KELSEY: Petco in Mankato announces it is closing its doors. 
A store employee tells us the store's last day open will be 
January 20. The pet supply chain's Mankato location is 
closing due to cost of operations and LESS foot traffic. The 
nearest PETCO to Mankato IS IN the Twin Cities AREA or 
Rochester. 
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DION: Petco in Mankato has announced it is closing its 
doors. A store employee tells us the store's last day open 
will be January 20. The pet supply chain's Mankato 
location is closing due to cost of operations and lESS foot 
traffic. Following the closure of the Mankato location, the 
nearest PETCO IS IN the Twin Cities AREA or Rochester. 
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KELSEY: Petco in Mankato announces it is closing its doors. 
A store employee tells us the store's last day open will be 
January 20. The pet supply chain's Mankato location is 
closing due to cost of operations and LESS foot traffic. The 
nearest PETCO to Mankato IS IN the Twin Cities AREA or 
Rochester. 
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10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: Mayo Clinic Health System expansion project is on 
its final Stretch... .with less than 6 months before the 
opening of their new floors.  STACY: Sofia Martinez and 
Photojournalist Tony Peregrin check in with staff about 
how the clinic is getting ready to welcome more patients. 
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DION: A groundbreaking ceremony kicks off construction 
for a new apartment complex in downtown Mankato.   
The Silos Apartments will offer 26 market rate units to Old 
Town Mankato.  The Project is being developed by the 
Brennan Companies, which is responsible for the Bridge 
Plaza which will be next door.  Named after the silos view 
in Old Town near the veteran bridge, developers say the 
goal is to tie downtown to the Old Town business district. 
The Silos Apartments are expected to open September 
first. 
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NICK: Mayo Clinic Health System expansion project is on 
its final Stretch... .with less than 6 months before the 
opening of their new floors.  KELSEY: Sofia Martinez 
checks in with staff about how the clinic is getting ready to 
welcome more patients. 
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KELSEY: A groundbreaking ceremony kicks off construction 
for a new apartment complex in downtown Mankato.   
The Silos Apartments will add 26 market rate units to Old 
Town Mankato.  The Project is being developed by 
Brennan Companies.  Named after the silos view in Old 
Town near the veteran bridge, developers say the goal is 
to tie downtown to the Old Town business district. The 
Silos Apartments are expected to open September first. 
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NICK: Mayo Clinic Health System expansion project is on 
its final Stretch... .with less than 6 months before the 
opening of their new floors.  KELSEY: Sofia Martinez and 
Photojournalist Tony Peregrin check in with staff about 
how the clinic is getting ready to welcome more patients. 
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KELSEY: A groundbreaking ceremony kicks off construction 
for a new apartment complex in downtown Mankato.   
The Silos Apartments will offer 26 market rate units to Old 
Town Mankato.  The Project is being developed by the 
Brennan Companies, which is responsible for the Bridge 
Plaza which will be next door.  Named after the silos view 
in Old Town near the veteran bridge, developers say the 
goal is to tie downtown to the Old Town business district. 
The Silos Apartments are expected to open September 
first. 
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NICK: Mayo Clinic Health System expansion project is on 
its final Stretch... .with less than 6 months before the 
opening of their new floors.  KELSEY: Sofia Martinez 
checks in with staff about how the clinic is getting ready to 
welcome more patients. 
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KELSEY: A groundbreaking ceremony kicks off construction 
for a new apartment complex in downtown Mankato.   
The Silos Apartments will add 26 market rate units to Old 
Town Mankato.  The Project is being developed by 
Brennan Companies.  Named after the silos view in Old 
Town near the veteran bridge, developers say the goal is 
to tie downtown to the Old Town business district. The 
Silos Apartments are expected to open September first. 
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4:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
TUESDAY 

STACY: Inflation skyrocketed during the pandemic-- But a 
new report shows price hikes continue to ease, and some 
items are even cheaper than a year ago. CBS' Cristian 
Benavides reports... 
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12/12/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
TUESDAY 

STACY: WE'VE SEEN A WARM START TO WINTER, CAUSING 
ANGLERS TO WAIT LONGER THAN USUAL TO GO ICE 
FISHING.   THE CABELA'S STORE IN OWATONNA SAYS ICE 
FISHING EQUIPMENT SALES ACTUALLY ARE GOING 
STRONG SO FAR THIS SEASON. THE DEPARTMENT 
MANAGER SAYS ALTHOUGH ICE FISHING WEATHER ISN'T 
QUITE HERE YET, ICE FISHING ENTHUSIASTS KNOW IT WILL 
COME EVENTUALLY. HE SAYS CUSTOMERS HAVE BEEN 
SHOPPING FOR GEAR AND EQUIPMENT TO STOCK UP AND 
GIVE AS GIFTS THIS HOLIDAY SEASON. 
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9:59:00 PM 
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TUESDAY 

STACY: Inflation skyrocketed during the pandemic-- But a 
new report shows price hikes continue to ease, and some 
items are even cheaper than a year ago. CBS' Cristian 
Benavides reports... 
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5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

STACY: Minnesota posts the biggest growth numbers since 
January in the latest report from the Department of 
Employment and Economic Development. In November, 
Minnesota added 9,500 jobs, leading to a point-three 
percent growth. That's ahead of last month's national 
growth rate of point-one percent. Sofia Martinez breaks 
down what these numbers mean for the state and locally. 
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INSIDER THURS 

MADDIE: Minnesota posts the biggest growth numbers 
since January in the latest report from the Department of 
Employment and Economic Development.  In November, 
Minnesota added 9,500 jobs, leading to a point-three 
percent growth, ahead of the national growth rate last 
month of point-one percent. The state sits at an 
unemployment rate of 3-point-1 percent, more than half-
a-percentage point lower than the natinal average. 
Construction continues to lead the way in job growth in 
Minnesota, with a 5-point-3 percent boost in the last year, 
that is more than DOUBLE the same measurement 
nationally. 
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STACY: Minnesota posts the biggest growth numbers since 
January in the latest jobs report. In November, Minnesota 
added 95-hundred jobs, leading to a point-three percent 
growth. That's ahead of last month's national growth rate 
of point-one percent. Sofia Martinez breaks down what 
these numbers mean. 
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12/22/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: Minnesota sees its biggest job growth since the 
start of this year.  NICK: In November, Minnesota added 
95-hundred jobs, leading to a point-three percent growth.  
That's ahead of last month's national growth rate of point-
one percent. Sofia Martinez breaks down what these 
numbers mean. 
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KELSEY: Minnesota posts the biggest growth numbers 
since January in the latest jobs report.  NICK: In November, 
Minnesota added 95-hundred jobs, leading to a point-
three percent growth.  That's ahead of last month's 
national growth rate of point-one percent. Sofia Martinez 
breaks down what these numbers mean. 
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FRIDAY 

KELSEY: Minnesota posts the biggest growth numbers 
since January in the latest jobs report.  NICK: In November, 
Minnesota added 95-hundred jobs, leading to a point-
three percent growth.  That's ahead of last month's 
national growth rate of point-one percent. Sofia Martinez 
breaks down what these numbers mean. 

Economic 
Growth 

12/26/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION: A historic building in downtown Henderson is 
getting ready to open their doors. The former Henderson 
Roadhaus properties which closed earlier this year found 
new owners.  Sofia Martinez catches up with community 
members and the owners about what this means to them 
and  to the downtown area. 



Economic 
Growth 

12/26/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
TUESDAY 

MADDIE: CLOSER TO HOME...  A historic building in 
downtown Henderson is getting ready to open their doors. 
The former Henderson Roadhaus properties which closed 
earlier this year found new owners.  Sofia Martinez 
catches up with community members and the owners 
about what this means to them and  to the downtown 
area. 
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DION: A historic building in downtown Henderson is 
getting ready to open their doors. The former Henderson 
Roadhaus properties which closed earlier this year found 
new owners.  Sofia Martinez catches up with community 
members and the owners about what this means to them 
and  to the downtown area. 
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5:30 MORNING 
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KELSEY: A historic building in downtown Henderson is 
getting ready to open its doors. The former Henderson 
Roadhaus which closed earlier this year found new owners 
Sofia Martinez has more about what this means to them 
and to the downtown area. 
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KELSEY: A historic building in downtown Henderson is 
getting ready to open their doors. The former Henderson 
Roadhaus properties which closed earlier this year found 
new owners.  Sofia Martinez catches up with community 
members and the owners about what this means to them 
and to the downtown area. 
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6:00 MORNING  
WEDNESDAY 

KELSEY: A historic building in downtown Henderson is 
getting ready to open their doors. The former Henderson 
Roadhaus properties which closed earlier this year found 
new owners.  Sofia Martinez has more. 

Education 10/30/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: Maverick Athletics and Mayo Clinic Health System 
agree to an over 4 million dollar partnership.   This 
agreement names Mayo Clinic Health System the official 
provider of orthopedics and sports medicine for Maverick 
Athletics, as well as the sideline coverage for football, 
men's hockey and women's hockey. Mayo says they will 
also offer 450 hours of physician time annually for other 
sports and event coverage, as well as weekly injury 
evaluation. 
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STACY: Maverick Athletics and Mayo Clinic Health System 
agree to an over 4 million dollar partnership.   This 
agreement names Mayo Clinic Health System the official 
provider of orthopedics and sports medicine for Maverick 
Athletics, as well as the sideline coverage for football, 
men's hockey and women's hockey. Mayo says they will 
also offer 450 hours of physician time annually for other 
sports and event coverage, as well as weekly injury 
evaluation. 

Education 10/31/2023 
4:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

NICK: Maverick Athletics and Mayo Clinic Health System 
agree to an over 4 million dollar partnership.   This 
agreement names Mayo Clinic Health System the official 
provider of orthopedics and sports medicine for Maverick 
Athletics, as well as the sideline coverage for football, 
men's hockey and women's hockey. Mayo says they will 
also offer 450 hours of physician time annually for other 
sports and event coverage, as well as weekly injury 
evaluation. 
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NICK: Maverick Athletics and Mayo Clinic Health System 
agree to an over 4 million dollar partnership.   This 
agreement names Mayo Clinic Health System the official 
provider of orthopedics and sports medicine for Maverick 
Athletics, as well as the sideline coverage for football, 
men's hockey and women's hockey. Mayo says they will 
also offer 450 hours of physician time annually for other 
sports and event coverage, as well as weekly injury 
evaluation. 

Govt-Local 10/2/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

DION: North Mankato city officials tackled what's become 
a three-worded controversy... "darn nice area." They also 
took action on some adopted changes to marijuana use 
and city spending in North Mankato. Maddie Paul has 
what you need to know from tonight's city council 
meeting... 

Govt-Local 10/3/2023 
4:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

KELSEY: Now the latest from last night's North Mankato 
city council meeting, where officials tackle what's become 
a three-word controversy... "darn nice area."  NICK: They 
also took action on some adopted changes to marijuana 
use and city spending in North Mankato. Maddie Paul has 
more. 
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KELSEY: North Mankato city officials tackled what's 
become a three-worded controversy... "darn nice area." 
They also took action on some adopted changes to 
marijuana use and city spending in North Mankato.  NICK: 
Maddie Paul has what you need to know from last night's 
city council meeting... 
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KELSEY: Now the latest from last night's North Mankato 
city council meeting, where officials tackle what's become 
a three-word controversy... "darn nice area."  NICK: They 
also took action on some adopted changes to marijuana 
use and city spending in North Mankato. Maddie Paul has 
more. 

Govt-Local 10/3/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

STACY: The Mankato Area Public Schools referendum on 
this year's ballot receives a full endorsement from Greater 
Mankato Growth. The two-question referendum is asking 
voters to approve $105 million for multiple projects and 
an additional $15 million for outdoor football stadium 
improvements should the first question pass. Greater 
Mankato Growth's board of directors says the 
endorsement was unanimously affirmed in a vote 
following a presentation from MAPS staff and school 
board members. GMG adds that the annual tax impact for 
both bond questions would be an estimated $151 a year 
for a home valued at $250,000. 

Govt-Local 10/3/2023 
7:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
TUESDAY 

STACY: The Mankato Area Public Schools referendum on 
this year's ballot receives a full endorsement from Greater 
Mankato Growth. The two-question referendum is asking 
voters to approve $105 million for multiple projects and 
an additional $15 million for outdoor football stadium 
improvements should the first question pass. Greater 
Mankato Growth's board of directors says the 
endorsement was unanimously affirmed in a vote 
following a presentation from MAPS staff and school 
board members. GMG adds that the annual tax impact for 
both bond questions would be an estimated $151 a year 
for a home valued at $250,000. WE'LL BE RIGHT BACK! 
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DION: The Mankato Area Public Schools referendum on 
this year's ballot receives a full endorsement from Greater 
Mankato Growth.  The two-question referendum is asking 
voters to approve $105 million for multiple projects and 
an additional $15 million for outdoor football stadium 
improvements should the first question pass. Greater 
Mankato Growth's board of directors says the 
endorsement was unanimously affirmed in a vote 
following a presentation from MAPS staff and school 
board members. GMG adds that the annual tax impact for 
both bond questions would be an estimated $151 a year 
for a home valued at $250,000. 

Govt-Local 10/5/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: As the city of Eagle Lake deals with an ongoing 
officer shortage, they're moving ahead with a plan to 
contract services with Blue Earth County Sheriff's Office.  
STACY:  Back in July, the city entered a temporary contract 
with the county to provide policing services after its 
department was left short-handed. City administrator 
Jennifer Bromeland says the city council approved a new 
contract with the county which would go into effect 
January 1st, if approved by the county. The proposed 
contract would use Blue Earth County deputies to patrol 
18 to 20 hours a day on weekdays and 12 hours a day on 
weekends. Bromeland says the new contract would 
provide a lieutenant and two deputies to specifically serve 
Eagle Lake. The proposal will go before Blue Earth County 
Commissioners on Tuesday 
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STACY: As the city of Eagle Lake deals with an ongoing 
officer shortage, they're moving ahead with a plan to 
contract services with Blue Earth County Sheriff's Office.  
Back in July, the city entered a temporary contract with 
the county to provide policing services after its 
department was left short-handed. City administrator 
Jennifer Bromeland says eagle lake city council approved a 
new contract with the county which would go into effect 
January 1st, if approved by the county. The proposed 
contract would use Blue Earth County deputies to patrol 
18 to 20 hours a day on weekdays and 12 hours a day on 
weekends. Bromeland says the new contract would 
provide a lieutenant and two deputies to specifically serve 
Eagle Lake. The proposal will go before Blue Earth County 
Commissioners on Tuesday. 
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DION: As the city of Eagle Lake deals with an ongoing 
officer shortage, they're moving ahead with a plan to 
contract services with Blue Earth County Sheriff's Office.  
Back in July, the city entered a temporary contract with 
the county to provide policing services after its 
department was left short-handed. City administrator 
Jennifer Bromeland says the city council approved a new 
contract with the county which would go into effect 
January 1st, if approved by the county. The proposed 
contract would use Blue Earth County deputies to patrol 
18 to 20 hours a day on weekdays and 12 hours a day on 
weekends. Bromeland says the new contract would 
provide a lieutenant and two deputies to specifically serve 
Eagle Lake. The proposal will go before Blue Earth County 
Commissioners on Tuesday. 

Govt-Local 10/6/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

STACY: Construction to repair Spring flooding erosion on 
Highway 19 near Henderson has wrapped earlier than 
expected.  MNDOT crews had been working on the 
portion of the highway east of Henderson since 
September 25th. Staff says the repairs WEre NECESSARY 
AHEAD OF NEXT YEAR'S PROJECT TO RAISE Highway 93. 
Drivers can now freely use Highway 19 east of Henderson 
several weeks earlier than the original projecction of late 
October. 

Govt-Local 10/6/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

DION: With early voting underway, Mankato school 
officials say an outside group is working to defeat the 
districts bond referendum.   STACY: Kyla Jackson explains. 

Govt-Local 10/6/2023 
8:59:00 PM 
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FRIDAY 

DION: Highway 19 near Henderson is open again after 
repairs to Spring flooding erosion finished earlier than 
expected.  MNDOT crews had been working on the 
portion of the highway east of Henderson since 
September 25th. Staff says the repairs were necessary 
ahead of next year's project to raise Highway 93. 

Govt-Local 10/6/2023 
7:59:00 PM 9 PM FOX FRIDAY 

STACY: With early voting underway, Mankato school 
officials say an outside group is working to defeat the 
districts bond referendum. Kyla Jackson explains. 
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TUESDAY 

STACY: In local headlines, the Blue Earth County Sheriff's 
Office will permanently replace the Eagle Lake police 
department.    DION:  The new arrangement takes effect in 
January after the Blue Earth County Board approved a new 
contract today. The contract was made after the city's 
police department experienced staffing and scheduling 
difficulties.  Under the agreement, two Blue Earth County 
deputies and one lieutenant will patrol 18-20 hours a day 
on weekdays and 12 hours a day on weekends. City staff 
says this will give 24/7 coverage for Eagle Lake. 
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STACY: In local headlines, the Blue Earth County Sheriff's 
Office will permanently replace the Eagle Lake police 
department.    DION:  The new arrangement takes effect in 
January after the Blue Earth County Board approved a new 
contract today. The contract was made after the city's 
police department experienced staffing and scheduling 
difficulties.  Under the agreement, two Blue Earth County 
deputies and one lieutenant will patrol 18-20 hours a day 
on weekdays and 12 hours a day on weekends. City staff 
says this will give 24/7 coverage for Eagle Lake. 

Govt-Local 10/11/2023 
4:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

KELSEY: In local headlines, the Blue Earth County Sheriff's 
Office will permanently replace the Eagle Lake police 
department.   The new arrangement takes effect in 
January after the Blue Earth County Board approved a new 
contract on Tuesday. The contract was made after the 
city's police department experienced staffing and 
scheduling difficulties.  Under the agreement, two Blue 
Earth County deputies and one lieutenant will patrol 18-20 
hours a day on weekdays and 12 hours a day on 
weekends. City staff says this will give 24/7 coverage to 
Eagle Lake. 
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KELSEY: In local headlines, the Blue Earth County Sheriff's 
Office will permanently replace the Eagle Lake police 
department.   The new arrangement takes effect in 
January after the Blue Earth County Board approved a new 
contract on Tuesday. The contract was made after the 
city's police department experienced staffing and 
scheduling difficulties.  Under the agreement, two Blue 
Earth County deputies and one lieutenant will patrol 18-20 
hours a day on weekdays and 12 hours a day on 
weekends. City staff says this will give 24/7 coverage for 
Eagle Lake. 
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KELSEY: In local headlines, the Blue Earth County Sheriff's 
Office will permanently replace the Eagle Lake police 
department.   The new arrangement takes effect in 
January after the Blue Earth County Board approved a new 
contract on Tuesday. The contract was made after the 
city's police department experienced staffing and 
scheduling difficulties.  Under the agreement, two Blue 
Earth County deputies and one lieutenant will patrol 18-20 
hours a day on weekdays and 12 hours a day on 
weekends. City staff says this will give 24/7 coverage to 
Eagle Lake. 

Govt-Local 10/12/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION:  In St Peter, several local emergency response 
entities will be running a full response exercise.  Residents 
may notice emergency response vehicles and teams, 
including St Peter volunteer fire department,  attending to 
the St. Peter Regional Treatment Center this Sunday. The 
training will take place from 7am to 1pm. 

Govt-Local 10/12/2023 
7:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
THURSDAY 

MADDIE: In St Peter, several local emergency response 
entities will be running a full response exercise.  Residents 
may notice emergency response vehicles and teams, 
including St Peter volunteer fire department,  attending to 
the St. Peter Regional Treatment Center this Sunday. The 
training will take place from 7am to 1pm. 
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DION:  In St Peter, several local emergency response 
entities will be running a full response exercise.  Residents 
may notice emergency response vehicles and teams, 
including St Peter volunteer fire department,  attending to 
the St. Peter Regional Treatment Center this Sunday. The 
training will take place from 7am to 1pm. 



Govt-Local 10/13/2023 
4:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: You may notice emergency response teams in St. 
Peter over the weekend..it's all part of a training exercise 
being conducted with multiple area agencies..including 
the St. Peter fire department..It takes place at the St. Peter 
Regional Treatment Center this Sunday from 7 a.m. to 1 
p.m. 
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KELSEY: In St Peter, several local emergency response 
entities will be running a full response exercise. Residents 
may notice emergency response vehicles and teams, 
including St Peter volunteer fire department,  attending to 
the St. Peter Regional Treatment Center this Sunday. The 
training will take place from 7am to 1pm. 
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6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: You may notice emergency response teams in St. 
Peter over the weekend..it's all part of a training exercise 
being conducted with multiple area agencies..including 
the St. Peter fire department..It takes place at the St. Peter 
Regional Treatment Center this Sunday from 7 a.m. to 1 
p.m. 

Govt-Local 10/13/2023 
10:59:00 AM NOON CBS FRIDAY 

SEAN: You may notice emergency response teams in St. 
Peter over the weekend. it's all part of a training exercise 
being conducted with multiple area agencies..including 
the St. Peter fire department..It takes place at the St. Peter 
Regional Treatment Center this Sunday from 7 a.m. to 1 
p.m. 

Govt-Local 10/17/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION: The city of North Mankato is considering the 
addition of an Outdoor Fitness Court in Spring Lake Park.  
The court would consist of an array of static excercise 
equipment, but a finalized layout has not yet been 
proposed. The city has found a grant that would help fund 
the project, but is seeking community input before 
advancing further, as the grant money would then need to 
be matched by public funds to pay for the addition. The 
city says that the project is the result of an ongoing effort 
to update parks and utilities according to the needs of the 
community. 
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MADDIE: The city of North Mankato is considering the 
addition of an Outdoor Fitness Court in Spring Lake Park.  
The court would consist of an array of static excercise 
equipment, but a finalized layout has not yet been 
proposed.  The city has found a grant that would help fund 
the project, but is seeking community input before 
advancing further, as the grant money would then need to 
be matched by public funds to pay for the addition.  The 
city says that the project is the result of an ongoing effort 
to update parks and utilities according to the needs of the 
community. 
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DION: The city of North Mankato is considering the 
addition of an Outdoor Fitness Court in Spring Lake Park.  
The court would consist of an array of static excercise 
equipment, but a finalized layout has not yet been 
proposed. The city has found a grant that would help fund 
the project, but is seeking community input before 
advancing further, as the grant money would then need to 
be matched by public funds to pay for the addition. The 
city says that the project is the result of an ongoing effort 
to update parks and utilities according to the needs of the 
community. 

Govt-Local 10/18/2023 
4:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

KELSEY: The city of North Mankato is considering the 
addition of an Outdoor Fitness Court in Spring Lake Park. 
The court would consist of an array of static excercise 
equipment, but a final layout has not yet been proposed. 
The city has found a grant that would help fund the 
project, but is seeking community input before advancing 
further...The grant money would then need to be matched 
by public funds to pay for the addition.  The city says that 
the project is the result of an ongoing effort to update 
parks and utilities according to the needs of the 
community. 
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KELSEY: The city of North Mankato is considering the 
addition of an Outdoor Fitness Court in Spring Lake Park. 
The court would consist of an array of static excercise 
equipment, but a finalized layout has not yet been 
proposed. The city has found a grant that would help fund 
the project, but is seeking community input before 
advancing further, as the grant money would then need to 
be matched by public funds to pay for the addition.  The 
city says that the project is the result of an ongoing effort 
to update parks and utilities according to the needs of the 
community. 

Govt-Local 10/19/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: a tentative agreement has been reached between 
the city of Zumbrota and its police officers and sergeants 
local 4-25 to maintain the city's police department.  Union 
steward Tony Pasquale.. releasing a statement saying all 
parties have had several meetings with mutually beneficial 
negotiations. he says the city is confident the union's 
negotiating terms are reasonable to maintain police 
services in town. The city is meeting in closed session 
today to discuss the union's request. 

Govt-Local 10/19/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: A heads up for drivers in the North Mankato area of 
a temporary road closure.  A stretch of Lor Ray Drive will 
be closed tomorrow from 8:00 – 11:00 a.m.  The stretch of 
road from Lee Blvd. to Northway Dr. will be closed for 
pavement repairs.  Detour signs will be posted, with 
drivers detoured down Lee Boulevard, to Roe Crest Drive 
to James Drive, back to Lor Ray Drive. 

Govt-Local 10/19/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: The redevelopment of the 169 corridor in Mankato 
is underway. Aaron Stuve has more with where the project 
stands and what the future holds for the busy motorway. 
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DION: a tentative agreement has been reached between 
the city of Zumbrota and its police officers and sergeants 
local 4-25 to maintain the city's police department.  Union 
steward Tony Pasquale.. releasing a statement saying all 
parties have had several meetings with mutually beneficial 
negotiations. he says the city is confident the union's 
negotiating terms are reasonable to maintain police 
services in town. The city is meeting in closed session 
today to discuss the union's request. 
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DION: The redevelopment of the 169 corridor in Mankato 
is underway. Aaron Stuve has more with where the project 
stands and what the future holds for the busy motorway. 
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DION: A heads up for drivers in the North Mankato area of 
a temporary road closure.  A stretch of Lor Ray Drive will 
be closed tomorrow from 8:00 – 11:00 a.m.  The road 
from Lee Blvd. to Northway Dr. will be closed for 
pavement repairs.  Detour signs will be posted, with 
drivers detoured down Lee Boulevard, to Roe Crest Drive 
to James Drive, back to Lor Ray Drive. 
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9 PM FOX 
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MADDIE: The redevelopment of the 169 corridor in 
Mankato is underway. Aaron Stuve has more with where 
the project stands and what the future holds for the busy 
motorway. 

Govt-Local 10/20/2023 
4:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

NICK: A heads up for drivers in the North Mankato area of 
a temporary road closure. A stretch of Lor Ray Drive will 
be closed today from 8 – 11 a.m.  The road from Lee Blvd. 
to Northway Dr. will be closed for pavement repairs.  
Detour signs will be posted, with drivers detoured down 
Lee Boulevard, to Roe Crest Drive to James Drive, back to 
Lor Ray Drive. 

Govt-Local 10/20/2023 
4:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: The redevelopment of the 169 corridor in 
Mankato is underway.  Aaron Stuve has more with where 
the project stands and what the future holds for the busy 
motorway. 
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NICK: A heads up for drivers in the North Mankato area of 
a temporary road closure. A stretch of Lor Ray Drive will 
be closed today from 8 – 11 a.m.  The road from Lee Blvd. 
to Northway Dr. will be closed for pavement repairs.  
Detour signs will be posted, with drivers detoured down 
Lee Boulevard, to Roe Crest Drive to James Drive, back to 
Lor Ray Drive. 
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KELSEY: The redevelopment of the 169 corridor in 
Mankato is underway.  Aaron Stuve has more with where 
the project stands and what the future holds for the busy 
motorway. 
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KELSEY: A tentative agreement has been reached between 
the city of Zumbrota and its police officers and sergeants 
local 4-25 to maintain the city's police department. The 
Union steward released a statement saying all parties 
have had several meetings with mutually beneficial 
negotiations. he says the city is confident the union's 
negotiating terms are reasonable to maintain police 
services in town. 

Govt-Local 10/23/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

DION: On November 7, voters in the Mankato area will be 
voting yes or no to a bond referendum. The referendum 
aims to fund the district's biggest facility projects. Sofia 
Martinez and Tony Peregrin break down what it involves 
and what schools could see the biggest impact. 
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DION: On November 7, voters in the Mankato area will be 
voting yes or no to a bond referendum. The referendum 
aims to fund the district's biggest facility projects. Sofia 
Martinez and Tony Peregrin break down what it involves 
and what schools could see the biggest impact. 
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MADDIE: On November 7, voters in the Mankato area will 
be voting yes or no to a bond referendum. The 
referendum aims to fund the district's biggest facility 
projects. Sofia Martinez breakS down what it involves and 
what schools could see the biggest impact. 
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DION: On November 7, voters in the Mankato area will be 
voting yes or no to a bond referendum. The referendum 
aims to fund the district's biggest facility projects. Sofia 
Martinez and Tony Peregrin break down what it involves 
and what schools could see the biggest impact. 

Govt-Local 10/24/2023 
4:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

KELSEY: On November 7, voters in the Mankato area will 
be voting on a bond referendum. The referendum aims to 
fund the district's biggest facility projects.  NICK: Sofia 
Martinez breaks down what it involves and what schools 
could see the biggest impact. 
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KELSEY: On November 7, voters in the Mankato area will 
be voting yes or no to a bond referendum. The 
referendum aims to fund the district's biggest facility 
projects.  NICK: Sofia Martinez breaks down what it 
involves and what schools could see the biggest impact. 
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KELSEY: On November 7, voters in the Mankato area will 
be voting on a bond referendum. The referendum aims to 
fund the district's biggest facility projects.  NICK: Sofia 
Martinez breaks down what it involves and what schools 
could see the biggest impact. 

Govt-Local 10/24/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION: Two weeks remain until election day.   STACY: 
Aaron Stuve takes us to Sherburn where a new school will 
be on the ballot come November 7. 

Govt-Local 10/24/2023 
7:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
TUESDAY 

STACY: Two weeks remain until election day.  Aaron Stuve 
takes us to Sherburn where a new school will be on the 
ballot ON November 7. 
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DION: Two weeks remain until election day.   STACY: 
Aaron Stuve takes us to Sherburn where a new school will 
be on the ballot come November 7. 
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DION: Two weeks remain until election day.   STACY: 
Aaron Stuve takes us to Sherburn where a new school will 
be on the ballot come November 7. 
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KELSEY: Two weeks remain until election day.  Aaron Stuve 
takes us to Sherburn where a new school will be on the 
ballot come November 7. 
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KELSEY: Two weeks remain until election day.  Aaron Stuve 
takes us to Sherburn where a new school will be on the 
ballot come November 7. 

Govt-Local 11/6/2023 
11:59:00 AM 

NOON CBS 
MONDAY 

MITCH: TOMORROW IS ELECTION DAY: For RESIDENTS OF 
THE MANKATO SCHOOL DISTRICT, all eyes are on the bond 
referendum.  MANKATO AREA PUBLIC SCHOOLS is asking 
for 105 million dollars that would go towards boosting 
school security and remodeling projects. These projects 
include improvements to 13 schools across the area, 
including single, secure entrances. A second question for 
voters will ask for 15 million for both Mankato East and 
West high school outdoor stadiums. It cannot pass without 
the approval of Question one. In Martin County, voters in 
the Martin County West School District are asked to 
approve a new PreK through 12 facility. 



Govt-Local 11/6/2023 
11:59:00 AM 

NOON CBS 
MONDAY 

MITCH:  In Saint Peter, Two candidates are running for the 
St. Peter mayoral seat. Current Mayor Shanon Nowell is 
running for re-election against former Councilor Ed 
Johnson. Nowell was first elected mayor 2 years ago. 
Johnson previously served four years on the council.  The 
St. Peter City Council has three open seats on the ballet. 
Voters will have five candidates to choose from. Finally, 
over in Waseca, there will be a primary vote for Waseca 
County District Three. The seat was vacated when former 
Commissioner Blair Nelson died May 30. The top two vote 
getters will go on to the special election which will be held 
on February 13th of next year. 
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5 PM CBS 
MONDAY 

STACY: TOMORROW IS ELECTION DAY. For RESIDENTS IN 
THE MANKATO AREA PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICT, all eyes 
are on the bond referendum.  MANKATO AREA PUBLIC 
SCHOOLS is asking for 105 million dollars that would go 
toward boosting school security and remodeling projects. 
These projects include improvements to 13 schools across 
the area, including single, secure entrances. A second 
question for voters will ask for 15 million for both 
Mankato East and West high school outdoor stadiums. It 
cannot pass without the approval of Question one. In 
Martin County, voters in the Martin County West School 
District are asked to approve a new $63 MILLION PreK 
through 12 facility. 

Govt-Local 11/6/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
MONDAY 

STACY:  In Saint Peter, Two candidates are running for St. 
Peter may. Current Mayor Shanon Nowell is running for 
re-election against former CounciL MEMBER Ed Johnson. 
Nowell was first elected mayor 2 years ago. Johnson 
previously served four years on the council.  The St. Peter 
City Council has three open seats on the ballet. Voters will 
have five candidates to choose from. Finally, over in 
Waseca, there will be a primary vote for Waseca County 
District Three. The seat was vacated when former 
Commissioner Blair Nelson died May 30. The top two vote 
getters will go on to the special election which will be held 
on February 13th of next year. 

Govt-Local 11/7/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION: Many residents spend election day voting or waiting 
for poll results, but others were a little busier today.   
STACY: Aaron Stuve introduces us to one high school 
senior who is playing an active role in an election involving 
her own school. 



Govt-Local 11/7/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

STACY: Today is Election Day!  DION: Polls opened at 7 this 
morning and are open until 8 tonight for local elections all 
across the state. For a look at what's on your ballot today 
in southern Minnesota, Maddie Paul joins us in the studio.   
Maddie, this election is all about local issues. What are 
voters seeing on their ballots?  MADDIE:  MADDIE: We're 
seeing many school referendums on ballots this year, and 
each comes with a variety of SUB-questions...  Some are 
simple: districts such as Mountain Lake, Alden Conger, 
New (pray-g) Prague, G-F-W and M-C-W are asking for 
budget increases. J-W-P wants to re-allocate funds from a 
previous referendum. Other districts are asking for more. 
And Martin County West in Sherburn is looking for a brand 
new building. 

Govt-Local 11/7/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

STACY: North Mankato residents can now offer their 
opinion on the Police Department's Body Worn Camera 
Policy.  Police in North Mankato will begin using body 
worn cameras early next year, but state law requires 
public comment before they can utilize the new tech. 
Residents can view the draft policy on the North Mankato 
webiste under the police tab. Public comments will be 
accepted until November 17th.The policy will also be 
available for comment at the November 20th City Council 
meeting at the North Mankato City Hall. 
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STACY: North Mankato residents can now offer their 
opinion on the Police Department's Body Worn Camera 
Policy.  Police in North Mankato will begin using body 
worn cameras early next year, but state law requires 
public comment before they can utilize the new tech. 
Residents can view the draft policy on the North Mankato 
webiste under the police tab. Public comments will be 
accepted until November 17th.The policy will also be 
available for comment at the November 20th City Council 
meeting at the North Mankato City Hall. 

Govt-Local 11/7/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
TUESDAY 

STACY: Election Day is busy for poll workers. Aaron Stuve 
introduces us to one high school senior who is playing an 
active role in an election involving her own school. 



Govt-Local 11/7/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
TUESDAY 

STACY: Today is Election Day! Polls CLOSED AT 8, AND 
NOW IT'S TIME FOR OFFICIALS TO COUNT BALLOTS FOR 
local elections all across the state. For a look at WHAT 
WAS on your ballot today in southern Minnesota, Maddie 
Paul joins us in the studio.    MADDIE: STACY-- We're 
seeing many school referendums on ballots this year, and 
each comes with a variety of SUB-questions...  Some are 
simple: districts such as Mountain Lake, Alden Conger, 
New (pray-g) Prague, G-F-W and M-C-W are asking for 
budget increases. J-W-P wants to re-allocate funds from a 
previous referendum. Other districts are asking for more. 
And Martin County West in Sherburn is looking for a brand 
new building. 

Govt-Local 11/8/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

NICK: Many residents spend election day voting or waiting 
for poll results, but it takes an entire team of people to 
keep the democratic process rolling   KELSEY: Aaron Stuve 
introduces us to one high school senior who is playing an 
active role in an election involving her own school. 

Govt-Local 11/8/2023 
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6:30 MORNING 
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NICK: Many residents spend election day voting or waiting 
for poll results, but it takes an entire team of people to 
keep the democratic process rolling   KELSEY: Aaron Stuve 
introduces us to one high school senior who is playing an 
active role in an election involving her own school. 

Govt-Local 11/8/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY:  The Janesville Waldorf-Pemberton School 
Referendum passed with 68 percent of voters voting yes. 
The school district asked voters to repurpose remaining 
funds from a completed reconstruction project. The school 
district now has 1 point 9 million dollars to be used for 
future building projects. 

Govt-Local 11/8/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY:  voters in the Martin County West School District 
were asked to approve a new PreK through 12 facility with 
bonds not to exceed $63 million.  The plans called for 
consolidating the district into one building and 
demolishing three older buildings but that referendum did 
not pass with 51% voting no and 49% voting yes.  question 
2 could not pass without question 1 passing. had it passed, 
it would have authorized an additional $9 million for the 
construction of a gym and auditorium. 



Govt-Local 11/8/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY:  In St. Peter, Voters have re-elected current mayor 
Shanon Nowell.  Nowell beat out former city council 
member Ed Johnson, with Nowell getting just over 11 
hundred votes to Johnson's 872. 

Govt-Local 11/8/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY:  And finally over in Waseca County, voters there 
had three candidates to decide from in a primary election 
for Commissioner District 3. Both Brad Milbrath and Ann 
Fitch took the top two spots and will now head to the 
general election that will take place in February.   STACY: 
You can see more election results scrolling at the bottom 
of your screen as well as on our website and mobile app. 

Govt-Local 11/8/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: Voters in the Mankato Area Public School district 
approve a $105 million bond referendum.   The money will 
be used to improve building safety &amp; security, early 
learning access, and learning &amp; wellness spaces.  
School officials say that now is the time for design work, 
and bids for construction projects.  Superintendent Paul 
Peterson hopes for shovels to hit the ground by next 
spring.  Shovel-ready projects include building secure 
elementary school entrances and the Dakota Meadows 
pool.  Other projects, like remodeling Mankato West high 
school, will take many years to complete. 

Govt-Local 11/8/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: Blue Earth County officials say the turnout for this 
election year was "pretty good."  DION:    The average 
turnout for an off-year is 15-20% of registered voters.  
But- Elections Administrator Michael Stahlberger says 
27.5% of registered voters came to the polls Tuesday 
night.  With that turnout, voters in the Mankato Area 
Public School district approved a $105 million bond 
referendum. The money will be used to improve building 
safety &amp; security, early learning access, and learning 
&amp; wellness spaces.  Maddie Paul breaks down the 
now-guaranteed projects and how soon construction 
could start... 



Govt-Local 11/9/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: The average election turnout for an off-year is 15-
20 percent of registered voters.  But- Blue Earth County 
officials say 27.5 percent of registered voters came to the 
polls Tuesday night.    NICK: With that turnout, voters in 
the Mankato Area Public School district approved a $105 
million bond referendum. The money will be used to 
improve building safety &amp; security, early learning 
access, and learning &amp; wellness spaces.  Maddie Paul 
breaks down the now-guaranteed projects and how soon 
construction could start... 
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KELSEY: Blue Earth County officials say the turnout for this 
election year was "pretty good."   NICK: The average 
turnout for an off-year is 15-20 percent of registered 
voters.  But- Elections Administrator Michael Stahlberger 
says 27.5 percent of registered voters came to the polls 
Tuesday night.  With that turnout, voters in the Mankato 
Area Public School district approved a $105 million bond 
referendum. The money will be used to improve building 
safety &amp; security, early learning access, and learning 
&amp; wellness spaces.  Maddie Paul breaks down the 
now-guaranteed projects and how soon construction 
could start... 
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KELSEY: The average election turnout for an off-year is 15-
20 percent of registered voters.  But- Blue Earth County 
officials say 27.5 percent of registered voters came to the 
polls Tuesday night.    NICK: With that turnout, voters in 
the Mankato Area Public School district approved a $105 
million bond referendum. The money will be used to 
improve building safety &amp; security, early learning 
access, and learning &amp; wellness spaces.  Maddie Paul 
breaks down the now-guaranteed projects and how soon 
construction could start... 



Govt-Local 11/9/2023 
5:59:00 PM 
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THURSDAY 

STACY: The city of Blue Earth will soon be moving into a 
new city hall.  Last week the city won an auction for a 
property that used to hold a Wells Fargo Bank with a 
winning bid of $225-thousand. The city says that their city 
hall space is something that they've been considering for a 
while, and that buying a new property was more cost 
effective than rennovating the current one. There is 
currently no timeline set for the move or what will happen 
to the current building. The city says that the former bank 
provides various upgrades from the current hall, including 
the ability for drive-through services. 
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STACY: The city of Blue Earth will soon be moving into a 
new city hall.  Last week the city won an auction for a 
property that used to hold a Wells Fargo Bank with a 
winning bid of $225-thousand. The city says that their city 
hall space is something that they've been considering for a 
while, and that buying a new property was more cost 
effective than rennovating the current one. There is 
currently no timeline set for the move or what will happen 
to the current building. The city says that the former bank 
provides various upgrades from the current hall, including 
the ability for drive-through services. 

Govt-Local 11/9/2023 
9:59:00 PM 
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THURSDAY 

STACY: The city of Blue Earth will soon be moving into a 
new city hall.  Last week the city won an auction for a 
property that used to hold a Wells Fargo Bank with a 
winning bid of $225-thousand. The city says this space is 
something that they've been considering for a while, and 
buying a new property was more cost effective than 
rennovating the current one. The city says that the former 
bank provides various upgrades from the current hall, 
including the ability for drive-through services. 

Govt-Local 11/10/2023 
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KELSEY: The city of Blue Earth will soon be moving into a 
new city hall.  Last week the city won an auction for a 
property that used to hold a Wells Fargo Bank with a 
winning bid of $225-thousand. The city says this space is 
something that they've been considering for a while, and 
buying a new property was more cost effective than 
rennovating the current one.  The city says that the former 
bank provides various upgrades from the current hall, 
including the ability for drive-through services. 
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KELSEY: The city of Blue Earth will soon be moving into a 
new city hall.  Last week the city won an auction for a 
property that used to hold a Wells Fargo Bank with a 
winning bid of $225-thousand. The city says this space is 
something that they've been considering for a while, and 
buying a new property was more cost effective than 
rennovating the current one.  The city says that the former 
bank provides various upgrades from the current hall, 
including the ability for drive-through services. 
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KELSEY: The city of Blue Earth will soon be moving into a 
new city hall.  Last week the city won an auction for a 
property that used to hold a Wells Fargo Bank with a 
winning bid of $225-thousand. The city says this space is 
something that they've been considering for a while, and 
buying a new property was more cost effective than 
rennovating the current one.  The city says that the former 
bank provides various upgrades from the current hall, 
including the ability for drive-through services. 

Govt-Local 11/13/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: City crews are taking the warm weather as an 
opportunity to do some work that's usually difficult in min-
November. Aaron Stuve has more with what they're 
working on and how prepared they are for winter to 
arrive. 

Govt-Local 11/14/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
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NICK: City crews are taking the warm weather as an 
opportunity to do some work that's usually difficult in mid-
November.  Aaron Stuve has more with what they're 
working on and how prepared they are for winter to 
arrive. 

Govt-Local 11/14/2023 
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6:30 MORNING 
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NICK: City crews are taking the warm weather as an 
opportunity to do some work that's usually difficult in min-
November.  Aaron Stuve has more with what they're 
working on and how prepared they are for winter to 
arrive. 



Govt-Local 11/14/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION: A Fairmont-based non-profit is picked to recieve 
$20,000 grant money meant to boost efforts to combat 
sexual exploitation in the community.  Action-169 is 
getting the grant from the National Association of 
Independent Life Brokerage Agencies Charitable 
Foundation. The non-profit organization offers long-term 
residential and transitional care for individuals who are 
survivors of sexual exploitation, sex trafficking and 
substance abuse. Action-169 was nominated for the grant 
money by I-F-C National Marketing, an insurance agency 
also based in Fairmont. 

Govt-Local 11/15/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: A five-mile stretch of Highway 14 is too dangerous. 
That's according to local and state officials.   That's why a 
traffic study is planned for next year into 2025. But with a 
string of recent crashes along Highway 14, one city official 
says safety needs to be addressed, *now.  Maddie Paul 
reports... 

Govt-Local 11/15/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: The city of New Ulm is considering an expansion to 
one of its parks.  The Pollination Park is a site that's 
connected to the city's walking trails and is meant to be a 
safe haven for pollinators. The park is run by a team of 
volunteers, and the group presented a proposal to expand 
the park at the Parks and Recreation work sesion on 
Monday. The proposal would integrate neighboring land 
that is already owned by the city into the park, and the 
city says that the park is a valuable resource in educating 
the community about the natural ecosystem. 
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DION:  The city of New Ulm is considering an expansion to 
one of its parks.  The Pollination Park is a site that's 
connected to the city's walking trails and is meant to be a 
safe haven for pollinators. The park is run by a team of 
volunteers, and the group presented a proposal to expand 
the park at the Parks and Recreation work sesion on 
Monday. The proposal would integrate neighboring land 
that is already owned by the city into the park, and the 
city says that the park is a valuable resource in educating 
the community about the natural ecosystem. 
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STACY: The city of New Ulm is considering an expansion to 
one of its parks.  The Pollination Park is a site that's 
connected to the city's walking trails and is meant to be a 
safe haven for pollinators. The park is run by a team of 
volunteers, and the group presented a proposal to expand 
the park at the Parks and Recreation work sesion on 
Monday. The proposal would integrate neighboring land 
that is already owned by the city into the park, and the 
city says that the park is a valuable resource in educating 
the community about the natural ecosystem. 

Govt-Local 11/15/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: A five-mile stretch of Highway 14 is too dangerous. 
That's according to local and state officials.   DION:   That's 
why a traffic study is planned for next year into 2025. But 
with a string of recent crashes along Highway 14, one city 
official says safety needs to be addressed, *now.  Maddie 
Paul reports... 

Govt-Local 11/16/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: Safety concerns over a five-mile stretch of 
Highway 14 near Eagle Lake are prompting a traffic study 
set to begin next year.   NICK: But with a string of recent 
crashes along Highway 14, one city official says safety 
needs to be addressed now. Maddie Paul reports... 

Govt-Local 11/16/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: The city of New Ulm is considering an expansion 
to one of its parks.  The Pollination Park is a volunteer-run 
site that's connected to the city's walking trails and is 
meant to be a safe haven for pollinators. Volunteers 
presented a proposal to expand the park at the Parks and 
Recreation work session on Monday.  The proposal would 
integrate neighboring land that is already owned by the 
city into the park, and the city says that the park is a 
valuable resource in educating the community about the 
natural ecosystem. 
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KELSEY: A five-mile stretch of Highway 14 is too 
dangerous. That's according to local and state officials.  
That's why a traffic study is planned for next year into 
2025.  NICK: But with a string of recent crashes along 
Highway 14, one city official says safety needs to be 
addressed now. Maddie Paul reports... 
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KELSEY: The city of New Ulm is considering an expansion 
to one of its parks.  The Pollination Park is a site that's 
connected to the city's walking trails and is meant to be a 
safe haven for pollinators. The park is run by a team of 
volunteers, and the group presented a proposal to expand 
the park at the Parks and Recreation work sesion on 
Monday.  The proposal would integrate neighboring land 
that is already owned by the city into the park, and the 
city says that the park is a valuable resource in educating 
the community about the natural ecosystem. 

Govt-Local 11/16/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: Safety concerns over a five-mile stretch of 
Highway 14 near Eagle Lake are prompting a traffic study 
set to begin next year.   NICK: But with a string of recent 
crashes along Highway 14, one city official says safety 
needs to be addressed now. Maddie Paul reports... 
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KELSEY: The city of New Ulm is considering an expansion 
to one of its parks.  The Pollination Park is a volunteer-run 
site that's connected to the city's walking trails and is 
meant to be a safe haven for pollinators. Volunteers 
presented a proposal to expand the park at the Parks and 
Recreation work session on Monday.  The proposal would 
integrate neighboring land that is already owned by the 
city into the park, and the city says that the park is a 
valuable resource in educating the community about the 
natural ecosystem. 

Govt-Local 11/16/2023 
11:59:00 AM 

NOON CBS 
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: Safety concerns over a five-mile stretch of 
Highway 14 near Eagle Lake are prompting a traffic study 
set to begin next year.   NICK: But with a string of recent 
crashes along Highway 14, one city official says safety 
needs to be addressed now. Maddie Paul reports... 

Govt-Local 11/16/2023 
11:59:00 AM 

NOON CBS 
THURSDAY 

SEAN: Safety concerns over a five-mile stretch of Highway 
14 near Eagle Lake are prompting a traffic study set to 
begin next year.  But with a string of recent crashes along 
Highway 14, one city official says safety needs to be 
addressed now. Maddie Paul reports... 

Govt-Local 11/20/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: In Lake Crystal tonight, The school board 
unanimously approves a new formal policy on deciding 
which books belong in the district's schools.  It's a topic 
that's caught the attention of plenty of parents.  DION:  
Sofia Martinez has been following this story. She takes us 
to the Lake Crystal Wellcome Memorial school board vote. 



Govt-Local 11/20/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: Today was the first day of updated bus services in 
Mankato.   DION: Aaron Stuve has more with what 
changes were made and how it may affect members of the 
community. 

Govt-Local 11/20/2023 
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6PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: Lake Crystal Wellcome Memorial School Board 
meets tonight to decide on a policy which has been a 
national trend in school districts. The policy proposed 
would ALLOW FOR THE REMOVAL OF certain books from 
the school's library that are flagged as potentially 
inappropriate for specific age groups. L-C-W-M's 
superintendent told us last week that A policy can at least 
provide some guidance for adminstrators when these 
situations arise. 

Govt-Local 11/20/2023 
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STACY: Today was the first day of updated bus services in 
Mankato.   DION: Aaron Stuve has more with what 
changes were made and how it may affect members of the 
community. 
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5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
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KELSEY: In Lake Crystal, The school board unanimously 
approves a new formal policy on deciding which books 
belong in the district's schools.  It's a topic that's caught 
the attention of many parents.  NICK: Sofia Martinez has 
been following this story. She takes us to the Lake Crystal 
Wellcome Memorial school board vote. { 

Govt-Local 11/21/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

NICK: Mankato residents are now able to make use of the 
newly updated bus services Aaron Stuve has more with 
what changes were made and how it may impact the 
community. 

Govt-Local 11/21/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

KELSEY: In Lake Crystal, The school board unanimously 
approves a new formal policy on deciding which books 
belong in the district's schools.  It's a topic that's caught 
the attention of plenty of parents.  NICK: Sofia Martinez 
has been following this story. She takes us to the Lake 
Crystal Wellcome Memorial school board vote. { 

Govt-Local 11/21/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

NICK: Mankato residents are now able to make use of the 
newly updated bus services Aaron Stuve has more with 
what changes were made and how it may impact the 
community. 



Govt-Local 11/21/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
TUESDAY 

STACY: Blue Earth County residents are invited to an open 
house happeingin right now about updates to local 
transportation.  The County is working on its vision for 
county roads, sidewalks, trails, and bridges. Attendees will 
be able to discuss ongoing progress on the Blue Earth 
County Long Range Transportation Plan with city officials. 
The open house started at 4:30 and runs until 6:30 at the 
Blue Earth County Public Works Building. 

Govt-Local 11/21/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
TUESDAY 

STACY: It's official and historic! Highway 14 is NOW fully 
open to the traffic.  A push to get Highway 14 expanded all 
the way from New Ulm to Rochester began decades ago. 
Sofia Martinez and photojournalist Tony Peregrin take us 
to Courtland for today's much anticipated riboon cutting. 

Govt-Local 11/21/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
TUESDAY 

STACY: It's official and historic! Highway 14 is NOW fully 
open to the traffic.  A push to get Highway 14 expanded all 
the way from New Ulm to Rochester began decades ago. 
Sofia Martinez and photojournalist Tony Peregrin take us 
to Courtland for today's much anticipated riboon cutting. 

Govt-Local 11/27/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: Le Sueur makes history tonight. Minnesota's first 
Latina police chief will lead law enforcement in that town. 
Sofia Martinez takes us to tonight's well-attended 
swearing in ceremony. 

Govt-Local 11/28/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

KELSEY: History made in the city of Le Sueur as the first 
Latina police chief is sworn in,  Sofia Martinez takes us to 
the ceremony. 

Govt-Local 11/28/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

KELSEY: Le Sueur makes history as the first Latina police 
chief will lead law enforcement in that town. Sofia 
Martinez takes us to the well-attended swearing in 
ceremony. 

Govt-Local 11/28/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

KELSEY: History made in the city of Le Sueur as the first 
Latina police chief is sworn in,  Sofia Martinez takes us to 
the ceremony. 

Govt-Local 11/28/2023 
11:59:00 AM 

NOON CBS 
TUESDAY 

SEAN: History made in the city of Le Sueur as the first 
Latina police chief in state history is sworn in,  Sofia 
Martinez takes us to the ceremony. 

Govt-Local 11/29/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: The city of Springfield is working to recruit 
ambulance crews in the face of raised requirements to 
keep ambulances running.   STACY: Aaron Stuve reports. 

Govt-Local 11/29/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: The city of Springfield is working to recruit 
ambulance crews in the face of raised requirements to 
keep ambulances running.   STACY: Aaron Stuve reports. 



Govt-Local 11/30/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
THURSDAY 

NICK: The city of Springfield is working to recruit 
ambulance crews in the face of raised requirements to 
keep ambulances running.  Aaron Stuve reports. 

Govt-Local 12/1/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

STACY: Starting today, buses in the city of Mankato will 
have one seat reserved to honor Rosa Parks.  Through 
December 8th, the symbolic memorial will highlight Parks' 
refusal to give up her seat on a segregated bus 68 years 
ago today. Parks' act kickstarted the Montgomery Bus 
Boycotts, which led to the desegragation of public 
properties in Alabama. Mankato staff encourages riders to 
learn more about Parks and her impact on the Civil Rights 
movements by scanning a QR code located on all city 
buses. 

Govt-Local 12/1/2023 
8:59:00 PM 9 PM FOX FRIDAY 

STACY: Starting today, buses in the city of Mankato will 
have one seat reserved to honor Rosa Parks.  Through 
December 8th, the symbolic memorial will highlight Parks' 
refusal to give up her seat on a segregated bus 68 years 
ago today. Parks' act kickstarted the Montgomery Bus 
Boycotts, which led to the desegragation of public 
properties in Alabama. Mankato staff encourages riders to 
learn more about Parks and her impact on the Civil Rights 
movements by scanning a QR code located on all city 
buses. 

Govt-Local 12/1/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

STACY: Starting today, buses in the city of Mankato will 
have one seat reserved to honor Rosa Parks.  Through 
December 8th, the symbolic memorial will highlight Parks' 
refusal to give up her seat on a segregated bus 68 years 
ago today. Parks' act kickstarted the Montgomery Bus 
Boycotts, which led to the desegragation of public 
properties in Alabama. Mankato staff encourages riders to 
learn more about Parks and her impact on the Civil Rights 
movement by scanning a QR code located on all city 
buses. 

Govt-Local 12/4/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
MONDAY 

STACY: Working at a jail is a tough job. Staff at a local jail 
say they are on the front lines of a mental health crisis. At 
the Brown County Jail, administrators say they had to find 
a solution on their own. Sofia Martinez reports. 

Govt-Local 12/4/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
MONDAY 

STACY: Working at a jail is a tough job. Staff at a local jail 
say they are on the front lines of a mental health crisis. As 
Sofia Martinez reports, at the Brown County Jail, 
administrators say they had to find a solution on their 
own. 



Govt-Local 12/4/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

DION: Staff at a local jail say they are on the front lines of 
a mental health crisis. At the Brown County Jail, 
administrators say they had to find a solution that is best 
for their staff and inmates. Sofia Martinez reports: 

Govt-Local 12/5/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

DION: Staff at a local jail say they are on the front lines of 
a mental health crisis. At the Brown County Jail, 
administrators say they had to find a solution that is best 
for their staff and inmates. Sofia Martinez reports: 

Govt-Local 12/5/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

KELSEY: Staff at the Brown County jail say they are on the 
front lines of a mental health crisis. As Sofia Martinez 
reports, administrators say they had to find a solution that 
is best for their staff and inmates. 

Govt-Local 12/5/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

KELSEY: Staff at a local jail say they are on the front lines 
of a mental health crisis. At the Brown County Jail, 
administrators say they had to find a solution that is best 
for their staff and inmates. Sofia Martinez reports: 

Govt-Local 12/5/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

KELSEY: Staff at the Brown County jail say they are on the 
front lines of a mental health crisis. As Sofia Martinez 
reports, administrators say they had to find a solution that 
is best for their staff and inmates. 

Govt-Local 12/8/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

STACY: A police department in the town of Ely faces the 
same challenges of recruiting and keeping new officers as 
countless other law enforcement agencies across the 
country.  So it's offering a unique incentive:   The former 
mining and logging community best known as a gateway 
to the Boundary Waters Canoe Area, will provide free 
Kevlar canoes worth $3,800 to the next officers it hires 
and to current employees. The department, consisting of 
the chief, an assistant chief, and five slots for patrol 
officers, has one opening now with another coming soon. 

Govt-Local 12/8/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

STACY: Police in Ely are offering a unique incentive to staff 
the department.  The department hopes to take 
advantage of its proximity to the Boundary Waters Canoe 
Area by providing free Kevlar canoes worth $3,800 to the 
next officers it hires and to current employees. The 
department, consisting of the chief, an assistant chief, and 
five slots for patrol officers, has one opening now with 
another coming soon. 



Govt-Local 12/8/2023 
8:59:00 PM 9 PM FOX FRIDAY 

STACY: A police department in the town of Ely faces the 
same challenges of recruiting and keeping new officers as 
countless other law enforcement agencies across the 
country.  So it's offering a unique incentive:   The former 
mining and logging community best known as a gateway 
to the Boundary Waters Canoe Area, will provide free 
Kevlar canoes worth $3,800 to the next officers it hires 
and to current employees. The department, consisting of 
the chief, an assistant chief, and five slots for patrol 
officers, has one opening now with another coming soon. 

Govt-Local 12/14/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

STACY: AN ALERT FOR DRIVERS IN BOTH STEELE &amp; 
DODGE COUNTIES...  MnDOT crews will CONDUCT 
prescribed burns TODAY AND TOMORROW on Hwy 218, 
between Blooming Prairie and Owatonna. Signs WILL 
ALERT driverS WHEN they are near SMOKE, near the Bixby 
and Pratt areas in Steele County. MNDOT SAYS Crews will 
burn grassland vegetation along the road, toO-- to MAKE 
SAFER clear zones AND CREATE AN attractive look for the 
area, WHILE ALSO improvING the quality of the soil. 

Govt-Local 12/14/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
THURSDAY 

STACY: AN ALERT FOR DRIVERS IN BOTH STEELE &amp; 
DODGE COUNTIES...  MnDOT crews will CONDUCT 
prescribed burns AGAIN TOMORROW on Hwy 218, 
between Blooming Prairie and Owatonna. Signs WILL 
ALERT driverS WHEN they are near SMOKE, near the Bixby 
and Pratt areas in Steele County. MNDOT SAYS Crews will 
burn grassland vegetation along the road, toO-- to MAKE 
SAFER clear zones AND CREATE AN attractive look for the 
area, WHILE ALSO improvING the quality of the soil. 

Govt-Local 12/14/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

STACY: after a pedestrian was struck by a vehicle on 
Tuesday on riverfront drive downtown Mankato, 
community organizations like 'smile' have created a 
campaign to stress pedestrian safety.  Kyla Jackson 
explains. 

Govt-Local 12/15/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: community organizations like 'smile' launch a 
campaign to stress pedestrian safety... after a pedestrian 
was struck by a vehicle this week on riverfront drive in 
downtown Mankato,  Kyla Jackson explains. 



Govt-Local 12/15/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: after a pedestrian was struck by a vehicle on 
Tuesday on riverfront drive downtown Mankato, 
community organizations like 'smile' have created a 
campaign to stress pedestrian safety.  Kyla Jackson 
explains. 

Govt-Local 12/15/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: community organizations like 'smile' launch a 
campaign to stress pedestrian safety... after a pedestrian 
was struck by a vehicle this week on riverfront drive in 
downtown Mankato,  Kyla Jackson explains. 

Govt-Local 12/18/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: Greater Mankato Growth has named an interim 
leader while they continue searching for a new president 
and CEO.  John Kind will serve as interim leader of the 
organization starting January 2nd following current 
President &amp; CEO Jessica Beyer's departure. Beyer 
announcied in late October she would be stepping away 
from the organization. Kind most recently served as 
executive director of the Mankato Family YMCA and 
previously spent 23 years in leadership at Taylor 
Corporation.  Greater Mankato Growth works to advance 
business development, regional livability, and advocacy. 

Govt-Local 12/18/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: Greater Mankato Growth has named an interim 
leader while they continue searching for a new president 
and CEO.  John Kind will serve as interim leader of the 
organization starting January 2nd following current 
President &amp; CEO Jessica Beyer's departure. Beyer 
announcied in late October she would be stepping away 
from the organization. Kind most recently served as 
executive director of the Mankato Family YMCA and 
previously spent 23 years in leadership at Taylor 
Corporation.  Greater Mankato Growth works to advance 
business development, regional livability, and advocacy. 



Govt-Local 12/19/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

NICK: Greater Mankato Growth has named an interim 
leader while they continue searching for a new president 
and CEO. John Kind will serve as interim leader of the 
organization starting January 2nd following current 
President &amp; CEO Jessica Beyer's departure.  Beyer 
announcied in late October she would be stepping away 
from the organization. Kind most recently served as 
executive director of the Mankato Family YMCA and 
previously spent 23 years in leadership at Taylor 
Corporation.  Greater Mankato Growth works to advance 
business development, regional livability, and advocacy. 

Govt-Local 12/19/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

NICK: Greater Mankato Growth has named an interim 
leader while they continue searching for a new president 
and CEO. John Kind will serve as interim leader of the 
organization starting January 2nd following current 
President &amp; CEO Jessica Beyer's departure.  Beyer 
announcied in late October she would be stepping away 
from the organization. Kind most recently served as 
executive director of the Mankato Family YMCA and 
previously spent 23 years in leadership at Taylor 
Corporation. 

Govt-Local 12/19/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

NICK: Greater Mankato Growth has named an interim 
leader while they continue searching for a new president 
and CEO. John Kind will serve as interim leader of the 
organization starting January 2nd following current 
President &amp; CEO Jessica Beyer's departure.  Beyer 
announcied in late October she would be stepping away 
from the organization. Kind most recently served as 
executive director of the Mankato Family YMCA and 
previously spent 23 years in leadership at Taylor 
Corporation.  Greater Mankato Growth works to advance 
business development, regional livability, and advocacy. 



Govt-Local 12/19/2023 
11:59:00 AM 

NOON CBS 
TUESDAY 

NICK: Greater Mankato Growth has named an interim 
leader while they continue searching for a new president 
and CEO. John Kind will serve as interim leader of the 
organization starting January 2nd following current 
President &amp; CEO Jessica Beyer's departure.  Beyer 
announcied in late October she would be stepping away 
from the organization. Kind most recently served as 
executive director of the Mankato Family YMCA and 
previously spent 23 years in leadership at Taylor 
Corporation. 

Govt-Local 12/27/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: Mower County commissioners are setting some 
cannabis policy ahead of 2024.  At their meeting this week 
-- the commissioners approved two ordinances related to 
sales and use. One was an interim ordinance that prohibits 
the sale and manufacturing of cannabis products until 
January first 20-25. The second ordinance deals with 
cannabis-use in the public. It mirrors the same ordinance 
for tobacco and prohibits the use around minors. The 
county is also required to form a committee to look at the 
impact of recreational cannabis and present the board 
with recommendations. 

Govt-Local 12/28/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION:  A group of residents in Fairmont is suing the city 
over plans for the future community center in town. The 
lawsuit, filed on November 29th in Minnesota's 4th 
Division of the U.S. District Court, was brought forth by a 
group known as "Fairmont Taxpayers Coalition for 
Government Transparency". Sofia Martinez breaks down 
the latest updates of an discussion that has been going on 
for close to 8 years. 

Govt-Local 12/28/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: The city of Mankato has locations open for recycling 
Christmas trees and other holiday decorations.  Franklin 
Rogers Park, Highland Park, Sibley Park and Tourtellotte 
Park are designated drop-off spots for Christmas trees for 
the city to recycle. Trees should be clear of all lights, 
stands and other ornaments, and only real trees will be 
accepted. The city says that those non-tree ornaments will 
need to be recycled independently. The city says that 
recycled trees will be put back into city parks and trails. 



Govt-Local 12/28/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
THURSDAY 

MADDIE: A group of residents in Fairmont SUE the city 
over plans for A future community center in town. THE 
group, known as "Fairmont Taxpayers Coalition for 
Government Transparency," FILED THE LAWSUIT ON 
NOVEMBER 29.  Sofia Martinez breaks down the latest 
updates of an discussion that has been going on for close 
to 8 years... 

Govt-Local 12/28/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: The city of Mankato has locations open for recycling 
Christmas trees and other holiday decorations.  Franklin 
Rogers  Highland, Sibley and Tourtellotte Parks are 
designated drop-off spots for trees for the city to recycle.  
Trees should be clear of all lights, stands and other 
ornaments, and only real trees will be accepted.  The city 
says that those non-tree ornaments will need to be 
recycled independently.  Recycled trees will be turned into 
mulch for wood chip trails at  city parks and trails. 

Govt-Local 12/28/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: A group of residents in Fairmont SUE the city over 
plans for A future community center in town.  THE group, 
known as "Fairmont Taxpayers Coalition for Government 
Transparency," FILED THE LAWSUIT ON NOVEMBER 29.  
They say language used in the accepted referendum 
question was modified before being presented to voters. 
Plaintiffs accuse the city of violating a Minnesota statute, 
CALLING FOR VOTERS TO APPROVE local sales tax 
measures, WHICH must be QUOTE "dedicated exclusively 
to payment of the costs of a specific project which is 
designated."  The lawsuit continues to claim that 
referendum CONDITIONS HAVEN'T been met by the city, 
including private fundraising to build the center. They're 
calling for eliminating the referendum's sales tax -- and a 
halt to the project as currently planne 



Govt-Local 12/29/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

NICK: Here in Minnesota... A group of residents in 
Fairmont have filed a lawsuit against the city over plans 
for A future community center in town.   KELSEY: THE 
group, known as "Fairmont Taxpayers Coalition for 
Government Transparency," FILED THE LAWSUIT in 
November. They say language used in the accepted 
referendum question was modified before being 
presented to voters. Plaintiffs accuse the city of violating a 
Minnesota statute, CALLING FOR VOTERS TO APPROVE 
local sales tax measures, WHICH must be QUOTE 
"dedicated exclusively to payment of the costs of a specific 
project which is designated."  The lawsuit continues to 
claim that referendum CONDITIONS HAVEN'T been met by 
the city, including private fundraising to build the center. 
They're calling for eliminating the referendum's sales 

Govt-Local 12/29/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

NICK: The city of Mankato has locations open for recycling 
Christmas trees and other holiday decorations. Franklin 
Rogers Park, Highland Park, Sibley Park and Tourtellotte 
Park are designated drop-off spots for Christmas trees for 
the city to recycle. Trees should be clear of all lights, 
stands and other ornaments, and only real trees will be 
accepted. The city says that those non-tree ornaments will 
need to be recycled independently.  Officials say the 
recycled trees will be put back into city parks and trails. 
Dropoff location will remain open through January 29. 

Govt-Local 12/29/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: Back here at home... A group of residents in 
Fairmont are suing the city over plans for the future 
community center in town.  NICK: The lawsuit, filed on 
November 29th in Minnesota's 4th Division of the U.S. 
District Court, was brought forth by a group known as 
"Fairmont Taxpayers Coalition for Government 
Transparency".  KELSEY: Sofia Martinez breaks down the 
latest updates of a discussion that has been going on for 
nearly 8 years. 



Govt-Local 12/29/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

NICK: The city of Mankato has locations open for recycling 
Christmas trees and other holiday decorations.  Franklin 
Rogers Park, Highland Park, Sibley Park and Tourtellotte 
Park are designated drop-off spots for Christmas trees for 
the city to recycle. Trees should be clear of all lights, 
stands and other ornaments, and only real trees will be 
accepted.  The city says that those non-tree ornaments 
will need to be recycled independently. The city says that 
recycled trees will be put back into city parks and trails. 

Govt-Local 12/29/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
FRIDAY 

NICK: Here in Minnesota... A group of residents in 
Fairmont have filed a lawsuit against the city over plans 
for A future community center in town.   KELSEY: THE 
group, known as "Fairmont Taxpayers Coalition for 
Government Transparency," FILED THE LAWSUIT ON 
NOVEMBER 29.  They say language used in the accepted 
referendum question was modified before being 
presented to voters. Plaintiffs accuse the city of violating a 
Minnesota statute, CALLING FOR VOTERS TO APPROVE 
local sales tax measures, WHICH must be QUOTE 
"dedicated exclusively to payment of the costs of a specific 
project which is designated."  The lawsuit continues to 
claim that referendum CONDITIONS HAVEN'T been met by 
the city, including private fundraising to build the center. 
They're calling for eliminating the referendum's sa 

Govt-Local 12/29/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
FRIDAY 

NICK: Here in Minnesota... A group of residents in 
Fairmont have filed a lawsuit against the city over plans 
for A future community center in town.   KELSEY: THE 
group, known as "Fairmont Taxpayers Coalition for 
Government Transparency," FILED THE LAWSUIT in 
November. They say language used in the accepted 
referendum question was modified before being 
presented to voters. Plaintiffs accuse the city of violating a 
Minnesota statute, CALLING FOR VOTERS TO APPROVE 
local sales tax measures, WHICH must be QUOTE 
"dedicated exclusively to payment of the costs of a specific 
project which is designated."  The lawsuit continues to 
claim that referendum CONDITIONS HAVEN'T been met by 
the city, including private fundraising to build the center. 
They're calling for eliminating the referendum's sales 



Govt-Local 12/29/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

DION: Starting this Sunday, Eagle Lake residents will no 
longer be able to use Mankato's Public Transit System to 
go back and forth between Eagle Lake and the Mankato 
area.  This new change doesn't mean Eagle Lake residents 
will be without a way to travel to either Mankato and 
North Mankato. Beginning January 2, Eagle Lake residents 
will be able to book a ride to Mankato or North Mankato 
through TRUE Transit. Until now, TRUE Transit has only 
been a way for Eagle Lake residents to travel to other 
cities in Blue Earth, Nicollet, and Le Sueur County. 

Govt-Local 12/30/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS 
SATURDAY 

JACKSON:  Here in Minnesota... A group of residents in 
Fairmont have filed a lawsuit against the city over plans 
for A future community center in town.  THE group, known 
as "Fairmont Taxpayers Coalition for Government 
Transparency," FILED THE LAWSUIT in November. They say 
language used in the accepted referendum question was 
modified before being presented to voters. Plaintiffs 
accuse the city of violating a Minnesota statute, CALLING 
FOR VOTERS TO APPROVE local sales tax measures, WHICH 
must be QUOTE "dedicated exclusively to payment of the 
costs of a specific project which is designated."  The 
lawsuit continues to claim that referendum CONDITIONS 
HAVEN'T been met by the city, including private 
fundraising to build the center. They're calling for 
eliminating the referendum's sales tax -- 

Govt-Local 12/30/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM  FOX 
SATURDAY 

JACKSON:  Here in Minnesota... A group of residents in 
Fairmont have filed a lawsuit against the city over plans 
for A future community center in town.  THE group, known 
as "Fairmont Taxpayers Coalition for Government 
Transparency," FILED THE LAWSUIT in November. They say 
language used in the accepted referendum question was 
modified before being presented to voters. Plaintiffs 
accuse the city of violating a Minnesota statute, CALLING 
FOR VOTERS TO APPROVE local sales tax measures, WHICH 
must be QUOTE "dedicated exclusively to payment of the 
costs of a specific project which is designated."  The 
lawsuit continues to claim that referendum CONDITIONS 
HAVEN'T been met by the city, including private 
fundraising to build the center. They're calling for 
eliminating the referendum's sales tax -- 



Govt-Local 12/30/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS 
SATURDAY 

JACKSON:  Here in Minnesota... A group of residents in 
Fairmont have filed a lawsuit against the city over plans 
for A future community center in town.  THE group, known 
as "Fairmont Taxpayers Coalition for Government 
Transparency," FILED THE LAWSUIT in November. They say 
language used in the accepted referendum question was 
modified before being presented to voters. Plaintiffs 
accuse the city of violating a Minnesota statute, CALLING 
FOR VOTERS TO APPROVE local sales tax measures, WHICH 
must be QUOTE "dedicated exclusively to payment of the 
costs of a specific project which is designated."  The 
lawsuit continues to claim that referendum CONDITIONS 
HAVEN'T been met by the city, including private 
fundraising to build the center. They're calling for 
eliminating the referendum's sales tax -- 

Govt-State 10/2/2023 
3:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
MONDAY 

STACY: An annual grant program designed to protect 
livestock returns this week for farmers across the state. 
Our Quinn Gorham heard from the Department of 
Agriculture about the importance of the Wolf-Livestock 
Conflict Prevention program. 

Govt-State 10/2/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: An annual grant program designed to protect 
livestock returns this week for farmers across the state.  
DION: Quinn Gorham looks at how the Wolf-Livestock 
Conflict Prevention program is helping humans and wolves 
co-exist.. 

Govt-State 10/2/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: An annual grant program designed to protect 
livestock returns this week for farmers across the state.  
DION: Quinn Gorham looks at how the Wolf-Livestock 
Conflict Prevention program is helping humans and wolves 
co-exist.. 

Govt-State 10/2/2023 
7:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
MONDAY 

STACY:  The Minnesota Department of Agriculture handles 
everything from the regulation of livestock to their 
protection. Today, an annual grant opened up applications 
to keep livestock across the state from meeting an 
untimely demise at the paws of a wolf. KEYC's Quinn 
Gorham has more. 

Govt-State 10/2/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

DION: The Minnesota Department of Agriculture handles 
everything from the regulation of livestock to their 
protection.  STACY: Today, an annual grant opened up 
applications to keep livestock across the state from 
meeting an untimely demise at the paws of a wolf. Quinn 
Gorham has more. 



Govt-State 10/2/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

DION:  Minnesotans can now submit their ideas for the 
state's next flag and seal.  The State Emblems Redesign 
Commission was established in the 2023 legislative session 
to develop and adopt a new design for the official state 
seal and official state flag no later than January 1, 2024. 
The Commission is accepting submissions online and 
through the U.S. mail from now until October 30, 2023 at 
11:59pm. Submissions mailed in must be postmarked 
October 30 or earlier. Anyone submitting a logo design 
must be 18 or older or have submissions entered by a 
parent or legal guardian. To submit your designs or find 
the address of where to mail them, find this story at 
KEYC.com. 

Govt-State 10/3/2023 
5:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

NICK: The Minnesota Department of Agriculture handles 
everything from the regulation of livestock to their 
protection.  KELSEY: An annual grant has now opened up 
applications to keep livestock across the state from 
meeting an untimely demise at the paws of a wolf. Quinn 
Gorham has more. 

Govt-State 10/3/2023 
5:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

KELSEY: Minnesotans can now submit their ideas for the 
state's next flag and seal.  The State Emblems Redesign 
Commission was established in the 2023 legislative session 
to develop and adopt a new design for the official state 
seal and official state flag no later than January 1, 2024. 
The Commission is accepting submissions online and 
through the mail until the end of the month.  Submissions 
mailed in must be postmarked October 30 or earlier. 
Anyone submitting a logo design must be 18 or older or 
have submissions entered by a parent or legal guardian. 
To submit your designs, find this story at KEYC.com. 

Govt-State 10/3/2023 
7:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
TUESDAY 

STACY: For the first time in 6 decades, Minnesota is 
getting a new flag... YOU could be the designer of the next 
flag of Minnesota. Submissions opened this week for new 
flag and seal designs and they're open to the public. OUR 
Quinn Gorham HAS THIS PROGRESS REPORT FROM THOSE 
IN CHARGE of the project. 

Govt-State 10/3/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

STACY: *YOU could be the designer of the next flag of 
Minnesota.  DION: Submissions opened this week for new 
flag and seal designs and they're open to the public. Quinn 
Gorham explains the new push to put a fresh look on an 
iconic state symbol. 



Govt-State 10/3/2023 
7:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
TUESDAY 

STACY: *YOU could be the designer of the next flag of 
Minnesota. Submissions opened this week for new flag 
and seal designs and they're open to the public. Quinn 
Gorham REPORTS ON THE push to put a fresh look on an 
iconic state symbol. 

Govt-State 10/3/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION: For the first time in 6 decades, Minnesota is getting 
a new flag... AND YOU could be the designer.  STACY: 
DESIGN Submissions opened this week and they're open 
to the public. OUR Quinn Gorham HAS THIS PROGRESS 
REPORT FROM THOSE IN CHARGE of the project. 

Govt-State 10/4/2023 
5:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
WEDNESDAY 

KELSEY: For the first time in 6 decades, Minnesota is 
getting a new flag... AND YOU could be the designer.  
NICK: DESIGN Submissions opened this week and they're 
open to the public. Quinn Gorham HAS THIS PROGRESS 
REPORT FROM THOSE IN CHARGE of the project. 

Govt-State 10/4/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: Local projets will be seeing visits from state 
lawmakers to make their case for bond funding this week. 
Aaron Stuve has more with what lawmakers would like to 
see from their visits and how project leaders view the 
opportunity. 

Govt-State 10/4/2023 
7:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
WEDNESDAY 

MADDIE: Local projets will be seeing visits from state 
lawmakers to make their case for bond funding this week. 
Aaron Stuve has more with what lawmakers would like to 
see from their visits and how project leaders view the 
opportunity. 

Govt-State 10/5/2023 
4:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

NICK: Local projects will be seeing visits from state 
lawmakers to make their case for bond funding this week.   
KELSEY: Aaron Stuve has more with what lawmakers 
would like to see from their visits and how project leaders 
view the opportunity. 

Govt-State 10/5/2023 
5:29:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

NICK: Local projects will be seeing visits from state 
lawmakers to make their case for bond funding this week.   
KELSEY: Aaron Stuve has more with what lawmakers 
would like to see from their visits and how project leaders 
view the opportunity. 



Govt-State 10/9/2023 
3:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
MONDAY 

STACY: Attention drivers! Highway 22 just south of St. 
Peter is now open to traffic.  MnDOT Crews have been 
constructing a second left turn lane on southbound 
Highway 169 at the intersection with Highway 22 to create 
a dual turn lane since May 1. Lane restrictions on Highway 
169 at the south end of St. Peter have also been removed. 
The temporary traffic signal at the intersection of Highway 
169 and Elm Street to aid in traffic and pedestrian 
movements during construction has also been removed. 

Govt-State 10/9/2023 
3:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
MONDAY 

STACY: The state of Minnesota celebrates the first 
Indigenous Peoples Day as a State holiday today!  The 
State legislature passed a bill recognizing October 9th as 
Indigenous Peoples Day. The day has been recognized for 
decades in different forms and under a variety of names to 
celebrate Native Americans' history and culture. There will 
be events all across the state to celebrate the day. In St. 
Peter, HAPPENING RIGHT NOW UNTIL 7 TONIGHT, the city 
will host an annual walk, starting at the St. Peter Middle 
School and ending at Minnesota Square Park.  In Mankato, 
the city's Indigenous People's Day Committee will host 
AUTHORI Mariah Gladstone, founder of Indigi-kitchen, to 
speak about food sustainability. That event is free to the 
public and will be held at the M-S-U Mankato Ostrander 
Audito 

Govt-State 10/9/2023 
7:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
MONDAY 

STACY: Attention drivers! Highway 22 just south of St. 
Peter is now open to traffic.  MnDOT Crews have been 
constructing a second left turn lane on southbound 
Highway 169 at the intersection with Highway 22 to create 
a dual turn lane since May 1. Lane restrictions on Highway 
169 at the south end of St. Peter have also been removed. 
The temporary traffic signal at the intersection of Highway 
169 and Elm Street to aid in traffic and pedestrian 
movements during construction has also been removed. 



Govt-State 10/10/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION: Governor Tim Walz along with Lieutenant Governor 
Peggy Flanagan want to boost viability of the state's fall 
tourism.  Today, the pair visited a state park near the 
southeast metro to highlight opportunities in Minnesota 
and recent investments in Minnesota state parks. Earlier 
this year, Governor Walz signed a bill into law that 
allocated 150 million dollars into providing residents what 
the governor calls a world-class outdoor recreation 
system. Parts of the bill include modernizing and updating 
tourist locations such as state park facilities, trails, and 
campgrounds. 

Govt-State 10/11/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: Gov. Tim Walz has ordered all flags in the state to 
half-staff to remember, mourn, and honor the victims of 
the attacks on Israel by Hamas terrorists.  The order runs 
until sunset on Saturday. Tonight through Friday night, the 
I-35W Bridge in Minneapolis will be lit with blue and 
white, the colors of the Israeli flag, to show support for 
the country and its people. 

Govt-State 10/11/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: Gov. Tim Walz has ordered all flags in the state to 
half-staff to remember, mourn, and honor the victims of 
the attacks on Israel by Hamas terrorists.  The order runs 
until sunset on Saturday. Tonight through Friday night, the 
I-35W Bridge in Minneapolis will be lit with blue and 
white, the colors of the Israeli flag, to show support for 
the country and its people. 

Govt-State 10/11/2023 
7:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: Gov. Tim Walz has ordered all flags in the state to 
half-staff to remember, mourn, and honor the victims of 
the attacks on Israel by Hamas terrorists.  The order runs 
until sunset on Saturday. Tonight through Friday night, the 
I-35W Bridge in Minneapolis will be lit with blue and 
white, the colors of the Israeli flag, to show support for 
the country and its people. 

Govt-State 10/12/2023 
4:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: Gov. Tim Walz has ordered all flags in the state to 
half-staff to remember, mourn, and honor the victims of 
the attacks on Israel by Hamas terrorists. The order runs 
until sunset on Saturday. Until Friday night, the I-35W 
Bridge in Minneapolis will also be lit with blue and white, 
the colors of the Israeli flag, to show support for the 
country and its people. 



Govt-State 10/12/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: Gov. Tim Walz has ordered all flags in the state to 
half-staff to remember, mourn, and honor the victims of 
the attacks on Israel by Hamas terrorists. The order runs 
until sunset on Saturday. Until Friday night, the I-35W 
Bridge in Minneapolis will also be lit with blue and white, 
the colors of the Israeli flag, to show support for the 
country and its people. 

Govt-State 10/12/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: Highway 60 near Madelia is now fully opened after 
two years of work.   Construction began in early 2022, and 
both directions have now opened all lanes. Improvements 
included resurfacing seven miles of the highway, 
upgrading lighting, repairing drainage systems, updating 
guardrails and repairing bridges. MNDoT says that it's a 
satisfying feeling to mark projects as complete, especially 
multi-year projects that go through multiple phases. 

Govt-State 10/12/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: Highway 60 near Madelia is now fully opened after 
two years of work.   Construction began in early 2022, and 
both directions have now opened all lanes. Improvements 
included resurfacing seven miles of the highway, 
upgrading lighting, repairing drainage systems, updating 
guardrails and repairing bridges. MNDoT says that it's a 
satisfying feeling to mark projects as complete, especially 
multi-year projects that go through multiple phases. 

Govt-State 10/13/2023 
4:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: Highway 60 near Madelia has fully opened after 
two years of work.  Construction began in early 2022.  
Improvements included resurfacing seven miles of the 
highway, upgrading lighting, repairing drainage systems, 
updating guardrails and repairing bridges.  MNDoT says 
that it's a satisfying feeling to mark projects as complete, 
especially multi-year projects that go through multiple 
phases. 

Govt-State 10/13/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: Highway 60 is now fully open after two years of 
work. Both directions have now opened in all lanes.  
Improvements included resurfacing seven miles of the 
highway, upgrading lighting, repairing drainage systems, 
updating guardrails and repairing bridges.  MNDoT says 
that it's a satisfying feeling to mark projects as complete, 
especially multi-year projects that go through multiple 
phases. 



Govt-State 10/16/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

DION: Even more season openers are coming up for 
hunters in the state.  The first day of Minnesota's youth 
deer season and early antlerless-only deer season fall on 
October 19th - this Thursday. Both hunting seasons will go 
until October 22nd. Youth deer season will coincide with 
statewide teacher workshops, so many students will be 
out of school during that time. To participate, youth must 
be 10 to 17 years old and have a regular deer license. Kids 
ages 10 to 13 must be accompanied by an adult parent or 
guardian. Fot antlerless-only deer season, the state 
Department of Natural Resources offers this opportunity 
to hunters to enjoy the outdoors and manage local deer 
herds. The bag limit for the season is three antlerless deer. 

Govt-State 10/16/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

DION: Across Minnesota... Childcare providers can now 
apply for a program to boost wages and benefits.  
Governor Tim Walz announced that more than 8-thousand 
eligible providers can start applying for Great Start 
Compensation Support Payments. The governor's office 
says the $316-million dollars going toward the program 
stems from the childcare package passed in this year's 
legislative session. Walz says childcare workers make 
some of the lowest wages among jobs that require at least 
a high school diploma. The goal is to provide monthly 
payments for providers.. and move the child care 
workforce to a more livable wage. The deadline to apply is 
next Wednesday the 25th... and the first payments are set 
to go out a week later. 

Govt-State 10/16/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

DION: Across Minnesota... Childcare providers can now 
apply for a program to boost wages and benefits.  
Governor Tim Walz announced that more than 8-thousand 
eligible providers can start applying for Great Start 
Compensation Support Payments. The governor's office 
says the $316-million dollars going toward the program 
stems from the childcare package passed in this year's 
legislative session. Walz says childcare workers make 
some of the lowest wages among jobs that require at least 
a high school diploma. The goal is to provide monthly 
payments for providers.. and move the child care 
workforce to a more livable wage. The deadline to apply is 
next Wednesday the 25th... and the first payments are set 
to go out a week later. 



Govt-State 10/17/2023 
4:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

NICK: Across Minnesota... Childcare providers can now 
apply for a program to boost wages and benefits.  
Governor Tim Walz announced that more than 8-thousand 
eligible providers can start applying for Great Start 
Compensation Support Payments. The governor's office 
says the $316-million dollars going toward the program 
stems from the childcare package passed in this year's 
legislative session. According to the Governor, childcare 
workers make some of the lowest wages among jobs that 
require at least a high school diploma. The goal is to 
provide monthly payments for providers.. and move the 
child care workforce to a more livable wage. The deadline 
to apply is October 25th... and the first payments are set 
to go out a week later. 

Govt-State 10/17/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

NICK: Across Minnesota... Childcare providers can now 
apply for a program to boost wages and benefits.  
Governor Tim Walz announced that more than 8-thousand 
eligible providers can start applying for Great Start 
Compensation Support Payments. The governor's office 
says the $316-million dollars going toward the program 
stems from the childcare package passed in this year's 
legislative session. According to the Governor, childcare 
workers make some of the lowest wages among jobs that 
require at least a high school diploma. The goal is to 
provide monthly payments for providers.. and move the 
child care workforce to a more livable wage. The deadline 
to apply is October 25th... and the first payments are set 
to go out a week later. 

Govt-State 10/17/2023 
10:59:00 AM 

NOON CBS 
TUESDAY 

SEAN: Across Minnesota... Childcare providers can now 
apply for a program to boost wages and benefits.  
Governor Tim Walz announced that more than 8-thousand 
eligible providers can start applying for Great Start 
Compensation Support Payments. The governor's office 
says the $316-million dollars going toward the program 
stems from the childcare package passed in this year's 
legislative session. According to the Governor, childcare 
workers make some of the lowest wages among jobs that 
require at least a high school diploma. The goal is to 
provide monthly payments for providers.. and move the 
child care workforce to a more livable wage. The deadline 
to apply is October 25th... and the first payments are set 
to go out a week later. 



Govt-State 10/17/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION: Meanwhile, Gov. Walz continues a statewide tour 
of his administration's work on early childhood education.  
The governor is expected to be in Baxter today where he 
will visit an early learning center. The governor will be 
highlighting investments his office says will allow over 9 
thousand kids to access free pre-k across the state. 
Governor Walz secured funding to make permanent 4,000 
pre-kindergarten seats across the state that were set to 
expire this Fall. An additional 52 hundred seats are 
expected to be added by Fall of next year. According to 
Governor Walz's office, these investments will both grant 
young students access to quality education and save their 
parents thousands of dollars in childcare. 

Govt-State 10/17/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION: DEED announces $1.9 million in redevelopment 
grants-- and includes a Mankato project.   The city of 
Mankato is awarded $149,275 for a project on the site 
formerly known as Dutlers.  The "Axis" project includes 
building demolition and public infrastructure upgrades. 
The site will eventually become a five-story, 72-unit 
mixed-use building. About 9,650-square-feet of the space 
will hold commercial properties.  DEED expects the project 
to create 10 jobs, increase the property tax base by more 
than $178 thousand, and leverage $14.9 million in private 
investment.  Matching funds will be paid by tax increment 
financing. 

Govt-State 10/17/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION: DEED announces $1.9 million in redevelopment 
grants-- and includes a Mankato project.   The city of 
Mankato is awarded $149,275 for a project on the site 
formerly known as Dutlers.  The "Axis" project includes 
building demolition and public infrastructure upgrades. 
The site will eventually become a five-story, 72-unit 
mixed-use building. About 9,650-square-feet of the space 
will hold commercial properties.  DEED expects the project 
to create 10 jobs, increase the property tax base by more 
than $178 thousand, and leverage $14.9 million in private 
investment.  Matching funds will be paid by tax increment 
financing. 



Govt-State 10/17/2023 
7:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
TUESDAY 

DION: Gov. Walz continues a statewide tour of his 
administration's work on early childhood education.  The 
governor was in Baxter tuesday where he visited an early 
learning center. The governor highlighted investments his 
office says will allow over 9 thousand kids to access free 
pre-k across the state. Governor Walz secured funding to 
make permanent 4,000 pre-kindergarten seats across the 
state that were set to expire this Fall. An additional 52 
hundred seats are expected to be added by Fall of next 
year. According to Governor Walz's office, these 
investments will both grant young students access to 
quality education and save their parents thousands of 
dollars in childcare. 

Govt-State 10/18/2023 
4:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

KELSEY: The city of Mankato is awarded nearly 150 
thousand dollars from the Department of Employment 
and Economic Development.   It's part of $1.9 million in 
redevelopment grants being awarded by DEED.  The city of 
Mankato funds are dedicated to the site that formerly 
housed Dutlers.  The "Axis" project includes building 
demolition and public infrastructure upgrades. The site 
will eventually become a five-story, 72-unit mixed-use 
building. About 9,650-square-feet of the space will hold 
commercial properties.  DEED expects the project to 
create 10 jobs, increase the property tax base by more 
than $178 thousand, and leverage $14.9 million in private 
investments.  Matching funds will be paid by tax 
increment financing. 

Govt-State 10/18/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

KELSEY: DEED announces $1.9 million in redevelopment 
grants-- and includes a Mankato project.   The city of 
Mankato is awarded $149,275 for a project on the site 
formerly known as Dutlers.  The "Axis" project includes 
building demolition and public infrastructure upgrades. 
The site will eventually become a five-story, 72-unit 
mixed-use building. About 9,650-square-feet of the space 
will hold commercial properties.  DEED expects the project 
to create 10 jobs, increase the property tax base by more 
than $178 thousand, and leverage $14.9 million in private 
investment.  Matching funds will be paid by tax increment 
financing. 



Govt-State 10/18/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

KELSEY: The city of Mankato is awarded nearly 150 
thousand dollars from the Department of Employment 
and Economic Development.   It's part of $1.9 million in 
redevelopment grants being awarded by DEED.  The city of 
Mankato funds are dedicated to the site that formerly 
housed Dutlers.  The "Axis" project includes building 
demolition and public infrastructure upgrades. The site 
will eventually become a five-story, 72-unit mixed-use 
building. About 9,650-square-feet of the space will hold 
commercial properties.  DEED expects the project to 
create 10 jobs, increase the property tax base by more 
than $178 thousand, and leverage $14.9 million in private 
investments.  Matching funds will be paid by tax 
increment financing. 

Govt-State 10/18/2023 
10:59:00 AM 

NOON CBS 
WEDNESDAY 

SEAN: The city of Mankato is awarded nearly 150 
thousand dollars from the Department of Employment 
and Economic Development.   It's part of $1.9 million in 
redevelopment grants being awarded by DEED.  The city of 
Mankato funds are dedicated to the site that formerly 
housed Dutlers.  The "Axis" project includes building 
demolition and public infrastructure upgrades. The site 
will eventually become a five-story, 72-unit mixed-use 
building. About 9,650-square-feet of the space will hold 
commercial properties.  DEED expects the project to 
create 10 jobs, increase the property tax base by more 
than $178 thousand, and leverage $14.9 million in private 
investments.  Matching funds will be paid by tax 
increment financing. 

Govt-State 10/18/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: The highway 14 project's completion was delayed 
into November earlier last month. Today MNDoT is giving 
a progress report on where the construction stands. Aaron 
Stuve takes us there. 

Govt-State 10/18/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: The Iowa Holocaust Memorial was rededicated in a 
ceremony today .  The recently restored structure was 
originally placed on the grounds of the state capitol a 
decade ago.. Governor Kim Reynolds...dozens of 
lawmakers from both parties...and representatives from 
the Jewish community were present today to celebrate 
the renovated memorial.. After the rededication event  
members of the Jewish community spoke about  the 
emotions this monument evokes given the recent hamas 
terror attacks in israel... 



Govt-State 10/18/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: The highway 14 project's completion was recently 
delayed into November. Today MNDoT is giving a progress 
report on where the construction stands. Aaron Stuve 
takes us there. 

Govt-State 10/19/2023 
5:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: The Iowa Holocaust Memorial is rededicated in a 
ceremony Wednesday.  The recently restored structure 
was originally placed on the grounds of the state capitol a 
decade ago.. Governor Kim Reynolds...dozens of 
lawmakers from both parties...and representatives from 
the Jewish community were present to celebrate the 
renovated memorial.. After the re-dedication event  
members of the Jewish community spoke about  the 
emotions this monument evokes given the recent hamas 
terror attacks in israel... 

Govt-State 10/19/2023 
9:22:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: governor Walz will be hosting this year's deer 
hunting opener... in Lanesboro.  The deer harvest will take 
place November 3 and 4... at the eagle bluff 
environmental learning center. the Minnesota DNR says 
nearly half-a million Minnesotans deer hunt each year.. 
.and this year's event will celebrate the rich tradition... The 
Minnesota Governor's Deer Hunting Opener is now in its 
third decade celebrating the state's white-tailed deer 
hunting heritage. 

Govt-State 10/20/2023 
5:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
FRIDAY 

NICK: Minnesota governor Tim Walz will be hosting this 
year's deer hunting opener... in Lanesboro. The deer 
harvest will take place November 3 and 4... at the eagle 
bluff environmental learning center. the Minnesota DNR 
says nearly half-a million Minnesotans deer hunt each 
year.. .and this year's event will celebrate the rich 
tradition... The Minnesota Governor's Deer Hunting 
Opener is now in its third decade celebrating the state's 
white-tailed deer hunting heritage. 

Govt-State 10/20/2023 
10:59:00 AM NOON CBS FRIDAY 

SEAN: Minnesota governor Tim Walz will be hosting this 
year's deer hunting opener in Lanesboro. The deer harvest 
will take place November 3 and 4... at the eagle bluff 
environmental learning center. the Minnesota DNR says 
nearly half-a million Minnesotans deer hunt each year.. 
.and this year's event will celebrate the rich tradition... The 
Minnesota Governor's Deer Hunting Opener is now in its 
third decade celebrating the state's white-tailed deer 
hunting heritage. 



Govt-State 10/20/2023 
3:58:00 PM 5 PM CBS FRIDAY 

MADDIE: CLOSER TO HOME...  Minnesota governor Tim 
Walz will be hosting this year's deer hunting opener in 
Lanesboro.  The deer harvest will take place November 3 
and 4... at the eagle bluff environmental learning center. 
the Minnesota DNR says nearly half-a million Minnesotans 
deer hunt each year.. .and this year's event will celebrate 
the rich tradition... The Minnesota Governor's Deer 
Hunting Opener is now in its third decade celebrating the 
state's white-tailed deer hunting heritage. 

Govt-State 10/20/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

DION: Despite Minnesota lawmakers spending billions 
during the last legislative session... the state still has a big 
surplus.  State budget officials now say state's surplus is on 
track to be much larger than projections from earlier this 
year.. and should come in around 2-point-4 billion dollars. 
They said it comes from the state bringing in more 
revenue and spending less than expected. You'll 
remember.. the surplus before this year's session was 17 
billion. In a statement YESTERDAY... Republican House 
Minority Leader Lisa Demuth (Day-myth) slammed the D-
F-L's recent spending.. and said any remaining surplus 
should go toward tax relief. 

Govt-State 10/20/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

DION: Minnesota leaders are defending a newly passed 
law today after a state judge went up against it. 
Constitutional Officers gathered in the state Capitol this 
afternoon to address the act of defiance directly. Quinn 
Gorham breaks it down for us. 
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MADDIE: Minnesota leaders are defending a newly passed 
law today after a state judge went up against it. 
Constitutional Officers gathered in the state Capitol this 
afternoon to address the act of defiance directly. Quinn 
Gorham breaks it down for us. 



Govt-State 10/20/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

DION: Despite Minnesota lawmakers spending billions 
during the last legislative session... the state still has a big 
surplus.  State budget officials now say state's surplus is on 
track to be much larger than projections from earlier this 
year.. and should come in around 2-point-4 billion dollars. 
They said it comes from the state bringing in more 
revenue and spending less than expected. You'll 
remember.. the surplus before this year's session was 17 
billion. In a statement YESTERDAY... Republican House 
Minority Leader Lisa Demuth (Day-myth) slammed the D-
F-L's recent spending.. and said any remaining surplus 
should go toward tax relief. 

Govt-State 10/20/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

DION: An unconventional ruling ON VOTING RIGHTS has 
forced a response from two Minnesota state 
constitutional officers. They argue Judge Matthew Quinn, 
a Mille Lacs-based district judge, issued court orders that 
go directly against a state law that restored voting rights 
to felons who had served their prison terms. Quinn 
Gorham breaks down the situation and what it does and 
doesn't mean for voters. 

Govt-State 10/20/2023 
7:59:00 PM 9 PM FOX FRIDAY 

MADDIE: Minnesota governor Tim Walz will be hosting 
this year's deer hunting opener in Lanesboro.  The deer 
harvest will take place November 3 and 4... at the eagle 
bluff environmental learning center. the Minnesota DNR 
says nearly half-a million Minnesotans deer hunt each 
year.. .and this year's event will celebrate the rich 
tradition... The Minnesota Governor's Deer Hunting 
Opener is now in its third decade celebrating the state's 
white-tailed deer hunting heritage. 

Govt-State 10/23/2023 
4:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
MONDAY 

NICK: An unconventional ruling ON VOTING RIGHTS has 
forced a response from two Minnesota state 
constitutional officers.  KELSEY: They argue Judge 
Matthew Quinn, a Mille Lacs-based district judge, issued 
court orders that go directly against a state law that 
restored voting rights to felons who had served their 
prison terms. Quinn Gorham tells us what voters need to 
know. 
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NICK: An unconventional ruling ON VOTING RIGHTS has 
forced a response from two Minnesota state 
constitutional officers.  KELSEY: They argue Judge 
Matthew Quinn, a Mille Lacs-based district judge, issued 
court orders that go directly against a state law that 
restored voting rights to felons who had served their 
prison terms. Quinn Gorham breaks down the situation 
and what it does and doesn't mean for voters. 

Govt-State 10/23/2023 
5:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
MONDAY 

KELSEY: Despite Minnesota lawmakers spending billions 
during the last legislative session... the state still has a big 
surplus.  State budget officials now say the state's surplus 
is on track to be much larger than projections from earlier 
this year.. and should come in around 2-point-4 billion 
dollars. They said it comes from the state bringing in more 
revenue and spending less than expected. The surplus 
before this year's session was 17 billion. Republican House 
Minority Leader Lisa Demuth (Day-myth) has slammed the 
D-F-L's recent spending.. and said any remaining surplus 
should go toward tax relief. 
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5:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
MONDAY 

NICK: An unconventional ruling ON VOTING RIGHTS has 
forced a response from two Minnesota state 
constitutional officers.  KELSEY: They argue Judge 
Matthew Quinn, a Mille Lacs-based district judge, issued 
court orders that go directly against a state law that 
restored voting rights to felons who had served their 
prison terms. Quinn Gorham tells us what voters need to 
know. 

Govt-State 10/23/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

DION: At both a state and federal level, infrastructure 
investments are some of the most important investments 
for a functioning community. Public roads, bridges, 
buildings, and educational facilities all benefit from 
investments in bonding, and Minnesota is no exception. 
Today, Governor Tim Walz kicked off a statewide 
infrastructure tour, starting in St. Paul. Quinn Gorham 
reports. 
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9 PM FOX 
MONDAY 

MADDIE: At both a state and federal level, infrastructure 
investments are some of the most important investments 
for a functioning community. Public roads, bridges, 
buildings, and educational facilities all benefit from 
investments in bonding, and Minnesota is no exception. 
Today, Governor Tim Walz kicked off a statewide 
infrastructure tour, starting in St. Paul. Quinn Gorham 
reports. 

Govt-State 10/24/2023 
4:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

KELSEY: At both a state and federal level, infrastructure 
investments are some of the most important investments 
for a functioning community. Public roads, bridges, 
buildings, and educational facilities all benefit from 
investments in bonding, and Minnesota is no exception.  
NICK: On Monday, Governor Tim Walz kicked off a 
statewide infrastructure tour, starting in St. Paul. Quinn 
Gorham reports. 
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6:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

KELSEY: At both a state and federal level, infrastructure 
investments are some of the most important investments 
for a functioning community. Public roads, bridges, 
buildings, and educational facilities all benefit from 
investments in bonding, and Minnesota is no exception.  
NICK: On Monday, Governor Tim Walz kicked off a 
statewide infrastructure tour, starting in St. Paul. Quinn 
Gorham reports. 

Govt-State 10/24/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION: Minnesota joined 32 other states today in a lawsuit 
against Facebook's parent company, "Meta"  The suit 
alleges that the tech giant, which owns both Facebook and 
Instagram, knowingly manipulated algorithms to addict 
children and teens to the platforms. While the company 
has publicly denied those claims on numerous occasions, 
Minnesota Attorney General Keith Ellison says he and 
others have reason to believe the company is lying.  While 
there's little precedent for a case like this, Ellison likened it 
to the Juul lawsuit that took place this past summer. Both 
companies are accused of targeting kids for financial gain 
and there's been a bipartisan, multi-state push for 
consequences. According to Ellison, a successful suit could 
mean anything from financial compensation to more 
algorith 



Govt-State 10/24/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

STACY: Sleepy Eye will host the 2024 twelfth annual 
Minnesota Governor's Pheasant Hunting Opener.  
Governor Tim Walz made the announcement today. The 
event is scheduled for Oct. 11 and 12th next year.  The 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources and Explore 
Minnesota will assist local partners in planning the event. 
Owatonna hosted this year's opener last week. 
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STACY: Sleepy Eye will host the 2024 twelfth annual 
Minnesota Governor's Pheasant Hunting Opener.  
Governor Tim Walz made the announcement today. The 
event is scheduled for Oct. 11 and 12th next year.  The 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources and Explore 
Minnesota will assist local partners in planning the event. 
Owatonna hosted this year's opener last week. 
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STACY: Minnesota joined 32 other states today in a lawsuit 
against Facebook's parent company, "Meta"  The suit 
alleges that the tech giant, which owns both Facebook and 
Instagram, knowingly manipulated algorithms to addict 
children and teens to the platforms. While the company 
has publicly denied those claims on numerous occasions, 
Minnesota Attorney General Keith Ellison says he and 
others have reason to believe the company is lying.  While 
there's little precedent for a case like this, Ellison likened it 
to the Juul lawsuit that took place this past summer. Both 
companies are accused of targeting kids for financial gain 
and there's been a bipartisan, multi-state push for 
consequences. According to Ellison, a successful suit could 
mean anything from financial compensation to more 
algorit 
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10PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

STACY: Sleepy Eye will host the 2024 twelfth annual 
Minnesota Governor's Pheasant Hunting Opener.  
Governor Tim Walz made the announcement today. The 
event is scheduled for Oct. 11 and 12th next year.  The 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources and Explore 
Minnesota will assist local partners in planning the event. 
Owatonna hosted this year's opener last week. 



Govt-State 10/24/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION: Minnesota joined 32 other states today in a lawsuit 
against Facebook's parent company, "Meta"  The suit 
alleges that the tech giant, which owns both Facebook and 
Instagram, knowingly manipulated algorithms to addict 
children and teens to the platforms. While the company 
has publicly denied those claims on numerous occasions, 
Minnesota Attorney General Keith Ellison says he and 
others have reason to believe the company is lying.  Ellison 
says a successful suit could mean anything from financial 
compensation to more algorithm transparency. 

Govt-State 10/24/2023 
7:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
TUESDAY 

STACY: A short-lived run for Speaker of the House... 
Minnesota's Tom Emmer was the nominee for the position 
for all of 6 hours, and it appears the Republican party has 
already moved on. Quinn Gorham has the latest. 

Govt-State 10/25/2023 
4:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

NICK: Sleepy Eye will host the 2024 twelfth annual 
Minnesota Governor's Pheasant Hunting Opener.  
Governor Tim Walz made the announcement yesterday. 
The event is scheduled for Oct. 11 and 12th next year.  The 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources and Explore 
Minnesota will assist local partners in planning the event. 
Owatonna hosted this year's opener last week. 
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6:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

NICK: Sleepy Eye will host the 2024 twelfth annual 
Minnesota Governor's Pheasant Hunting Opener.  
Governor Tim Walz made the announcement yesterday. 
The event is scheduled for Oct. 11 and 12th next year.  The 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources and Explore 
Minnesota will assist local partners in planning the event. 
Owatonna hosted this year's opener last week. 

Govt-State 10/25/2023 
4:59:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
WEDNESDAY 

NICK: Minnesota joined 32 other states in a lawsuit against 
Facebook's parent company, "Meta"  The suit alleges that 
the tech giant, which owns both Facebook and Instagram, 
knowingly manipulated algorithms to addict children and 
teens to the platforms. While the company has publicly 
denied those claims on numerous occasions, Minnesota 
Attorney General Keith Ellison says he and others have 
reason to believe the company is lying.  Ellison says a 
successful suit could mean anything from financial 
compensation to more algorithm transparency. 



Govt-State 10/25/2023 
10:59:00 AM 

NOON CBS 
WEDNESDAY 

SEAN: Minnesota HAS joined 32 other states in a lawsuit 
against Facebook's parent company, "Meta"  The suit 
alleges that the tech giant, which owns both Facebook and 
Instagram, knowingly manipulated algorithms to addict 
children and teens to the platforms. While the company 
has publicly denied those claims on numerous occasions, 
Minnesota Attorney General Keith Ellison says he and 
others have reason to believe the company is lying.  Ellison 
says a successful suit could mean anything from financial 
compensation to more algorithm transparency. 

Govt-State 10/25/2023 
10:59:00 AM 

NOON CBS 
WEDNESDAY 

SEAN: Sleepy Eye will host the 2024 twelfth annual 
Minnesota Governor's Pheasant Hunting Opener.  
Governor Tim Walz made the announcement yesterday. 
The event is scheduled for Oct. 11 and 12th next year.  The 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources and Explore 
Minnesota will assist local partners in planning the event. 
Owatonna hosted this year's opener last week. 

Govt-State 10/25/2023 
3:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
WEDNESDAY 

MADDIE: Minnesota joins 32 other states in a lawsuit 
against Facebook's parent company, "Meta".  The suit 
alleges that the tech giant, which owns both Facebook and 
Instagram, knowingly manipulated algorithms to addict 
children and teens to the platforms. While the company 
has publicly denied those claims on numerous occasions, 
Minnesota Attorney General Keith Ellison says he and 
others have reason to believe the company is lying.  Ellison 
says a successful suit could mean anything from financial 
compensation to more algorithm transparency. 

Govt-State 10/26/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: Minnesota's Emergency Operations are about to get 
a lot more 'state of the art' The state broke ground on a 
new facility in Blaine today, a project that's been in the 
works for years. Quinn Gorham was there to explain the 
importance of the new project and when we can expect its 
arrival. 
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DION: Minnesota's Emergency Operations are about to get 
a lot more 'state of the art' The state broke ground on a 
new facility in Blaine today, a project that's been in the 
works for years. Quinn Gorham was there to explain the 
importance of the new project and when we can expect its 
arrival. 
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4:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

NICK: Minnesota's Emergency Operations are about to get 
a lot more 'state of the art'  KELSEY: The state broke 
ground on a new facility in Blaine this week, a project 
that's been in the works for years. Quinn Gorham was 
there to explain the importance of the new project and 
when we can expect its arrival. 
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NICK: Minnesota's Emergency Operations are about to get 
a lot more 'state of the art'  KELSEY: The state broke 
ground on a new facility in Blaine this week, a project 
that's been in the works for years. Quinn Gorham was 
there to explain the importance of the new project and 
when we can expect its arrival. 

Govt-State 10/30/2023 
10:59:00 AM 

NOON CBS 
MONDAY 

MITCH: Minnesota Governor Tim Walz expected to sign a 
new Executive Order this afternoon.  The governor's latest 
executive order is expected to eliminate college degree 
requirements for roughly 75 percent of state government 
jobs. According to the Governor's Office, the executive 
order will open job opportunities for more people, expand 
the state's workforce, and make it easier for Minnesotans 
to choose state service. 
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MITCH: Minnesota Governor Tim Walz expected to sign a 
new Executive Order this afternoon.  The governor's latest 
executive order is expected to eliminate college degree 
requirements for roughly 75 percent of state government 
jobs. According to the Governor's Office, the executive 
order will open job opportunities for more people, expand 
the state's workforce, and make it easier for Minnesotans 
to choose state service. 

Govt-State 10/31/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

STACY: The Deer season opener is upon us, and in just a 
few days, hunters across the state will take to their blinds 
for the Minnesota tradition. For some, this is a family 
tradition, but there's still a need to be wary of safety rules 
and precautions. Quinn Gorham spoke with DNR experts 
today to hear what hunters should be aware of starting 
this Saturday. 

Govt-State 11/2/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

STACY: Today, opening arguments were heard in the 
STATE SUPREME COURT case to bar former President 
Trump from the Minnesota ballot. The question about the 
former president's eligibility arose due to a clause in the 
constitution, barring anyone from office WHO'S 
participated in an insurrection after taking oath. Quinn 
Gorham HAS THIS REPORT FROM THE STATE Supreme 
Court. 



Govt-State 11/2/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

STACY: A case before the Minnesota Supreme Court seeks 
to have former President Trump taken off the ballot... 
Arguments were heard today in the state's highest court 
from all sides. Quinn Gorham FILED THIS REPORT ON 
TODAY'S COURT HEARING IN ST. PAUL. 

Govt-State 11/3/2023 
5:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: A case before the Minnesota Supreme Court seeks 
to have former President Trump taken off the ballot... 
Arguments were heard in the state's highest court from all 
sides.  NICK: Quinn Gorham FILED THIS REPORT ON 
YESTERDAY'S COURT HEARING IN ST. PAUL. 

Govt-State 11/6/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

DION: Tomorrow is election Day.   STACY: Aaron Stuve has 
a rundown of ballot questions in your area and how early 
voting has gone for election officials. 

Govt-State 11/6/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: While many tend to look at off-year elections as 
unimportant, state leaders often say local elections can be 
*more important than state or federal ones.  DION: Quinn 
Gorham spoke with the Minnesota secretary of State 
today to see why. 
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DION: Tomorrow is election Day.   STACY: Aaron Stuve has 
a rundown of ballot questions in your area and how early 
voting has gone for election officials. 

Govt-State 11/6/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: Election day is tomorrow!. Starting at 7 AM, polls 
will open for local elections all across the state.  DION: 
While voter turnout in those local elections can often be 
smaller than in presidential elections, they can be just as 
important. Today, Quinn Gorham talked with elections 
officials to hear why these races can have a big impact on 
your day-to-day life. 
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STACY: Tomorrow is election Day.  Aaron Stuve has a 
rundown of ballot questions in your area and how early 
voting has gone for election officials. 

Govt-State 11/6/2023 
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9 PM FOX 
MONDAY 

STACY: While many tend to look at off-year elections as 
unimportant, state leaders often say local elections can be 
*more important than state or federal ones. Quinn 
Gorham spoke with the Minnesota secretary of State 
today to see why. 

Govt-State 11/7/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

KELSEY: What is on the ballot locally? Aaron Stuve breaks 
down ballot questions in our area and the impact of early 
voting. 



Govt-State 11/7/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

NICK: Today is Election day! Starting at 7 AM, polls will 
open for local elections all across the state.  KELSEY: While 
voter turnout in local elections can often be smaller than 
in presidential elections, they can be just as important. 
Quinn Gorham talked with elections officials to hear why 
these races can have a big impact on your day-to-day life. 
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NICK: Today is Election day! Starting at 7 AM, polls will 
open for local elections all across the state.  KELSEY: While 
voter turnout in local elections can often be smaller than 
in presidential elections, they can be just as important. 
Quinn Gorham talked with elections officials to hear why 
these races can have a big impact on your day-to-day life. 

Govt-State 11/7/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

KELSEY: Aaron Stuve has a rundown of ballot questions in 
our area and how early voting has gone for election 
officials. 

Govt-State 11/7/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

KELSEY: What is on the ballot locally? Aaron Stuve breaks 
down ballot questions in our area and the impact of early 
voting. 

Govt-State 11/7/2023 
11:59:00 AM 

NOON CBS 
TUESDAY 

SEAN: Today is Election day! Starting at 7 AM, polls will 
open for local elections all across the state. While voter 
turnout in local elections can often be smaller than in 
presidential elections, they can be just as important. 
Quinn Gorham talked with elections officials to hear why 
these races can have a big impact on your day-to-day life. 

Govt-State 11/7/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION: A new investment from the state OF MINNESOTA 
could have wide-reaching impacts on small businesses.  
STACY: Governor Tim Walz announced the expanding 
opportunities program this afternoon. It's a loan program 
that partners with THE DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT 
AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. Quinn Gorham explains 
how the governor hopeS the new initiative will encourage 
growth. 

Govt-State 11/7/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
TUESDAY 

STACY: A new program in Minnesota aims to help small 
businesses get off the ground. Governor Tim Walz and 
other state leaders announced the $10 million investment 
earlier today, and STATION's Quinn Gorham explains the 
motive behind the money. 



Govt-State 11/8/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: Minnesota residents can now see for themselves 
the possible new state flag following a design contest.  The 
public submitted More than 26-hundred designs to the 
State Emblems Redesign Commission. Later this month, 
the Commission will select the final designs to be utilized 
as the basis for each emblem. The Commission was 
established in the 2023 legislative session to develop and 
adopt a new design for the official state seal and a new 
design for the official state flag no later than January 1. 
We've posted links to see the designs under this story at 
KEYC.com. 

Govt-State 11/8/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: The Minnesota Supreme Court has dismissed a 
petition to remove former President Trump from the 2024 
primary ballot. The news comes just days after the court 
heard opening arguments for the case. Quinn Gorham 
breaks it down from St. Paul. 

Govt-State 11/9/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: The Minnesota Supreme Court has dismissed a 
petition to remove former President Trump from the 2024 
primary ballot.  NICK: The news comes just days after the 
court heard opening arguments for the case. Quinn 
Gorham breaks it down from St. Paul. 

Govt-State 11/9/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: Minnesota residents can now check out the new 
state flag options following a design contest.  The public 
submitted More than 26-hundred designs to the State 
Emblems Redesign Commission. Later this month, the 
Commission will select the final designs to be utilized as 
the basis for each emblem. The Commission was 
established in the 2023 legislative session to develop and 
adopt a new design for the official state seal and a new 
design for the official state flag no later than January 1. 
We've posted links to the designs under this story at 
KEYC.com. 

Govt-State 11/9/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: The quest for a new state flag continues this week 
as the state has unveiled a full list of submissions.  STACY: 
Quinn Gorham checks in on the process to explain how 
close we are to flying a new banner across the state. 

Govt-State 11/9/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
THURSDAY 

STACY: The quest for a new state flag continues this week 
as the state has unveiled a full list of submissions. Quinn 
Gorham has this progress report on when we'll be flying a 
new banner across the state. 



Govt-State 11/13/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
MONDAY 

STACY: The state legislative session is still months away, 
but lawmakers are busy even in the offseason. Today, one 
committee's members met to discuss a pressing need 
statewide: Childcare. From Minneapolis to Mankato, 
lawmakers agree: the cost of childcare is too high. Quinn 
Gorham reports on today's hearing to see what solutions 
are being proposed. 
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STACY: The state legislative session is still months away, 
but lawmakers are busy even in the offseason. Today, one 
committee's members met to discuss a pressing need 
statewide: Childcare.  DION:   From Minneapolis to 
Mankato, lawmakers agree: the cost of childcare is too 
high. Quinn Gorham reports on today's hearing to see 
what solutions are being proposed. 
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9 PM FOX 
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STACY: The state legislative session is still months away, 
but lawmakers are busy even in the offseason. Today, one 
committee's members met to discuss a pressing need 
statewide: Childcare. From Minneapolis to Mankato, 
lawmakers agree: the cost of childcare is too high. Quinn 
Gorham reports on today's hearing to see what solutions 
are being proposed. 

Govt-State 11/13/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

DION: Back in Minnesota...  lawmakers on both sides of 
the aisle seem to agree that childcare costs are one of the 
most pressing issues facing Minnesotans right now. A 
bipartisan committee in the Minnesota House listened to 
testimonies to prepare for the upcoming legislative 
session. Quinn Gorham reports.. 

Govt-State 11/14/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

KELSEY: Here in Minnesota...  lawmakers on both sides of 
the aisle seem to agree that childcare costs are one of the 
most pressing issues facing Minnesotans right now.  NICK: 
A bipartisan committee in the Minnesota House listened 
to testimonies to prepare for the upcoming legislative 
session. Quinn Gorham reports.. 



Govt-State 11/15/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: The Minnesota Department of Revenue says they 
will begin reissuing nearly 150,000 one-time tax rebate 
checks that have gone uncashed and have expired. The 
checks expired 60 days after they were issued in August or 
September. The Department of Revenue says the new 
checks will go out in two batches: one batch this week and 
the second batch in early December. The reissued checks 
will be valid for 60 days from the date of issuance. Paper 
checks will appear in a plain white envelope. They will be 
from Submittable Holdings located in Missoula, Montana 
and will carry the signature of Revenue Commissioner Paul 
Marquart. The checks are protected by standard banking 
safeguards that help detect and deter fraud. 
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DION: The Minnesota Department of Revenue says they 
will begin reissuing nearly 150,000 one-time tax rebate 
checks that have gone uncashed and have expired.  The 
checks expired 60 days after they were issued in August or 
September. The Department of Revenue says the new 
checks will go out in two batches: one batch this week and 
the second batch in early December. The reissued checks 
will be valid for 60 days from the date of issuance. Paper 
checks will appear in a plain white envelope. They will be 
from Submittable Holdings located in Missoula, Montana 
and will carry the signature of Revenue Commissioner Paul 
Marquart. The checks are protected by standard banking 
safeguards that help detect and deter fraud. 

Govt-State 11/15/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: The MPCA has proposed several new additions to 
its list of impaired waterways... 199 of them to be exact.  
STACY: The list has accumulated thousands of lakes, rivers, 
and streams over the years, but trends seem to be headed 
in the right direction. Quinn Gorham explains how efforts 
are being made to cut back on PFAS (p-fass) 



Govt-State 11/16/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

NICK: The Minnesota Department of Revenue says they 
will begin reissuing nearly 150,000 one-time tax rebate 
checks that have gone uncashed and have expired.  The 
checks expired 60 days after they were issued in August or 
September.  The Department of Revenue says the new 
checks will go out in two batches: one batch this week and 
the second batch in early December. The reissued checks 
will be valid for 60 days from the date of issuance. Paper 
checks will appear in a plain white envelope. They will be 
from Submittable Holdings located in Missoula, Montana 
and will carry the signature of Revenue Commissioner Paul 
Marquart. The checks are protected by standard banking 
safeguards that help detect and deter fraud. 

Govt-State 11/16/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

NICK: The Minnesota Department of Revenue says they 
will begin reissuing nearly 150,000 one-time tax rebate 
checks that have gone uncashed and have expired.  The 
checks expired 60 days after they were issued in August or 
September.  The Department of Revenue says the new 
checks will go out in two batches: one batch this week and 
the second batch in early December. The reissued checks 
will be valid for 60 days from the date of issuance. Paper 
checks will appear in a plain white envelope. They will be 
from Submittable Holdings located in Missoula, Montana 
and will carry the signature of Revenue Commissioner Paul 
Marquart. The checks are protected by standard banking 
safeguards that help detect and deter fraud. 

Govt-State 11/16/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
THURSDAY 

NICK: The MPCA has proposed several new additions to its 
list of impaired waterways... 199 of them to be exact.  
KELSEY: The list has accumulated thousands of lakes, 
rivers, and streams over the years, but trends seem to be 
headed in the right direction. Quinn Gorham explains how 
efforts are being made to cut back on PFAS (p-fass) 



Govt-State 11/16/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

MAVERICK 
INSIDER THURS 

STACY: A four-lane expansion project that has been in the 
work for decades is expected to open to traffic next 
Tuesday. That's the day the Minnesota Department of 
Transportation says Highway 14 between New Ulm and 
Nicollet will fully open...  Maddie Paul joins us in the studio 
with the update- And Maddie, what can drivers expect to 
see on the roads on Tuesday?    MADDIE: Stacy- Once the 
expanded highway opens, there will be *four-lane traffic 
from New Ulm all the way to Rochester.  MnDOT made 
the announcement just hours ago...   To celebrate and 
officially open traffic, a ribbon-cutting ceremony will be 
held on Tuesday on the new bridge in Courtland.  The 
most recent stretch of construction started in the spring of 
2022, converting the two-lane highway to a four-lane one. 
MnDOT also added 

Govt-State 11/16/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

STACY: A four-lane expansion project that has been in the 
works for decades is expected to open to traffic next 
Tuesday.  DION: That's the day the Minnesota Department 
of Transportation says Highway 14 between New Ulm and 
Nicollet will fully open...  Maddie Paul joins us in the studio 
with the update- ?And Maddie, what can drivers expect to 
see on the roads on Tuesday?    MADDIE: Dion, Stacy- 
Once the expanded highway opens, there will be *four-
lane traffic from New Ulm all the way to Rochester.  
MnDOT made the announcement just hours ago...   To 
celebrate and officially open traffic, a ribbon-cutting 
ceremony will be held on Tuesday on the new bridge in 
Courtland.  The most recent stretch of construction 
started in the spring of 2022, converting the two-lane 
highway to a four-lane one. 



Govt-State 11/16/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
THURSDAY 

STACY: A four-lane expansion project that has been in the 
works for decades is expected to open to traffic next 
Tuesday. That's the day the Minnesota Department of 
Transportation says Highway 14 between New Ulm and 
Nicollet will fully open...  To celebrate and officially open 
traffic, a ribbon-cutting ceremony will be held on Tuesday 
on the new bridge in Courtland.  The most recent stretch 
of construction started in the spring of 2022, converting 
the two-lane highway to a four-lane one. MnDOT also 
added a new interchange at Brown County Road 37 near 
New Ulm and Nicollet County Road 12/24 near Courtland. 
Once the expanded highway opens, there will be *four-
lane traffic from New Ulm all the way to Rochester. 

Govt-State 11/16/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

STACY: A four-lane expansion project that has been in the 
works for decades is expected to open to traffic next 
Tuesday.  DION: That's the day the Minnesota Department 
of Transportation says Highway 14 between New Ulm and 
Nicollet will fully open...  Once the expanded highway 
opens, there will be *four-lane traffic from New Ulm all 
the way to Rochester.  To celebrate and officially open 
traffic, a ribbon-cutting ceremony will be held on Tuesday 
on the new bridge in Courtland.  The most recent stretch 
of construction started in the spring of 2022, converting 
the two-lane highway to a four-lane one. MnDOT also 
added a new interchange at Brown County Road 37 near 
New Ulm and Nicollet County Road 12/24 near Courtland. 
We have detailed directions to the ribbon-cutting event on 
our website, at 

Govt-State 11/16/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: After the legalization of Marijuana in Minnesota 
earlier this year, dozens of new niches have already 
opened up across the state.  STACY: One of those is 
cannabis research, and a new research center at the 
University of Minnesota is already up and running. Quinn 
Gorham spoke with the program's director for this report. 



Govt-State 11/17/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: The end is now in sight for the Highway 14 four-
lane expansion project between New Ulm and NIcollet.   
NICK: The Minnesota Department of Transportation says 
the roadway will reopen Tuesday.   Once the expanded 
highway opens, there will be *four-lane traffic from New 
Ulm all the way to Rochester.  To celebrate and officially 
open traffic, a ribbon-cutting ceremony will be held on 
Tuesday on the new bridge in Courtland.  The most recent 
stretch of construction started in the spring of 2022, 
converting the two-lane highway to a four-lane one. 
MnDOT also added a new interchange at Brown County 
Road 37 near New Ulm and Nicollet County Road 12/24 
near Courtland. 

Govt-State 11/17/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: A four-lane expansion project that has been in the 
works for decades is expected to open to traffic next 
Tuesday.  NICK: That's the day the Minnesota Department 
of Transportation says Highway 14 between New Ulm and 
Nicollet will fully open...  Once the expanded highway 
opens, there will be *four-lane traffic from New Ulm all 
the way to Rochester.  To celebrate and officially open 
traffic, a ribbon-cutting ceremony will be held on Tuesday 
on the new bridge in Courtland.  The most recent stretch 
of construction started in the spring of 2022, converting 
the two-lane highway to a four-lane one. MnDOT also 
added a new interchange at Brown County Road 37 near 
New Ulm and Nicollet County Road 12/24 near Courtland. 

Govt-State 11/17/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
FRIDAY 

NICK: After the legalization of Marijuana in Minnesota 
earlier this year, dozens of new niches have already 
opened up across the state.  KELSEY: One of those is 
cannabis research, and a new research center at the 
University of Minnesota is already up and running. Quinn 
Gorham spoke with the program's director. 



Govt-State 11/17/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: The end is now in sight for the Highway 14 four-
lane expansion project between New Ulm and NIcollet.   
NICK: The Minnesota Department of Transportation says 
the roadway will reopen Tuesday.   Once the expanded 
highway opens, there will be *four-lane traffic from New 
Ulm all the way to Rochester.  To celebrate and officially 
open traffic, a ribbon-cutting ceremony will be held on 
Tuesday on the new bridge in Courtland.  The most recent 
stretch of construction started in the spring of 2022, 
converting the two-lane highway to a four-lane one. 
MnDOT also added a new interchange at Brown County 
Road 37 near New Ulm and Nicollet County Road 12/24 
near Courtland. 

Govt-State 11/17/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: The end is now in sight for the Highway 14 four-
lane expansion project between New Ulm and NIcollet.   
NICK: The Minnesota Department of Transportation says 
the roadway will reopen Tuesday.   Once the expanded 
highway opens, there will be *four-lane traffic from New 
Ulm all the way to Rochester.  To celebrate and officially 
open traffic, a ribbon-cutting ceremony will be held on 
Tuesday on the new bridge in Courtland.  The most recent 
stretch of construction started in the spring of 2022, 
converting the two-lane highway to a four-lane one. 
MnDOT also added a new interchange at Brown County 
Road 37 near New Ulm and Nicollet County Road 12/24 
near Courtland. 

Govt-State 11/17/2023 
11:59:00 AM NOON CBS FRIDAY 

SEAN: The end is now in sight for the Highway 14 four-lane 
expansion project between New Ulm and NIcollet.  The 
Minnesota Department of Transportation says the 
roadway will reopen Tuesday.   Once the expanded 
highway opens, there will be *four-lane traffic from New 
Ulm all the way to Rochester.  To celebrate and officially 
open traffic, a ribbon-cutting ceremony will be held on 
Tuesday on the new bridge in Courtland.  The most recent 
stretch of construction started in the spring of 2022, 
converting the two-lane highway to a four-lane one. 
MnDOT also added a new interchange at Brown County 
Road 37 near New Ulm and Nicollet County Road 12/24 
near Courtland. 



Govt-State 11/20/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

DION: It's been a long time coming, now MNDOT is getting 
ready for the opening of the Highway 14 four-lane 
expansion between Nicollet and New Ulm tomorrow.   
STACY: Sean Morawczynski hears from some who have 
been advocating for the expansion for decades. 

Govt-State 11/20/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
MONDAY 

STACY: It's been a long time coming. tomorrow, the 
Highway 14 four-lane expansion between Nicollet and 
New Ulm opens.  Sean Morawczynski talks to just some of 
the people who have been advocating for the expansion 
for decades. 

Govt-State 11/20/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

DION:  Minnesota has a growing food insecurity need.  
STACY: Experts project the state will surpass a total of 7 
million food shelf visits by the end of this year, a NEW 
state record. Quinn Gorham explains the holiday help 
that's on the way to food distributors across the state and 
the impact state leaders hope it'll have. 

Govt-State 11/21/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

NICK: MNDOT is getting ready for the opening of the 
Highway 14 four-lane expansion between Nicollet and 
New Ulm later today. Sean Morawczynski hears from 
some who have been advocating for the expansion for 
decades. 

Govt-State 11/21/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

NICK: MNDOT is getting ready for the opening of the 
Highway 14 four-lane expansion between Nicollet and 
New Ulm.  KELSEY: Multiple elected officials, including 
Governor Walz will be on scene for the ribbon cutting later 
this morning. Sean Morawczynski hears from some who 
have been advocating for the expansion for decades. 

Govt-State 11/21/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

NICK: Minnesota has a growing food insecurity need. 
Experts project the state will surpass a total of 7 million 
food shelf visits by the end of this year, a NEW state 
record.  KELSEY: Quinn Gorham explains the holiday help 
that's on the way to food distributors across the state. 

Govt-State 11/21/2023 
11:59:00 AM 

NOON CBS 
TUESDAY 

SEAN: It's been a long journey to get to this evening's 
opening.   I spoke with some who have been advocating 
for the expansion for decades. 



Govt-State 11/21/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
TUESDAY 

STACY: It's the holiday season, and with Thanksgiving just 
a few days away, Minnesota's Department of Public Safety 
is reminding people to lay off the holiday punch if they're 
planning to drive. This morning, the Department 
announced there will be extra patrols on the roads this 
week to crack down on DWIs. Quinn Gorham shares the 
sobering statistics behind holiday DWIs. 

Govt-State 11/21/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

STACY:  It's official and historic! Highway 14 is NOW fully 
open to the traffic.   DION:  A push to get Highway 14 
expanded all the way from New Ulm to Rochester began 
decades ago. Sofia Martinez and photojournalist Tony 
Peregrin take us to Courtland for today's much anticipated 
ribbon cutting. 

Govt-State 11/21/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION: If you're driving west for the holidays... your trip 
just got easier... Highway 14 is NOW fully open to the 
traffic.  Sofia Martinez and photojournalist Tony Peregrin 
take us to Courtland for today's long-awaited ribbon 
cutting. 

Govt-State 11/21/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
TUESDAY 

STACY: It's the holiday season, and with Thanksgiving just 
a few days away, Minnesota's Department of Public Safety 
is reminding people to lay off the holiday punch if they're 
planning to drive. This morning, the Department 
announced there will be extra patrols on the roads this 
week to crack down on DWIs. Quinn Gorham shares the 
sobering statistics behind holiday DWIs. 

Govt-State 11/22/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

KELSEY: If you're driving west for the holidays... your trip 
just got easier... Highway 14 is NOW fully open to the 
traffic.  Sofia Martinez takes us to Courtland. 

Govt-State 11/22/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

KELSEY: If you're driving west for the holidays... your trip 
just got easier... Highway 14 is NOW fully open to the 
traffic.  Sofia Martinez takes us to Courtland for the long-
awaited ribbon cutting. 



Govt-State 11/22/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: The state of Minnesota steps closer to selecting a 
new flag and seal.  The State Emblems Redesign 
Commission ANNPUNCES  SIX SELECTIONS as the basis for 
the next state flag-- as well as five designs for the next 
seal. The Redesign Commission website WANTS INPUT 
from Minnesotans ALL across the state on the different 
designs. The Commission expects to make a *final 
selection on the flag designs next month. Governor Tim 
Walz weighed in on the baffling amount of public 
participation, advocating for a flag that truly represents 
the state. 

Govt-State 11/27/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: An afternoon of firsts for the Minnesota Supreme 
Court... A few months ago, the Governor named Natalie 
Hudson as the first Person of Color to be chief justice. 
Today, Hudson's time in the position began with a 
swearing in ceremony in St. Paul. Station's Quinn Gorham 
explains. 

Govt-State 11/27/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: THIS HOLIDAY WEEKEND, THE MINNESOTA STATE 
PATROL STAYED busy cracking down on intoxicated 
drivers.  THE STATE patrol says TROOPERS MADE A TOTAL 
OF 409 DWI ARRESTS. THAT breaks down to 101 DWI 
ARRESTS ON THANKSGIVING DAY, 70 ARRESTS ON BLACK 
FRIDAY, and 190 ARRESTS ON THE WEEKEND.  The blue 
earth county sheriff's office says one dwi arrest was made 
over the HOLIDAY weekend, on Friday. 

Govt-State 11/28/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

KELSEY: THE MINNESOTA STATE PATROL STAYED busy 
cracking down on intoxicated drivers during the HOLIDAY 
WEEKEND THE STATE patrol says TROOPERS MADE A 
TOTAL OF 409 D-W-I ARRESTS. THAT breaks down to 101 
DWI ARRESTS ON THANKSGIVING DAY, 70 ARRESTS ON 
BLACK FRIDAY, and 190 ARRESTS ON THE WEEKEND.  The 
blue earth county sheriff's office says one dwi arrest was 
made over the HOLIDAY weekend, on Friday. 

Govt-State 11/28/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

for years the breathalyzer has been the go-to roadside 
impairment test.  as times change, though, other types of 
impairment have become more common, and with them 
the need for a reliable roadside impairment test. cannabis, 
which is now legal, and other substances, haven't had a 
roadside testing method -- until now. station's Quinn 
Gorham explains the new testing system that's on its way 
to Minnesota. 



Govt-State 11/28/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

STACY: There's a new option in Rochester when it comes 
to getting vehicle tabs renewed.  A self serve kiosk can be 
found at cub foods on the southeast part of town. 
governor Tim Walz paid a visit to the grocery store this 
afternoon to check it out.  The kiosk is part of a pilot 
program run by the department of public safety.  it's one 
of 7 in the state.  D-p-s says around 17-hundred tabs have 
been renewed so far. with the cub foods one averaging 
around 2 per day. state offiicals say that number will 
increase as more people find out about them. 

Govt-State 11/28/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
TUESDAY 

STACY: for years the breathalyzer has been the go-to 
roadside impairment test. there hasn't been a roadside 
test for cannabis, which is now legal in minnesota, until 
now. Quinn Gorham explains the new testing system 
that's on its way to Minnesota. 

Govt-State 11/29/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

KELSEY: A state capital investment committee visits 
greater Mankato as part of a three-day trip throughout 
southern Minnesota.  NICK: Maddie Paul joined Senators 
in Mankato, North Mankato, and Waseca as they learned 
more about planned projects requesting to be a part of 
NEXT YEAR'S bonding bill... 

Govt-State 11/29/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

KELSEY: A state capital investment committee visits 
greater Mankato as part of a three-day trip throughout 
southern Minnesota.  NICK: Maddie Paul joined Senators 
in Mankato, North Mankato, and Waseca as they learned 
more about planned projects requesting to be a part of 
NEXT YEAR'S bonding bill... 

Govt-State 11/29/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
WEDNESDAY 

KELSEY: now that cannabis is legal.in minnesota... 
authorities are expanding testing for driver impairment on 
the side of the road. Quinn Gorham explains the new 
roadside testing program that will begin as early as next 
month. 

Govt-State 11/29/2023 
11:59:00 AM 

NOON CBS 
WEDNESDAY 

SEAN: now that cannabis is legal.in minnesota... 
authorities are expanding testing for driver impairment on 
the side of the road. Quinn Gorham explains the new 
roadside testing program that will begin as early as next 
month. 

Govt-State 11/29/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: Pro-Palestinian protesters gathered at Minnesota's 
State Investment Board meeting this morning. Quinn 
Gorham tells us what they want from the state.... 



Govt-State 11/30/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: Pro-Palestinian protesters plan to gather outside 
Senator Amy Klobuchar's office this morning. Yesterday 
they gathered at Minnesota's State Investment Board 
meeting.  Quinn Gorham tells us what they want from the 
state.... 

Govt-State 11/30/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: Pro-Palestinian protesters gathered at 
Minnesota's State Investment Board meeting yesterday. 
Quinn Gorham tells us what they want from the state.... 

Govt-State 11/30/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: Pro-Palestinian protesters plan to gather outside 
Senator Amy Klobuchar's office this morning. Yesterday 
they attended Minnesota's State Investment Board 
meeting.  Quinn Gorham tells us what they want from the 
state.... 

Govt-State 11/30/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

STACY: The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 
reminds ice anglers of a new law to eliminate litter out on 
our lakes.  A Minnesota law prohibits a person using a 
shelter or any other conveyance on the ice of state waters 
from 'leaving garbage, cigarette filters, debris from 
fireworks, the body of a dead animal, sewage, or any other 
waste outside the shelter.' The DNR says that during the 
winter months, one of the most common complaints they 
receive is about litter left on the ice. 

Govt-State 11/30/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

STACY: Minnesota Department of transportation has been 
working on retiming traffic signals along HWY 169 in 
Downtown St. Peter.   DION: They say this should allow for 
drivers and pedestrians to have a safer experience.  Sofia 
Martinez has more. 

Govt-State 11/30/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

MAVERICK 
INSIDER THURS 

STACY: A new childcare proposal could mean help is on 
the way for Minnesota families. DFL lawmakers 
announced a new plan that could cap childcare costs as 
early as next year. Quinn Gorham explains the impact it 
would make. 

Govt-State 11/30/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: A new childcare proposal could mean help is on the 
way for Minnesota families. DFL lawmakers announced a 
new plan that could cap childcare costs as early as next 
year. Quinn Gorham explains the impact it would make. 

Govt-State 11/30/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
THURSDAY 

STACY: A new childcare proposal could mean help is on 
the way for Minnesota families. DFL lawmakers 
announced a new plan that could cap childcare costs as 
early as next year. Quinn Gorham explains the impact it 
would make. 



Govt-State 11/30/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
THURSDAY 

STACY: The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 
reminds ice anglers of a new law to eliminate litter out on 
our lakes.  A Minnesota law prohibits a person using a 
shelter or any other conveyance on the ice of state waters 
from 'leaving garbage, cigarette filters, debris from 
fireworks, the body of a dead animal, sewage, or any other 
waste outside the shelter.' The DNR says that during the 
winter months, one of the most common complaints they 
receive is about litter left on the ice. 

Govt-State 11/30/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 
reminds ice anglers of a new law to eliminate litter out on 
our lakes.  A Minnesota law prohibits a person using a 
shelter or any other conveyance on the ice of state waters 
from 'leaving garbage, cigarette filters, debris from 
fireworks, the body of a dead animal, sewage, or any other 
waste outside the shelter.' The DNR says that during the 
winter months, one of the most common complaints they 
receive is about litter left on the ice. 

Govt-State 11/30/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

STACY: Minnesota Department of transportation has been 
working on retiming traffic signals along HWY 169 in 
Downtown St. Peter.   DION: They say this should allow for 
drivers and pedestrians to have a safer experience.  Sofia 
Martinez has more. 

Govt-State 11/30/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
THURSDAY 

STACY: Minnesota Department of transportation has been 
working on retiming traffic signals along HWY 169 in 
Downtown St. Peter.  they say this should allow for drivers 
and pedestrians to have a safer experience.  Sofia 
Martinez has more. 

Govt-State 11/30/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
THURSDAY 

STACY: A new childcare proposal could mean help is on 
the way for Minnesota families. DFL lawmakers 
announced a new plan. As quinn gorham explains, the 
bill's authors say it could cap childcare costs as early as 
next year. 

Govt-State 12/1/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

NICK: The D-N-R reminds ice anglers of a new law to 
eliminate litter out on our lakes. A Minnesota law 
prohibits a person using a shelter or any other conveyance 
on the ice of state waters from 'leaving garbage, cigarette 
filters, debris from fireworks, the body of a dead animal, 
sewage, or any other waste outside the shelter.' The DNR 
says that during the winter months, one of the most 
common complaints they receive is about litter left on the 
ice. 



Govt-State 12/1/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: Minnesota Department of transportation has 
been working on retiming traffic signals along HWY 169 in 
Downtown St. Peter.   NICK: They say this should allow for 
drivers and pedestrians to have a safer experience.  Sofia 
Martinez has more. 

Govt-State 12/1/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

NICK: The D-N-R reminds ice anglers of a new law to 
eliminate litter out on our lakes. A Minnesota law 
prohibits a person using a shelter or any other conveyance 
on the ice of state waters from 'leaving garbage, cigarette 
filters, debris from fireworks, the body of a dead animal, 
sewage, or any other waste outside the shelter.' The DNR 
says that during the winter months, one of the most 
common complaints they receive is about litter left on the 
ice. 

Govt-State 12/1/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: Minnesota Department of transportation has 
been working on retiming traffic signals along HWY 169 in 
Downtown St. Peter.   NICK: They say this should allow for 
drivers and pedestrians to have a safer experience.  Sofia 
Martinez has more. 

Govt-State 12/4/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: lawmakers are taking a hard look at child 
protection in Minnesota.  DION: a legislative task force 
now has lots to consider ahead of next year's session. 
Quinn Gorham was in the task force meeting this 
afternoon with more on what challenges lie ahead. 

Govt-State 12/4/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

DION:  Governor Tim Walz BECOMES the next NAMED 
chair of the Democratic Governors Association. In his new 
role, Govenor Walz will assist in the election and re-
election of democratic governors in 11 states. Walz was 
elected to the post by 23 fellow Democratic governors at 
the DGA's annual meeting in Phoenix, Arizona on Saturday 
night. 

Govt-State 12/4/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: A new legislative task force looks to identify and 
solve systemic issues with Minnesota's child protection 
system. On Monday, the taskforce convened, as Quinn 
Gorham listened in... 

Govt-State 12/5/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

STACY: A new legislative task force looks to identify and 
solve systemic issues with Minnesota's child protection 
system. On Monday, the taskforce convened, as Quinn 
Gorham listened in... 

Govt-State 12/5/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

NICK: A new legislative task force looks to identify and 
solve systemic issues with Minnesota's child protection 
system. On Monday, the taskforce convened, as Quinn 
Gorham listened in... 



Govt-State 12/5/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

KELSEY: A new legislative task force looks to identify and 
solve systemic issues with Minnesota's child protection 
system. On Monday, the taskforce convened, as Quinn 
Gorham listened in... 

Govt-State 12/5/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
TUESDAY 

STACY: Minnesota's journey to revamp its state flag and 
seal takes a giant leap FORWARD. The State Emblems 
Redesign Commission HAS chosen the finalist for the next 
state seal. Quinn Gorham has this report on the seal 
designer's creative process. Quinn Gorham // Twin Cities 
Reporter 0:00 Finalist Chosen For New State Seal // 
Minnesota 0:13 Ross Bruggink // Designer, State Seal 
Finalist 0:49 

Govt-State 12/5/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

STACY: The loon will be featured on the official Great Seal 
of the State of Minnesota.   The State Emblems Redesign 
Commission unanimously voted to move forward with this 
design for the next state seal of Minnesota. Aspects of the 
design may still be modified, including dates, language, 
design of the stars, and color of the loon's eye. They will 
meet next week to discuss design modifications to the 
state seal and will also continue work to create 
Minnesota's next state flag,  The State Emblems Redesign 
Commission was established in the LAST legislative session 
to develop and adopt a new design for the official state 
seal and a new design for the official state flag no later 
than January 1. 

Govt-State 12/5/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
TUESDAY 

STACY: Minnesota's journey to revamp its state flag and 
seal takes a giant leap FORWARD. The State Emblems 
Redesign Commission HAS chosen the finalist for the next 
state seal. Quinn Gorham has this report on the seal 
designer's creative process. Quinn Gorham // Twin Cities 
Reporter 0:00 Finalist Chosen For New State Seal // 
Minnesota 0:13 Ross Bruggink // Designer, State Seal 
Finalist 0:49 

Govt-State 12/5/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION:  The next Minnesota State Seal has officially been 
chosen. The finalist for the new emblem of the North Star 
state was picked this morning by a unanimous vote. Our 
Quinn Gorham spoke with the designer of the loon-
sporting logo to hear about the inspiration behind the 
seal. 



Govt-State 12/6/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

NICK: The next Minnesota State Seal has officially been 
chosen. The finalist for the new emblem of the North Star 
state was picked this morning by a unanimous vote. Our 
Quinn Gorham spoke with the designer of the loon-
sporting logo to hear about the inspiration behind the 
seal. 

Govt-State 12/6/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

NICK: The next Minnesota State Seal has officially been 
chosen. The finalist for the new emblem of the North Star 
state was picked this morning by a unanimous vote. Our 
Quinn Gorham spoke with the designer of the loon-
sporting logo to hear about the inspiration behind the 
seal. 

Govt-State 12/6/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: Minnesota's budget picture remains stable in the 
near term, but there is potential trouble ahead.  STACY:  
An updated forecast from Minnesota Management and 
Budget projects a surplus of $2.4 billion in the two-year 
budget period through June 2025.  That's up $808 million 
from the end of the legislative session.  Quinn Gorham 
breaks down the situation and what it means for the 
upcoming legislative session. 

Govt-State 12/6/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: We begin in the state capitol tonight... where 
Minnesota is looking at a *MUCH tighter budget in a few 
short years.  DION:  After a *massive surplus last year.. a 
new budget forecast out today shows it could be down to 
*nothing by 2026.  Quinn Gorham takes a look at the 
PROJECTED problem.. and how it could impact the 
upcoming legislative session. 

Govt-State 12/7/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

NICK: we loook at the state capitol yesterday... where 
Minnesota is looking at a *MUCH tighter budget in a few 
short years.  KELSEY: After a *massive surplus last year.. a 
new budget forecast shows it could be down to *nothing 
by 2026.  Quinn Gorham takes a look at the PROJECTED 
problem.. and how it could impact the upcoming 
legislative session. 

Govt-State 12/7/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

NICK: we loook at the state capitol yesterday... where 
Minnesota is looking at a *MUCH tighter budget in a few 
short years.  KELSEY: After a *massive surplus last year.. a 
new budget forecast out wednesday shows it could be 
down to *nothing by 2026.  Quinn Gorham takes a look at 
the PROJECTED problem.. and how it could impact the 
upcoming legislative session. 



Govt-State 12/7/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

NICK: we loook at the state capitol yesterday... where 
Minnesota is looking at a *MUCH tighter budget in a few 
short years.  KELSEY: After a *massive surplus last year.. a 
new budget forecast shows it could be down to *nothing 
by 2026.  Quinn Gorham takes a look at the PROJECTED 
problem.. and how it could impact the upcoming 
legislative session. 

Govt-State 12/7/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

STACY: Your Minnesota Power bill will be going up next 
year. Today.. the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission 
approved the power company's interim rate request. That 
means.. starting January 1st.. residential rates will go up 8-
point-6 percent.. or about 8-dollars more a month for the 
average homeowner. Minnesota Power is hoping to raise 
revenue by more than $89-million dollars to help pay for 
sustainable energy initiatives. This interim rate increase 
will stay in effect until the M-P-U-C decides on a final rate 
increase.. which likely won't happen until early 20-25. 
Minnesota Power has requested a 12 percent increase. 

Govt-State 12/8/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: Your Minnesota Power bill will be going up next 
year. YESTERDAY.. the Minnesota Public Utilities 
Commission approved the power company's interim rate 
request. That means.. starting January 1st.. residential 
rates will go up 8-point-6 percent.. or about 8-dollars 
more a month for the average homeowner. Minnesota 
Power is hoping to raise revenue by more than $89-million 
dollars to help pay for sustainable energy initiatives. This 
interim rate increase will stay in effect until the M-P-U-C 
decides on a final rate increase.. which likely won't happen 
until early 20-25. Minnesota Power has requested a 12 
percent increase. 

Govt-State 12/8/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

STACY: Minnesota has an EMS problem...  DION:  It may 
not be unique to the North Star state, but response times 
in rural Minnesota are down, a problem that only got 
worse during the pandemic. As Quinn Gorham explains, a 
new bipartisan task force aims to tackle the issue in St. 
Paul as soon as possible. 



Govt-State 12/8/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

STACY: Rural EMS response times have been a growing 
concern for years. NOW - - LAWMAKERS COULD BE 
PROPOSING SOLUTIONS AS EARLY AS NEXT SPRING.  DION:  
Today in St. Paul, the very first meeting of an EMS Task 
Force took place, drawing lawmakers from all corners of 
the state to weigh in. Quinn Gorham explains why they're 
hoping to address the issue soon. 

Govt-State 12/8/2023 
8:59:00 PM 9 PM FOX FRIDAY 

STACY: Minnesota has an EMS problem... It may not be 
unique to the North Star state, but response times in rural 
Minnesota are down, a problem that only got worse 
during the pandemic. As Quinn Gorham explains, a new 
bipartisan task force aims to tackle the issue in St. Paul as 
soon as possible. 

Govt-State 12/11/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY:  We all know Minnesota winters can get downright 
bone chilling. many Minnesotans might not have the 
means to heat their homes. Quinn Gorham explains why 
the state is reminding folks THEY HAVE options as 
temperatures start to drop. 

Govt-State 12/11/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
MONDAY 

STACY:  We all know minnesota winters can get down right 
bone chilling. But many Minnesotans might not have the 
means to heat their homes. Quinn Gorham explains why 
the state is reminding folks THEY HAVE options as 
temperatures start to drop. 

Govt-State 12/11/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: In the middle of Minnesota's long winters, some 
people in the state might find themselves short on 
resources.  DION:  Monday, Minnesota's Department of 
Commerce and other state leaders reminded residents 
that there are financial aid measures in place to make sure 
all Minnesotans have the ability to heat their homes. 
Quinn Gorham reports. 

Govt-State 12/11/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
MONDAY 

STACY:  We all know Minnesota winters can get downright 
bone chilling. many Minnesotans might not have the 
means to heat their homes. Quinn Gorham explains why 
the state is reminding folks THEY HAVE options as 
temperatures start to drop. 

Govt-State 12/12/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

KELSEY: In the middle of Minnesota's long winters, some 
people in the state might find themselves short on 
resources.  NICK: Monday, Minnesota's Department of 
Commerce and other state leaders reminded residents 
that there are financial aid measures in place to make sure 
all Minnesotans have the ability to heat their homes. 
Quinn Gorham reports. 



Govt-State 12/12/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

KELSEY: In the middle of Minnesota's long winters, some 
people in the state might find themselves short on 
resources.  NICK: Monday, Minnesota's Department of 
Commerce and other state leaders reminded residents 
that there are financial aid measures in place to make sure 
all Minnesotans have the ability to heat their homes. 
Quinn Gorham reports. 

Govt-State 12/12/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
TUESDAY 

STACY: The state emblems redesign commission picked a 
finalist for the Minnesota state seal last week.  but there's 
more work to be done to CHOOSE A NEW state flag. what 
you're looking at right now are Tonight's three finalists. 
The committee's meeting is adjourned for the night and 
they'll reconvene Friday to go over alterations to these 
designs QUINN GORHAM has this update on the process! 

Govt-State 12/12/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION: The state emblems redesign commission picked a 
finalist for the Minnesota state seal last week.   STACY: but 
there's more work to be done to CHOOSE A NEW state 
flag.  what you're looking at right now are Tonight's three 
finalists. The committee's meeting is adjourned for the 
night and they'll reconvene Friday to go over alterations to 
these designs Panelists did make some changes to the new 
seal: They voted to drop both the motto and the date, and 
added the phrase "Mni Sóta Makoc?e ("Land where the 
waters reflect the sky" in Dakota) The Commission's next 
meeting is set for Friday. 

Govt-State 12/13/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: The Minnesota State Emblems Redesign 
Commission NARROWS down the pool of state flag 
submissions TO THREE FINALISTS.   STACY: OVER 2,000 
DESIGNS WERE INITIALLY SUBMITTED.  AND We could 
have a final, NEW DESIGN as early as next week. Quinn 
Gorham REPORTS... 

Govt-State 12/13/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: The Minnesota State Emblems Redesign 
Commission NARROWS down the pool of state flag 
submissions TO THREE FINALISTS.  OVER 2,000 DESIGNS 
WERE INITIALLY SUBMITTED.  AND We could have a final, 
NEW DESIGN as early as next week. Quinn Gorham 
REPORTS... 



Govt-State 12/14/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

NICK: Minnesota now has three finalists for the next state 
flag, and it appears the commission is on track to pick a 
winner by next week. Quinn Gorham heard from designers 
at the most recent meeting and gives us a detailed look at 
each of the designs. 

Govt-State 12/14/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

NICK: Minnesota now has three finalists for the next state 
flag, and it appears the commission is on track to pick a 
winner by next week. Quinn Gorham heard from designers 
at the most recent meeting and gives us a detailed look at 
each of the designs. 

Govt-State 12/15/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

DION: then there was one. Just over an hour ago, a a state 
panel chose the finalist for Minnesota's new state flag .  
STACY: There's still some design work that needs to be 
done -- but soon a new flag will fly over the north star 
state. Quinn Gorham shows us the chosen design. 

Govt-State 12/15/2023 
4:58:00 PM 5 PM CBS FRIDAY 

DION: The field for Minnesota's new state flag has been 
narrowed from three to one...  STACY: Now, it's up to a 
state commission to approve the final touches on the 
design...  One of these variations of design number F-1953 
will be the next state flag.  There may still be minor 
modifications to some of these designs, this the tri-color 
flag is the one they're moving forward with. The 
Minnesota State Emblems Redesign Commission waded 
through more than 2,000 design submissions over the past 
six months.  The design will still be open to modifications, 
as was seen with the adoption of the state seal earlier this 
month.  The commission has until Jan. 1 to complete a 
report with the finalists for flag and seal, and both will 
make their debut on May 11, 2024, which is Minnesota's 
Statehood Day. 

Govt-State 12/15/2023 
8:59:00 PM 9 PM FOX FRIDAY 

STACY: then there was one. TODAY, a state panel chose 
the finalist for Minnesota's new state flag. There's still 
some design work that needs to be done. Quinn Gorham 
shows us the chosen design. 



Govt-State 12/15/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

DION: A state panel has chosen the finalist for the new 
Minnesota State Flag...  STACY:   One of these variations of 
design number F-1953 will be the next state flag.  There 
may still be minor modifications to some of these designs, 
this the tri-color flag is the one they're moving forward 
with  The Minnesota State Emblems Redesign Commission 
waded through more than 2,000 design submissions over 
the past six months.  The design will still be open to 
modifications, as was seen with the adoption of the state 
seal earlier this month. 

Govt-State 12/18/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
MONDAY 

NICK: A state panel has chosen the finalist for the new 
Minnesota State Flag...  One of these variations of design 
number F-1953 will be the next state flag.  There may still 
be minor modifications to some of these designs, this the 
tri-color flag is the one they're moving forward with  The 
Minnesota State Emblems Redesign Commission waded 
through more than 2,000 design submissions over the past 
six months.  The design will still be open to modifications, 
as was seen with the adoption of the state seal earlier this 
month. 

Govt-State 12/19/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

STACY: Minnesota has a new state flag. This morning, the 
State Emblems Redesign Commission picked a stylized 
version of one of its finalists to represent the state well 
into the future. Quinn Gorham explains how we got here 
and what lies ahead for the new face of Minnesota. 

Govt-State 12/19/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
TUESDAY 

MADDIE: Minnesota has a new state flag. This morning, 
the State Emblems Redesign Commission picked a stylized 
version of one of its finalists to represent the state well 
into the future. Quinn Gorham explains how we got here 
and what lies ahead for the new face of Minnesota. 

Govt-State 12/19/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

STACY: Minnesota has a new state flag. This morning, the 
State Emblems Redesign Commission picked a stylized 
version of one of its finalists to represent the state well 
into the future. Quinn Gorham explains how we got here 
and what lies ahead for the new face of Minnesota. 



Govt-State 12/20/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
WEDNESDAY 

NICK: Minnesota has a new state flag. the State Emblems 
Redesign Commission on Tuesday picked a stylized version 
of one of its finalists to represent the state well into the 
future. Quinn Gorham explains how we got here and what 
lies ahead for the new face of Minnesota. 

Govt-State 12/20/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: Minnesota's new state flag selection will go before 
the legislature next spring. If all goes smoothly, it will fly 
atop the state capitol for the first time May 11. Today, as 
the state warms up to their new emblem, our Quinn 
Gorham asked Minnesotans at the state capital how they 
feel about the winning design. 

Govt-State 12/21/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: Minnesota's new state flag selection will go 
before the legislature next spring.  If all goes smoothly, it 
will fly atop the state capitol for the first time May 11.  
NICK: As the state warms up to their new emblem, Quinn 
Gorham asks Minnesotans at the state capital how they 
feel about the winning design. 

Govt-State 12/21/2023 
11:59:00 AM 

NOON CBS 
THURSDAY 

SEAN: Minnesota's new state flag selection will go before 
the legislature next spring.  If all goes smoothly, it will fly 
atop the state capitol for the first time May 11. As the 
state warms up to their new emblem, Quinn Gorham asks 
Minnesotans at the state capital how they feel about the 
winning design. 

Govt-State 12/21/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

STACY: Minnesota's program to provide free school 
breakfasts and lunches to all students regardless of 
income is costing the state more than expected because of 
a jump in demand. Gov. Tim Walz signed the legislation 
last spring. Avocates said the free meals would ease 
stresses on parents and help reduce childhood poverty 
while lifting the stigma on kids who rely on them.  
Republican lawmakers objected to the program as it 
moved through the Legislature, saying it was a poor use of 
taxpayer dollars to subsidize meals for students whose 
parents could afford them. costs ARE rising faster than 
expected — $81 million more over the next two years and 
$95 million in the two years after THAT. Thousands of 
schoolchildren who didn't previously qualify have been 
getting the free meals since Minnesota 



Govt-State 12/21/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

STACY: Governor Tim Walz is highlighting huge public 
safety investments just before the year ends. The funding, 
which comes to roughly 300 million dollars statewide, is 
set to hit next week, and this afternoon, Walz sat down 
with public safety leaders in the metro to discuss the 
importance of the money. Quinn Gorham reports... 

Govt-State 12/21/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

STACY: Minnesota's program to provide free school 
breakfasts and lunches to all students regardless of 
income is costing the state more than expected because of 
a jump in demand. Gov. Tim Walz signed the legislation 
last spring. Avocates said the free meals would ease 
stresses on parents and help reduce childhood poverty 
while lifting the stigma on kids who rely on them.  
Republican lawmakers objected to the program as it 
moved through the Legislature, saying it was a poor use of 
taxpayer dollars to subsidize meals for students whose 
parents could afford them. costs ARE rising faster than 
expected — $81 million more over the next two years and 
$95 million in the two years after THAT. 

Govt-State 12/22/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: Governor Tim Walz is highlighting huge public 
safety investments just before the year ends. The funding, 
which comes to roughly 300 million dollars statewide, is 
set to hit next week.  NICK: Walz sat down with public 
safety leaders in the metro yesterday to discuss the 
importance of the money. Quinn Gorham reports... 

Govt-State 12/22/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

NICK: Minnesota's program to provide free school 
breakfasts and lunches to all students regardless of 
income is costing the state more than expected because of 
a jump in demand.  Gov. Tim Walz signed the legislation 
last spring.  Avocates said the free meals would ease 
stresses on parents and help reduce childhood poverty 
while lifting the stigma on kids who rely on them.  
Republican lawmakers objected to the program as it 
moved through the Legislature, saying it was a poor use of 
taxpayer dollars to subsidize meals for students whose 
parents could afford them. costs ARE rising faster than 
expected — $81 million more over the next two years and 
$95 million in the two years after THAT. 



Govt-State 12/22/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: Governor Tim Walz is highlighting huge public 
safety investments just before the year ends. The funding, 
which comes to roughly 300 million dollars statewide, is 
set to hit next week.  NICK: Walz sat down with public 
safety leaders in the metro yesterday to discuss the 
importance of the money. Quinn Gorham reports... 

Govt-State 12/22/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

NICK: Minnesota's program to provide free school 
breakfasts and lunches to all students regardless of 
income is costing the state more than expected because of 
a jump in demand.  Gov. Tim Walz signed the legislation 
last spring.  Avocates said the free meals would ease 
stresses on parents and help reduce childhood poverty 
while lifting the stigma on kids who rely on them.  
Republican lawmakers objected to the program as it 
moved through the Legislature, saying it was a poor use of 
taxpayer dollars to subsidize meals for students whose 
parents could afford them. costs ARE rising faster than 
expected — $81 million more over the next two years and 
$95 million in the two years after THAT. 

Govt-State 12/22/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: Back here in Minnesota....Governor Tim Walz is 
highlighting huge public safety investments just before the 
year ends. The funding, which comes to roughly 300 
million dollars statewide, is set to hit next week.  NICK: 
Walz sat down with public safety leaders in the metro 
yesterday to discuss the importance of the money. Quinn 
Gorham reports... 

Govt-State 12/22/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
FRIDAY 

NICK: Minnesota's program to provide free school 
breakfasts and lunches to all students regardless of 
income is costing the state more than expected because of 
a jump in demand.  Gov. Tim Walz signed the legislation 
last spring.  Avocates said the free meals would ease 
stresses on parents and help reduce childhood poverty 
while lifting the stigma on kids who rely on them.  
Republican lawmakers objected to the program as it 
moved through the Legislature, saying it was a poor use of 
taxpayer dollars to subsidize meals for students whose 
parents could afford them. costs ARE rising faster than 
expected — $81 million more over the next two years and 
$95 million in the two years after THAT. 



Govt-State 12/22/2023 
11:59:00 AM NOON CBS FRIDAY 

SEAN: Governor Tim Walz is highlighting huge public 
safety investments just before the year ends. The funding, 
which comes to roughly 300 million dollars statewide, is 
set to hit next week. Walz sat down with public safety 
leaders in the metro yesterday to discuss the importance 
of the money. Quinn Gorham reports... 

Govt-State 12/26/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION:  The new year is rapidly approaching, and with it, 
several important new laws. Quinn Gorham explains 
Minnesota's new elections laws and why they could make 
voting more accessible for thousands... 

Govt-State 12/26/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION: Also next week-- a new statewide earned 'sick and 
safe time' law takes effect.  it will require employers to 
provide paid sick time to most working Minnesotans. 
under the new law, employees will earn one hour of sick 
and safe time for every 30 hours worked -- with a 
maximum of 48 hours per year -- unless the employer 
agrees to a higher amount. an employee is anyone who 
works at least 80 hours in a year for an employer in 
Minnesota, but does not include independent contractors. 
the Minnesota department of labor and industry says 
temporary and part-time employees are also covered 
under the law. state officials say employers are required to 
notify staff members about the new sick time policies. 

Govt-State 12/26/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION: Customizing your car just got one step cooler. 
Starting next week, Minnesota will be adding a new type 
of customization to its license plate options. Quinn 
Gorham explains why the new blackout plates might be a 
great positive resource for the state... 

Govt-State 12/26/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
TUESDAY 

MADDIE: Also next week-- a new statewide earned 'sick 
and safe time' law takes effect.  it will require employers 
to provide paid sick time to most working Minnesotans. 
under the new law, employees will earn one hour of sick 
and safe time for every 30 hours worked -- with a 
maximum of 48 hours per year -- unless the employer 
agrees to a higher amount. an employee is anyone who 
works at least 80 hours in a year for an employer in 
Minnesota, but does not include independent contractors. 
the Minnesota department of labor and industry says 
temporary and part-time employees are also covered 
under the law. 



Govt-State 12/26/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION: Also next week-- a new statewide earned 'sick and 
safe time' law takes effect.  it will require employers to 
provide paid sick time to most working Minnesotans. 
under the new law, employees will earn one hour of sick 
and safe time for every 30 hours worked -- with a 
maximum of 48 hours per year -- unless the employer 
agrees to a higher amount. an employee is anyone who 
works at least 80 hours in a year for an employer in 
Minnesota, but does not include independent contractors. 
the Minnesota department of labor and industry says 
temporary and part-time employees are also covered 
under the law. state officials say employers are required to 
notify staff members about the new sick time policies. 

Govt-State 12/26/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION:  starting next week, new laws expanding who can 
cast a ballot will officially take effect.  One law increases 
language access in the new year. Every precinct in the 
state will now provide ballots and other materials in the 
state's three most commonly spoken languages.. outside 
of English. For now, that includes Spanish, Somali, and 
Hmong.. but that can change as the state's most common 
languages shift over time. 

Govt-State 12/27/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

KELSEY: The new year is rapidly approaching, and with it, 
several important new laws. Quinn Gorham explains 
Minnesota's new elections laws and why they could make 
voting more accessible for thousands... 

Govt-State 12/27/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

KELSEY: Also next week-- a new statewide earned 'sick and 
safe time' law takes effect.  it will require employers to 
provide paid sick time to most working Minnesotans. 
under the new law, employees will earn one hour of sick 
and safe time for every 30 hours worked -- with a 
maximum of 48 hours per year -- unless the employer 
agrees to a higher amount. an employee is anyone who 
works at least 80 hours in a year for an employer in 
Minnesota, but does not include independent contractors. 
the Minnesota department of labor and industry says 
temporary and part-time employees are also covered 
under the law. state officials say employers are required to 
notify staff members about the new sick time policies. 



Govt-State 12/27/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

KELSEY: The new year is rapidly approaching, and with it, 
several important new laws. Quinn Gorham explains 
Minnesota's new elections laws and why they could make 
voting more accessible for thousands... 

Govt-State 12/27/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

KELSEY: Also next week-- a new statewide earned 'sick and 
safe time' law takes effect.  it will require employers to 
provide paid sick time to most working Minnesotans. 
under the new law, employees will earn one hour of sick 
and safe time for every 30 hours worked -- with a 
maximum of 48 hours per year -- unless the employer 
agrees to a higher amount. an employee is anyone who 
works at least 80 hours in a year for an employer in 
Minnesota, but does not include independent contractors. 
the Minnesota department of labor and industry says 
temporary and part-time employees are also covered 
under the law. state officials say employers are required to 
notify staff members about the new sick time policies. 

Govt-State 12/27/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
WEDNESDAY 

KELSEY: Starting next week, new Minnesota laws expand 
who can cast a ballot.   One law increases language access 
in the new year. Every precinct in the state will now 
provide ballots and other materials in the state's three 
most commonly spoken languages.. outside of English. For 
now, that includes Spanish, Somali, and Hmong.. but that 
can change as the state's most common languages shift 
over time. 

Govt-State 12/27/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
WEDNESDAY 

KELSEY: Also next week-- a new statewide earned 'sick and 
safe time' law takes effect.  it will require employers to 
provide paid sick time to most working Minnesotans. 
under the new law, employees will earn one hour of sick 
and safe time for every 30 hours worked -- with a 
maximum of 48 hours per year -- unless the employer 
agrees to a higher amount. an employee is anyone who 
works at least 80 hours in a year for an employer in 
Minnesota, but does not include independent contractors. 
the Minnesota department of labor and industry says 
temporary and part-time employees are also covered 
under the law. state officials say employers are required to 
notify staff members about the new sick time policies. 



Govt-State 12/27/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
WEDNESDAY 

KELSEY: Starting next week, Minnesota will be adding a 
new type of customization to its license plate options. 
Quinn Gorham explains why the new blackout plates 
might be a great positive resource for the state... 

Govt-State 12/27/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

KELSEY: Starting next week, new laws expanding who can 
cast a ballot will officially take effect.  One law increases 
language access in the new year. Every precinct in the 
state will now provide ballots and other materials in the 
state's three most commonly spoken languages.. outside 
of English. For now, that includes Spanish, Somali, and 
Hmong.. but that can change as the state's most common 
languages shift over time. 

Govt-State 12/27/2023 
11:59:00 AM 

NOON CBS 
WEDNESDAY 

SEAN: Starting next week, new laws expanding who can 
cast a ballot in Minnesota will officially take effect. One 
law increases language access in the new year.  Every 
precinct in the state will now provide ballots and other 
materials in the state's three most commonly spoken 
languages.. outside of English. For now, that includes 
Spanish, Somali, and Hmong.. but that can change as the 
state's most common languages shift over time. 

Govt-State 12/27/2023 
11:59:00 AM 

NOON CBS 
WEDNESDAY 

SEAN: Also next week-- a new statewide earned 'sick and 
safe time' law takes effect.  it will require employers to 
provide paid sick time to most working Minnesotans. 
under the new law, employees will earn one hour of sick 
and safe time for every 30 hours worked -- with a 
maximum of 48 hours per year -- unless the employer 
agrees to a higher amount. an employee is anyone who 
works at least 80 hours in a year for an employer in 
Minnesota, but does not include independent contractors. 
the Minnesota department of labor and industry says 
temporary and part-time employees are also covered 
under the law. state officials say employers are required to 
notify staff members about the new sick time policies. 

Govt-State 12/27/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: Minnesota's next state flag is off to the legislature. 
In their final meeting -- the State Emblems Redesign 
Commission drafted their report on the new flag and state 
seal. KEYC News Now's Quinn Gorham explains where 
things go next. 



Govt-State 12/27/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
WEDNESDAY 

MADDIE: AND NOW, A REMINDER:  starting next week, 
new laws expanding who can cast a ballot will officially 
take effect.  One law increases language access in the new 
year. Every precinct in the state will now provide ballots 
and other materials in the state's three most commonly 
spoken languages.. outside of English. For now, that 
includes Spanish, Somali, and (MUNG) Hmong.. but that 
can change as the state's most common languages shift 
over time. 

Govt-State 12/27/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: Also next week-- a new statewide earned 'sick and 
safe time' law takes effect.  it will require employers to 
provide paid sick time to most working Minnesotans. 
under the new law, employees will earn one hour of sick 
and safe time for every 30 hours worked -- with a 
maximum of 48 hours per year -- unless the employer 
agrees to a higher amount. an employee is anyone who 
works at least 80 hours in a year for an employer in 
Minnesota, but does not include independent contractors. 
the Minnesota department of labor and industry says 
temporary and part-time employees are also covered 
under the law. state officials say employers are required to 
notify staff members about the new sick time policies. 

Govt-State 12/27/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION:  The new Minnesota state flag and state seal have 
been made official. This morning, the state emblem's 
redesign commission completed their final report. Quinn 
Gorham explains what we learned in the commission's 
final meeting and where things are headed next... 

Govt-State 12/28/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: The new Minnesota state flag and state seal have 
been made official. The state emblem's redesign 
commission on Wednesday completed their final report. 
Quinn Gorham explains what we learned in the 
commission's final meeting. 

Govt-State 12/28/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: The new Minnesota state flag and state seal have 
been made official. The state emblem's redesign 
commission on Wednesday completed their final report. 
Quinn Gorham explains what we learned in the 
commission's final meeting. 



Govt-State 12/29/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

DION: Every year, the Mississippi River carries hundreds of 
millions of tons in cargo and freight. The headwaters of 
the great river lie in Northern Minnesota, and as it winds 
through the largest metro in the state, a series of locks 
and dams ensure smooth operation. This year, KEYC News 
Now's Quinn Gorham explores the interesting method 
used to keep the decades-old lock systems in tip-top 
shape. 

Impactful Wx 10/6/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

STACY: The weather has SNUFFED OUT the planned 
bonfire and firework display for Minnesota State 
University, Mankato's Homecoming Week.  DION: 
According to school officials, the cancellation was due to 
forecasted high winds.  Today's Homecoming concert, 
featuring a performance by rapper Kid Ink, will proceed 
inside Myers Field House.  That concert is set to go on at 9 
with doors opening at 8:15 TONIGHT. Tonight's canceled 
bonfire and fireworks is nothing new for students.  Last 
year, school officials canceled both the Homecming 
bonfire and fireworks for similar weather conditions. 

Impactful Wx 10/6/2023 
7:59:00 PM 9 PM FOX FRIDAY 

STACY: The weather has SNUFFED OUT the planned 
bonfire and firework display for Minnesota State 
University, Mankato's Homecoming Week. According to 
school officials, the cancellation was due to forecasted 
high winds.  Today's Homecoming concert, featuring a 
performance by rapper Kid Ink, will proceed inside Myers 
Field House.  That concert was set to get underway right 
now.  Last year, school officials also canceled the 
Homecming bonfire and fireworks for similar weather 
conditions. 

Impactful Wx 10/25/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: With a cold front expected to arrive later this week, 
some parts of the state will see their first below-freezing 
temperatures of the season. While we're hopefully a ways 
off from heavy snow season, preparations are underway 
to make sure state roads are ready to handle the cold. 
Quinn Gorham heard from MNDOT officials about the 
ways they're getting ready for cold weather... 



Impactful Wx 10/25/2023 
7:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: With a cold front expected to arrive later this week, 
some parts of the state will see their first below-freezing 
temperatures of the season. While we're hopefully a ways 
off from heavy snow season, preparations are underway 
to make sure state roads are ready to handle the cold. 
Quinn Gorham heard from MNDOT officials about the 
ways they're getting ready for cold weather... 

Impactful Wx 10/25/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: We're approaching that time of year where frigid 
temperatures make their first appearance, .  While heavy 
winter storms may not arrive for some time, Mike 
Dougherty with MNDOT says  sub-freezing temperatures 
can still cause ice accumulation, and on major state 
highways that can be dangerous, especially when 
unexpected. The first snowfall of the year usually sees a 
heightened risk of crashes, but there are ways to prepare 
drivers for the cold. 

Impactful Wx 10/25/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: it's not even halloween yet, but mother nature has 
already brought an early dose of winter weather to 
northwest north dakota.  This is Williston... Snow fell 
consistently today and was predicted to continue to do so 
into tomorrow. several towns are expected to get *nine to 
16 inches of snow through friday morning. 

Impactful Wx 10/26/2023 
4:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: With a cold front expected to arrive later this 
week, some parts of the state will see their first below-
freezing temperatures of the season. While we're 
hopefully a ways off from the snowy season, preparations 
are underway to make sure state roads are ready to 
handle the cold.  NICK: Quinn Gorham heard from MNDOT 
officials about the ways they're getting ready for cold 
weather... 

Impactful Wx 10/26/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: With a cold front expected to arrive later this 
week, some parts of the state will see their first below-
freezing temperatures of the season. While we're 
hopefully a ways off from the snowy season, preparations 
are underway to make sure state roads are ready to 
handle the cold.  NICK: Quinn Gorham heard from MNDOT 
officials about the ways they're getting ready for cold 
weather... 



Impactful Wx 10/26/2023 
5:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
THURSDAY 

DION: it's not even halloween yet, but mother nature has 
already brought an early dose of winter weather to 
northwest north dakota.  This is Williston... Snow fell 
consistently today and was predicted to continue to do so 
into tomorrow. several towns are expected to get *nine to 
16 inches of snow through friday morning. 

Impactful Wx 10/31/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

STACY:  The roads were certainly tricky and no treat this 
morning. Aaron Stuve has crash numbers and how local 
cities responded to the year's first bout of winter weather. 

Impactful Wx 10/31/2023 
4:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

STACY: Statewide, it was a similar experience for drivers, 
with the State Patrol reporting 181 crashes between 
midnight and 9 this morning. Nine involved injury with 
none being serious or fatal. 121 additional vehicles were 
reported spun out or off the road. 13 semi-trucks 
jacknifed. 

Impactful Wx 10/31/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

STACY:  The roads were certainly tricky and no treat this 
morning. Aaron Stuve has crash numbers and how local 
cities responded to the year's first bout of winter weather. 

Impactful Wx 10/31/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

STACY: Statewide, it was a similar experience for drivers, 
with the State Patrol reporting 181 crashes between 
midnight and 9 this morning. Nine involved injury with 
none being serious or fatal. 121 additional vehicles were 
reported spun out or off the road. 13 semi-trucks 
jacknifed. 

Impactful Wx 11/1/2023 
5:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
WEDNESDAY 

KELSEY: we knew it was coming...but some drivers waking 
up to some scary road conditions on Halloween...  NICK: 
Minnesota State Patrol reporting 181 crashes statewide 
between midnight and 9 yesterday morning. Aaron Stuve 
has local crash numbers and how local cities responded to 
the year's first bout of winter weather. 

Impactful Wx 11/1/2023 
5:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
WEDNESDAY 

KELSEY: Statewide, it was a similar experience for drivers, 
with the State Patrol reporting 181 crashes between 
midnight and 9 yesterday morning. Nine involved injury 
with none being serious or fatal. 121 additional vehicles 
were reported spun out or off the road... and 13 semi-
trucks jacknifed. 



Impactful Wx 11/26/2023 
5:00:00 PM 5PM NBC SUNDAY 

MADDIE: Our weekend snowfall caused some slick roads, 
leading to crashes and spinouts.   minnesota state patrol 
responded to more than 100 crashes statewide this 
weekend. All together, there were 114 crashes from 4 pm 
saturday to 1:30 pm today. STATE PATROL says 19 of the 
crashes involved injuries, 66 involved spin outs, AND one 
semi was jack-knifed.  Let's check in with First Alert 
Meteorologist Emily Merz for a first look at your weather. 

Impactful Wx 11/30/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

MAVERICK 
INSIDER THURS 

STACY: The world's largest annual climate summit is 
underway in the United Arab Emirates, a major oil 
producing country.  TODAY, DELEGATES FORMALLY 
APPROVED A DEAL TO ADOPT A NEW FUND TO HELP 
VULNERABLE NATIONS COPE WITH COSTLY CLIMATE 
DISASTERS - RESULTING FROM DROUGHT, FLOODS, AND 
RISING SEA LEVELS. THE U-A-E HAS ALREADY PLEDGED 
100-MILLION DOLLARS TO THE FUND...WHILE THE U-S 
ALSO PLEDGED A SIGNIFICANT AMOUNT. 

Impactful Wx 11/30/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: With winter on the way, MnDOT is dusting off their 
big snow removal machinery...  STACY: And today, some 
local school kids got an up-close look.  MNDOT brought a 
snow plow and a payloader truck to maple river to teach 
preschoolers about how the winter season operates and 
how these trucks make traveling much easier when the 
snow starts to pile up onthe roads.. 

Impactful Wx 11/30/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
THURSDAY 

STACY: The world's largest annual climate summit is 
underway in the United Arab Emirates, a major oil 
producing country.  TODAY, DELEGATES FORMALLY 
APPROVED A DEAL TO ADOPT A NEW FUND TO HELP 
VULNERABLE NATIONS COPE WITH COSTLY CLIMATE 
DISASTERS - RESULTING FROM DROUGHT, FLOODS, AND 
RISING SEA LEVELS. THE U-A-E HAS ALREADY PLEDGED 
100-MILLION DOLLARS TO THE FUND...WHILE THE U-S 
ALSO PLEDGED A SIGNIFICANT AMOUNT. 

Impactful Wx 11/30/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

STACY:With winter on the way, MnDOT is dusting off their 
big snow removal machinery... And today, some local 
school kids got an up-close look.  MNDOT brought a snow 
plow and a payloader truck to maple river to teach 
preschoolers about how the winter season operates and 
how these trucks make traveling much easier when the 
snow starts to pile up onthe roads.. 



Impactful Wx 11/30/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION:  The world's largest annual climate summit is 
underway in the United Arab Emirates, a major oil 
producing country.  Today, delegates formally approved a 
deal to adopt a new fund to help vulnerable nations cope 
with costly climate disasters - resulting from drought, 
floods, and rising sea levels. the u-a-e has already pledged 
100-million dollars to the fund...while the u-s also pledged 
a significant amount. 

Impactful Wx 12/1/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: With winter on the way, MnDOT is dusting off 
their big snow removal machinery...  And on Thursday, 
some local school kids got an up-close look. MNDOT 
brought a snow plow and a payloader truck to maple river 
to teach preschoolers about how they operate during the 
winter season and how these trucks make traveling much 
easier when the snow starts to pile up on the roads.. 

Impactful Wx 12/1/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: With winter on the way, MnDOT is dusting off 
their big snow removal machinery...  And on Thursday, 
some local school kids got an up-close look. MNDOT 
brought a snow plow and a payloader truck to maple river 
to teach preschoolers about how the winter season 
operates and how these trucks make traveling much 
easier when the snow starts to pile up onthe roads.. 

Impactful Wx 12/1/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

DION: Minnesota's lakes are prime real estate for ice-
fishing this time of year, and the colder it gets, the more 
inviting a quick stroll over the lake can be.  STACY: and 
safety should always come first, says the Minnesota DNR, 
and today, Quinn Gorham got a closer look at the best 
ways to stay safe on the ice. 

Impactful Wx 12/1/2023 
8:59:00 PM 9 PM FOX FRIDAY 

DION: Minnesota's lakes are prime real estate for ice-
fishing this time of year, and the colder it gets, the more 
inviting a quick stroll over the lake can be.  STACY: and 
safety should always come first, says the Minnesota DNR, 
and today, Quinn Gorham got a closer look at the best 
ways to stay safe on the ice. 



Impactful Wx 12/11/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

5 PM CBS 
MONDAY 

STACY: GOOD EVENING. THANKS FOR JOINING US!   A rare 
combination of the right conditions lead to a coating of 
light snow in upper North Mankato and nowhere else 
today. Low level clouds and fog blanketed the area this 
morning. It was the low level clouds and fog that 
combined with added moisture from area industrial 
plants, a southerly wind and snow being made at Mt. Kato. 
The snow did not fall in lower North Mankato or even 
across the river in the city of Mankato. it's the perfect 
recipe for light snow to fall over upper North Mankato. 

Impactful Wx 12/11/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY:  Winter weirdness... A rare combination of the 
right conditions lead to a coating of light snow in upper 
North Mankato and nowhere else today.  DION:   Low level 
clouds and fog blanketed the area this morning. It was the 
low level clouds and fog that combined with added 
moisture from area industrial plants, a southerly wind and 
snow being made at Mt. Kato. The snow did *not fall in 
lower North Mankato or even across the river in the city of 
Mankato.  it's the perfect recipe for light snow to fall over 
upper North Mankato. 

Impactful Wx 12/11/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
MONDAY 

STACY: GOOD EVENING. THANKS FOR JOINING US!   A rare 
combination of the right conditions lead to a coating of 
light snow in upper North Mankato and nowhere else 
today. Low level clouds and fog blanketed the area this 
morning. It was the low level clouds and fog that 
combined with added moisture from area industrial 
plants, a southerly wind and snow being made at Mt. Kato. 
The snow did not fall in lower North Mankato or even 
across the river in the city of Mankato. it's the perfect 
recipe for light snow to fall over upper North Mankato. 

Impactful Wx 12/12/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

STACY: A warm start to winter is causing anglers to wait 
longer than usual to go ice fishing.   The Cabela's store in 
Owatonna says ice fishing equipment sales actually are 
going strong so far this season. the department manager 
says although ice fishing weather isn't quite here yet, ice 
fishing enthusiasts know it will come eventually. he says 
customers have been shopping for gear and equipment to 
stock up and give as gifts this holiday season. 



Impactful Wx 12/12/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

"it's always a good gift because, you know, we're going to 
get ice, and people are going to get out on the lakes. Local 
lakes are up north. They got trips planned. There's a lot of 
people going. OK. I don't have a trip planned till mid 
January. We we will have ice by then, you know, or good 
ice, safe ice by then."  STATE OFFICIALS ARE REMINDING 
EVERYONE THAT ICE IS NEVER CONSIDERED 100-PERCENT 
SAFE. THE DNR SAYS YOU SHOULD ALWAYS MEASURE ICE 
THICKNESS YOURSELF BEFOREHAND. A NEW MINNESOTA 
LAW ALSO BANS PEOPLE FROM LEAVING ANY GARBAGE, 
LITTER, OR DEAD ANIMALS ON THE ICE OF STATE WATERS. 

Impactful Wx 12/12/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION: With mild weather stretching into mid-December, 
Mount Kato is still waiting to open for the year.  The ski 
resort says that it's not a question of precipitation, but 
when temperatures will remain low enough to 
manufacture snow. Currently snow production is only 
happening at night when temperatures fall below 30 
degrees, and Mount Kato is storing snow in mounds to be 
spread out later. Mount Kato says that they hope to have 
the bunny run open this weekend, but that it's not set in 
stone. The resoirt says that they've been flooded with calls 
for weeks asking when they'll be able to open for the 
season. 

Impactful Wx 12/12/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

STACY: A warm start to winter is causing anglers to wait 
longer than usual to go ice fishing.   The Cabela's store in 
Owatonna says ice fishing equipment sales actually are 
going strong so far this season. the department manager 
says although the weather isn't quite here yet, ice fishing 
enthusiasts know it will come eventually. he says 
customers have been shopping for gear and equipment to 
stock up and give as gifts this holiday season. 



Impactful Wx 12/12/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

STACY: With mild weather stretching into mid-December, 
Mount Kato is still waiting to open for the year.  
MACHINES  The ski resort says that it's not a question of 
precipitation, but when temperatures will remain low 
enough to manufacture snow. Currently snow production 
is only happening at night when temperatures fall below 
30 degrees, and Mount Kato is storing snow in mounds to 
be spread out later. They hope to have the bunny run 
open this weekend, but that's not set in stone. The resort 
says that they've been flooded with calls for weeks asking 
when they'll be able to open for the season. 

Impactful Wx 12/12/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
TUESDAY 

STACY: A warm start to winter is causing anglers to wait 
longer than usual to go ice fishing.   The Cabela's store in 
Owatonna says ice fishing equipment sales actually are 
going strong so far this season. the department manager 
says although ice fishing weather isn't quite here yet, ice 
fishing enthusiasts know it will come eventually. he says 
customers have been shopping for gear and equipment to 
stock up and give as gifts this holiday season. 

Impactful Wx 12/12/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
TUESDAY 

DION: With mild weather stretching into mid-December, 
Mount Kato is still waiting to open for the year.  The ski 
resort says that it's not a question of precipitation, but 
when temperatures will remain low enough to 
manufacture snow. Currently snow production is only 
happening at night when temperatures fall below 30 
degrees, and Mount Kato is storing snow in mounds to be 
spread out later. Mount Kato says that they hope to have 
the bunny run open this weekend, but that it's not set in 
stone. The resoirt says that they've been flooded with calls 
for weeks asking when they'll be able to open for the 
season. 



Impactful Wx 12/13/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

NICK: With mild weather stretching into mid-December, 
Mount Kato is still waiting to open for the year.  
MACHINES  The ski resort says that it's not a question of 
precipitation, but when temperatures will remain low 
enough to manufacture snow.  Currently snow production 
is only happening at night when temperatures fall below 
30 degrees, and Mount Kato is storing snow in mounds to 
be spread out later. They hope to have the bunny run 
open this weekend, but that's not set in stone.  The resort 
says that they've been flooded with calls for weeks asking 
when they'll be able to open for the season. 

Impactful Wx 12/13/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
WEDNESDAY 

NICK: A warm start to winter is causing anglers to wait 
longer than usual to go ice fishing.  The Cabela's store in 
Owatonna says ice fishing equipment sales actually are 
going strong so far this season. the department manager 
says although the weather isn't quite here yet, ice fishing 
enthusiasts know it will come eventually. he says 
customers have been shopping for gear and equipment to 
stock up and give as gifts this holiday season. 
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NICK: With mild weather stretching into mid-December, 
Mount Kato is still waiting to open for the year.  
MACHINES  The ski resort says that it's not a question of 
precipitation, but when temperatures will remain low 
enough to manufacture snow.  Currently snow production 
is only happening at night when temperatures fall below 
30 degrees, and Mount Kato is storing snow in mounds to 
be spread out later. They hope to have the bunny run 
open this weekend, but that's not set in stone.  The resort 
says that they've been flooded with calls for weeks asking 
when they'll be able to open for the season. 
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NICK: A warm start to winter is causing anglers to wait 
longer than usual to go ice fishing.  The Cabela's store in 
Owatonna says ice fishing equipment sales actually are 
going strong so far this season. the department manager 
says although the weather isn't quite here yet, ice fishing 
enthusiasts know it will come eventually. he says 
customers have been shopping for gear and equipment to 
stock up and give as gifts this holiday season. 



Impactful Wx 12/13/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: The DNR is warning Minnesotans about the 
potential risk for wildfires during this season.   The reason 
for the unusual December warning is due to the lack of 
snow and unusually warm and dry conditions.  Dry, brown 
grasses and vegetation mean that wildfires can start and 
spread quickly.  The DNR will continue to inform people of 
this potential risk until we have continuous snow cover. 

Impactful Wx 12/13/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: The DNR is warning Minnesotans about the 
potential risk for wildfires RIGHT NOW.   The reason for 
the unusual December warning is due to the lack of snow 
and unusually warm and dry conditions.  Dry, brown 
grasses and vegetation mean that wildfires can start and 
spread quickly.  The DNR will continue to inform people of 
this potential risk until we have continuous snow cover. 

Impactful Wx 12/13/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION: The DNR is warning Minnesotans about the 
potential risk for wildfires during this season.   STACY:  The 
reason for the unusual December warning is due to the 
lack of snow and unusually warm and dry conditions.  Dry, 
brown grasses and vegetation mean that wildfires can 
start and spread quickly.  The DNR will continue to inform 
people of this potential risk until we have continuous 
snow cover. 

Impactful Wx 12/14/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

NICK: The DNR is warning Minnesotans about the 
potential risk for wildfires during this season.   The reason 
for the unusual December warning is due to the lack of 
snow and unusually warm and dry conditions.  Dry, brown 
grasses and vegetation mean that wildfires can start and 
spread quickly.  The DNR will continue to inform people of 
this potential risk until we have continuous snow cover. 

Impactful Wx 12/14/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

NICK: The DNR is warning Minnesotans about the 
potential risk for wildfires during this season.   The reason 
for the unusual December warning is due to the lack of 
snow and warm and dry conditions.  Dry, brown grasses 
and vegetation mean that wildfires can start and spread 
quickly.  The DNR will continue to inform people of this 
potential risk until we have continuous snow cover. 



Impactful Wx 12/14/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

STACY: Wildfire season isn't typically thought of as going 
into December, but recent warm weather and an extreme 
lack of precipitation have DNR experts advising caution. 
The agency is advising against any planned burning where 
avoidable for the time being. Quinn Gorham talked with 
experts today about the strange winter weather and why 
its turned the state into a tinderbox. 

Impactful Wx 12/14/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: The holidays may be here, but our recent december 
weather has made the possibility of a fire much higher in 
Minnesota.  STACY: As Quinn Gorham reports, the DNR 
says the warm and dry conditions have created the perfect 
conditions for wildfires. 

Impactful Wx 12/14/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
THURSDAY 

STACY: The holidays may be here, but OUR recent 
DECEMBER weather has made the possibility of a fire 
much higher in Minnesota. Quinn Gorham caught up with 
DNR experts to hear how warm and dry conditions have 
created the perfect conditions for wildfires. 

Impactful Wx 12/15/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: The holidays may be here, but our recent 
december weather has made the possibility of a fire much 
higher in Minnesota. As Quinn Gorham reports, the D-N-R 
says the warm and dry conditions have created the perfect 
conditions for wildfires. 

Impactful Wx 12/15/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: The holidays may be here, but our recent 
december weather has made the possibility of a fire much 
higher in Minnesota. As Quinn Gorham reports, the D-N-R 
says the warm and dry conditions have created the perfect 
conditions for wildfires. 

Impactful Wx 12/15/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: The holidays may be here, but our recent 
december weather has made the possibility of a fire much 
higher in Minnesota. As Quinn Gorham reports, the D-N-R 
says the warm and dry conditions have created the perfect 
conditions for wildfires. 

Impactful Wx 12/15/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

STACY: Today marks two years since Minnesota's first 
recorded December tornado tore through the town of 
Hartland.  DION: Many buildings in the heart of the town 
didn't survive. Sofia Martinez and Photojournalist Tony 
Peregrin takes us to Hartland. 

Impactful Wx 12/15/2023 
4:58:00 PM 5 PM CBS FRIDAY 

STACY: Today marks two years since Minnesota's first 
recorded December tornado tore through the town of 
Hartland. Many buildings in the heart of the town didn't 
survive. Sofia Martinez and Photojournalist Tony Peregrin 
take us to Hartland. 
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STACY: Today marks two years since Minnesota's first 
recorded December tornado tore through the town of 
Hartland. Many buildings in the heart of the town didn't 
survive. Sofia Martinez and Photojournalist Tony Peregrin 
takes us to Hartland. 

Impactful Wx 12/15/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

STACY: Today marks two years since Minnesota's first 
recorded December tornado tore through the town of 
Hartland.  DION: Many buildings in the heart of the town 
didn't survive. Sofia Martinez and Photojournalist Tony 
Peregrin takes us to Hartland. 

Impactful Wx 12/18/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: LAW ENFORCEMENT IN BELTRAMI COUNTY 
REMIND PEOPLE TO BE CAUTIOUS ON THE ICE after 35 
people WERE rescued over the weekend from a chunk of 
ice on Upper Red Lake. WITH OUR WARMER THAN 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURES, AS QUINN GORHAM REPORTS, 
THAT SITUATION COULD HAPPEN ACROSS MINNESOTA. 

Impactful Wx 12/18/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

STACY: Minnesota agencies are reminding people to be 
extra careful on the ice this year as warm weather 
continues late into december.  ON Sunday night, 35 
people were stranded on a detached sheet of ice on Upper 
Red Lake. Responding agencies rescued all stranded 
individuals with no injuries, but the situation serves as a 
reminder that no ice is ever truly safe. Ice Safety experts 
typically advise at least 4 inches of ice before heading out 
at all, but even then things can go wrong. Ice can be thick 
enough to walk on, but not thick enough to avoid breaking 
off. 

Impactful Wx 12/19/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

NICK: LAW ENFORCEMENT IN BELTRAMI COUNTY REMIND 
PEOPLE TO BE CAUTIOUS ON THE ICE after 35 people 
WERE rescued over the weekend from a chunk of ice on 
Upper Red Lake. WITH OUR WARMER THAN AVERAGE 
TEMPERATURES, AS QUINN GORHAM REPORTS, THAT 
SITUATION COULD HAPPEN ACROSS MINNESOTA. 

Impactful Wx 12/19/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

STACY: Americans from coast to coast are gearing up for 
what could be a record setting year-end holiday travel 
season.   Triple-A is predicting over 115 million people will 
travel 50 miles or more.  THE TRAVEL ASSOCATION SAYS 
AN ALL-TIME RECORD OF 7 AND A HALF MILLION PEOPLE 
WILL FLY.  TRANSPORTATION SECRETARY PETE BUTTIGIEG 
SAYS HIS AGENCY IS WORKING TO MAKE SURE FLIGHTS 
STAY ON SCHEDULE. HE ADDS MOTHER NATURE COULD 
HAVE OTHER PLANS. 



Impactful Wx 12/19/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

STACY: In China, a powerful earthquake has killed AT 
LEAST 118 people and injured hundreds more.   Survivors 
are left outside in below- freezing weather, while rescuers 
dig through the wreckage.  The quake hit the Gansu 
region, a remote and mountainous part of northwest 
China.  THIS IS CHINA'S deadliest quake in more than a 
decade. The U.S. Geological Survey put the quake’s 
magnitude at 5.9. 

Impactful Wx 12/19/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

STACY: A VOLCANO ON ICELAND'S REYKJANES (RAY-kuh-
ness) PENINSULA IS ERUPTINGAND WHAT THEY MEAN 
FOR THOSE WHO LIVE NEAR THE ERUPTION. 

Impactful Wx 12/20/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

STACY: Our warm December weather has both people and 
wildlife confused.  Aaron Stuve takes us to the Arboretum 
at Gustavus Adolphus College, which is reporting some 
strange happenings from its plants and animals. 
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STACY: Our warm December weather has both people and 
wildlife confused.  Aaron Stuve takes us to the Arboretum 
at Gustavus Adolphus College, which is reporting some 
strange happenings from its plants and animals. 

Impactful Wx 12/21/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

NICK: Our warm December weather has both people and 
wildlife confused.   Aaron Stuve takes us to the Arboretum 
at Gustavus Adolphus College, which is reporting some 
strange happenings from its plants and animals. 

Impactful Wx 12/21/2023 
6:29:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

NICK: Our warm December weather has both people and 
wildlife confused.   Aaron Stuve takes us to the Arboretum 
at Gustavus Adolphus College, which is reporting some 
strange happenings from its plants and animals. 

Impactful Wx 12/21/2023 
4:58:00 PM 

MAVERICK 
INSIDER THURS 

MADDIE: Millions of Americans are hitting the roads and 
the skies, hoping to make it home in time for the holidays.  
According to AAA, it could be busier this year than ever 
this year at the nations airports with an estimated 2.8 
million passengers expected to fly everyday through the 
holidays.  And, things are already getting complicated for 
those who chose to drive on the west coast.  CBS' Kris Van 
Cleave has the latest from Los Angeles... 



Impactful Wx 12/21/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

STACY: Millions of Americans are hitting the roads *and 
the skies, hoping to make it home in time for the holidays. 
According to AAA, it could be busier than ever this year at 
the nation's airports, and things are already getting 
complicated for some of those who chose to drive instead. 
Astrid Martinez reports from New York... 

Impactful Wx 12/25/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
MONDAY 

JACKSON:  GOOD EVENING AND THANK YOU FOR JOINING 
US. I'M JACKSON JIRIK--  MADDIE: AND I'M MADDIE PAUL.  
MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY HOLIDAYS TO EVERYONE 
JOINING US TONIGHT... BUT It sure doesn't seem like 
Christmas with this record-breaking weather IN OUR 
AREA.  This holiday weekend drivers were met with steady 
rain, cloudy, and foggy conditions.  While it might be 
strange to think in a state known for its white christmas 
and cold temperatures, a *Brown Christmas isn't that rare 
for the state. The Minnesota Department of Natural 
resources says that in *124 years of snow depth 
measurements in THE Twin Cities, a white Christmas 
happens about 71% of the time.  From 1899 to 2022, there 
have been 36 'brown Christmases,' with either a 0  or a 
"trace" reported for snow depth on December 25th in Mi 

Impactful Wx 12/26/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
TUESDAY 

NICK: It sure didn't seem like Christmas with this record-
breaking weather IN OUR AREA. This holiday weekend, 
drivers were met with steady rain, cloudy, and foggy 
conditions.  While it might be strange to think in a state 
known for its white christmas and cold temperatures, a 
*Brown Christmas isn't that rare for the state. The 
Minnesota Department of Natural resources says that in 
*124 years of snow depth measurements in THE Twin 
Cities, a white Christmas happens about 71% of the time.  
From 1899 to 2022, there have been 36 'brown 
Christmases,' with either a 0  or a "trace" reported for 
snow depth on December 25th in Minnesota. 

Impactful Wx 12/26/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION: A dog sled race in northeast minnesota has been 
postponed due to warmer weather.  The 65-mile 20-24 
gunflint mail run was originally scheduled for january 6th. 
according to organization leaders...they need at least 2 
weeks of snowfall to prepare the trails for the sled dogs. 
they plan to announce a new date in for the race in early 
january. 



Impactful Wx 12/26/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

the lack of snow is threatening ANOTHER MAJOR SLED 
DOG RACE..THE JOHN BEARGREASE SLED DOG 
MARATHON. The 40th marathon is supposed to start in 
Duluth ON January 28th.. with mushers racing up the 
north shore to grand portage. But the weird winter is 
forcing race organizers to re-think things. They plan to 
make a final decision about how to move forward by the 
first week of January. No word on exactly what their 
contingency plans might look like. We'll update you when 
we learn more. 
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DION: A dog sled race in northeast Minnesota has been 
postponed due to warmer weather.  The 65-mile 20-24 
gunflint mail run was originally scheduled for january 6th. 
according to organization leaders...they need at least 2 
weeks of snowfall to prepare the trails for the sled dogs. 
they plan to announce a new date in for the race in early 
january. 
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the lack of snow is threatening ANOTHER MAJOR SLED 
DOG RACE..THE JOHN BEARGREASE SLED DOG 
MARATHON. The 40th marathon is supposed to start in 
Duluth ON January 28th.. with mushers racing up the 
north shore to grand portage. But the weird winter is 
forcing race organizers to re-think things. They plan to 
make a final decision about how to move forward by the 
first week of January. No word on exactly what their 
contingency plans might look like. We'll update you when 
we learn more. 

Impactful Wx 12/26/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION:  The after-Christmas rush to get home looks far 
better than last year, when travelers coped with 
thousands of flight cancellations. A winter storm is 
complicating travel in parts of the plains. CBS' News 
Correspondent Wendy Gillette reports on this year's 
holiday travel from New York... 

Impactful Wx 12/26/2023 
8:59:00 PM 

9 PM FOX 
TUESDAY 

MADDIE: A dog sled race in northeast minnesota has been 
postponed due to warmer weather.  The 65-mile 20-24 
gunflint mail run was originally scheduled for january 6th. 
according to organization leaders...they need at least 2 
weeks of snowfall to prepare the trails for the sled dogs. 
they plan to announce a new date in for the race in early 
january. 



Impactful Wx 12/26/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
TUESDAY 

DION: While the warm weather is bad for many northland 
businesses.. the shipping industry is *benefiting.  The 
season began in March and ends January 5th. so far.. more 
than 650 ships have moved through the Port of Duluth-
Superior.. Many carrying coal.. iron ore.. and grain. Jayson 
(Rone) Hron with the Duluth Seaway Port Authority says 
the mild temps and lack of early ice makes the end of the 
season simpler. 

Impactful Wx 12/27/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
WEDNESDAY 

KELSEY: While the warm weather is bad for many 
northland businesses.. the shipping industry is *benefiting. 
The season began in March and ends January 5th. so far.. 
more than 650 ships have moved through the Port of 
Duluth-Superior.. Many carrying coal.. iron ore.. and grain. 
Officialsy with the Duluth Seaway Port Authority say the 
mild temps and lack of early ice makes the end of the 
season simpler. 

Impactful Wx 12/27/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

SEAN: Yes, Christmas is behind us already and we are just 
4 days away from January. But with no snow on the 
ground, the SUMMER, yes, Summer fun, is still happening 
out on Madison Lake!  *JET SKI SOUNDS*  This video was 
sent to us by viewer Darcy Wine-andt.  We triple-checked, 
and this is JET-SKIING on Christmas Day over in Madison 
Lake. The Grinch led the charge, of course he did, he hates 
winter. What appears to be his reindeer Max lagging 
behind and then you see the sleigh (or boat) behind them. 
Just goes to show people can make the most out of 
abnormal weather, Caitlyn..... 

Impactful Wx 12/27/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

DION:  THIS WARM winter weather CONTINUES TO TAKE a 
toll on the seasonal businesses who rely on the COLD AND 
SNOW...  OVER IN MAPLE GROVE, THE Central Park Ice 
Skate Loop REMAINS OPEN because it uses the same 
technology that an indoor hockey rink uses. BUT more 
than a half dozen hockey rinks IN mAPLE GROVE haveN'T 
had THE chance to open yet.   And it's not just ice skating-- 
Over in Bloomington, Hyland Hills Ski Area STRUGGLES 
with the wet, warm December. 
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DION: THIS WARM winter weather CONTINUES TO TAKE a 
toll on the seasonal businesses who rely on the COLD AND 
SNOW...  OVER IN MAPLE GROVE, THE Central Park Ice 
Skate Loop REMAINS OPEN because it uses the same 
technology that an indoor hockey rink uses. BUT more 
than a half dozen hockey rinks IN mAPLE GROVE haveN'T 
had THE chance to open yet.   And it's not just ice skating-- 
Over in Bloomington, Hyland Hills Ski Area STRUGGLES 
with the wet, warm December. 

Impactful Wx 12/27/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
WEDNESDAY 

Further north... thousands are still without power 
tonight...  after a christmas ice storm in the fargo 
moorhead area.  and for some...  it may not be fully 
restored until the weekend... or even next week. cass 
county electric says: an estimated 500 power poles are 
down.  and it's going to take time to get them all fixed. 
employees from *eight* other power cooperatives-- in 
western north dakota and minnesota-- are in the area 
helping out. 

Impactful Wx 12/28/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
THURSDAY 

KELSEY: THIS WARM winter weather CONTINUES TO TAKE 
a toll on the seasonal businesses who rely on the COLD 
AND SNOW...  many outdoor rinks haven't had the chance 
to open up for ice skating or hockey...Mount Kato also 
struggling, earlier this week it announced a temporary 
closure due to unexpected weather damage. Officials 
there did say they expected improved snowmaking 
conditions towards the end of this week and to check their 
website for any updates...  In Bloomington, Hyland Hills Ski 
Area is also struggling.. OFFICIALS THERE SAY This time of 
year is typically the busiest FOR BUSINESS, but they're only 
at about 25% capacity. 

Impactful Wx 12/28/2023 
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6:30 MORNING 
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KELSEY: THIS WARM winter weather CONTINUES TO TAKE 
a toll on the seasonal businesses who rely on the COLD 
AND SNOW...  many outdoor rinks haven't had the chance 
to open up for ice skating or hockey...Mount Kato also 
struggling, earlier this week it announced a temporary 
closure due to unexpected weather damage. Officials 
there did say they expected improved snowmaking 
conditions towards the end of this week and to check their 
website for any updates...  And in Bloomington, Hyland 
Hills Ski Area STRUGGLES with the wet, warm December. 
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SEAN: THIS WARM winter weather CONTINUES TO TAKE a 
toll on the seasonal businesses who rely on the COLD AND 
SNOW...  many outdoor rinks haven't had the chance to 
open up for ice skating or hockey...Mount Kato also 
struggling, earlier this week it announced a temporary 
closure due to unexpected weather damage. Officials 
there did say they expected improved snowmaking 
conditions towards the end of this week and to check their 
website for any updates...  And in Bloomington, Hyland 
Hills Ski Area STRUGGLES with the wet, warm December. 

Impactful Wx 12/28/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: This morning, the Beltrami County Sheriff's Office 
received a call for *another ice rescue on Red Lake. The 
situation today marks seven rescues on the lake so far this 
season. KEYC News Now's Quinn Gorham explains why the 
poor conditions have officials pleading with Minnesotans 
to be safe on the ice. 

Impactful Wx 12/28/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: On the long list of nature acting differently this 
winter -- you can now add a certain insect.  Ticks normally 
go dormant this time of year. But with our unseasonable 
warmth - experts say it's possible the disease carrying pest 
will be out in search of a meal. There have even been 
reports of ticks bites rising in the northeast US - a concern 
experts... say could happen in Minnesota. With no snow - 
and temperatures near 40 degrees - ticks can comfortably 
extend their fall feeding time.   The good news is 
protecting yourself from the insect is a bit easier this time 
of year. 

Impactful Wx 12/28/2023 
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THURSDAY 

DION: On the long list of nature acting differently this 
winter -- you can now add a certain insect.  Ticks normally 
go dormant this time of year. But With no snow - and 
temperatures near 40 degrees - ticks can comfortably 
extend their fall feeding time.   There have even been 
reports of ticks bites rising in the northeast US - a concern 
experts... say could happen in Minnesota. The good news 
is protecting yourself from the insect is a bit easier this 
time of year. Experts recommend wearing long sleeves 
and pants.  And Tick repellent -- like permethrin -- is 
another form of protection to consider. 



Impactful Wx 12/28/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
THURSDAY 

DION: One person is dead tonight after a large vehicle 
went through the ice in Northern Minnesota.  It happened 
Wednesday on Lake of the Woods near a resort in the 
Northwest Angle. Authorities recovered the body this 
afternoon. With thin ice causing problems late into 
December, our Quinn Gorham explains why officials are 
urging extreme caution. 

Impactful Wx 12/29/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: One person is dead after a large vehicle went 
through the ice in Northern Minnesota. It happened 
Wednesday on Lake of the Woods near a resort in the 
Northwest Angle. With thin ice causing problems late into 
December, Quinn Gorham explains why officials are urging 
extreme caution. 

Impactful Wx 12/29/2023 
5:30:00 AM 

5:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

NICK: On the long list of nature acting differently this 
winter -- you can now add a certain insect.  Ticks normally 
go dormant this time of year. But With no snow - and 
temperatures near 40 degrees - ticks can comfortably 
extend their fall feeding time.   There have even been 
reports of ticks bites rising in the northeast US - a concern 
experts... say could happen in Minnesota. The good news 
is protecting yourself from the insect is a bit easier this 
time of year. Experts recommend wearing long sleeves 
and pants.  And Tick repellent -- like permethrin -- is 
another form of protection to consider. 

Impactful Wx 12/29/2023 
6:30:00 AM 

6:30 MORNING 
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: One person is dead after a large vehicle went 
through the ice in Northern Minnesota. It happened 
Wednesday on Lake of the Woods near a resort in the 
Northwest Angle. With thin ice causing problems late into 
December, Quinn Gorham explains why officials are urging 
extreme caution. 

Impactful Wx 12/29/2023 
6:00:00 AM 

6:00 MORNING  
FRIDAY 

KELSEY: One person is dead after a large vehicle went 
through the ice in Northern Minnesota. It happened 
Wednesday on Lake of the Woods near a resort in the 
Northwest Angle. Authorities recovered the body 
yesterday afternoon. With thin ice causing problems late 
into December, Quinn Gorham explains why officials are 
urging extreme caution. 

Impactful Wx 12/29/2023 
5:59:00 PM 

6PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

DION:  Ice fishing is known to be a popular winter activity 
in Minnesota-- But this year, anglers have to adapt to 
unusual warm weather...  Kyla Jackson shares their 
stories... 



Impactful Wx 12/29/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

DION: In the southern part of the state, there's very little 
ice to speak of... forcing anglers to take to their boats if 
they want to cast a line. Kyla Jackson reports from 
Madison Lake. 

Impactful Wx 12/29/2023 
9:59:00 PM 

10PM CBS NBC 
FRIDAY 

DION: Over 100 anglers are rescued from Upper Red Lake 
after they were stranded and needed to be evacuated.  
Beltrami COynty Sheriff says an ice sheet detached from 
the main shoreline just before 5 pm. Before emergency 
responders arrived on scene, some bystanders tried to use 
their canoes to rescue some of the stranded Four 
individuals fell into the open water during this attempt.  
They were brought back to the ice floe to warm in a fishing 
shelter.  A total of 122 individuals were evacuated from 
the ice floe.  No injuries were reported and only the four 
that fell from the canoe ended up in the water.  A rapidly 
developing situation on upper red lake at this hour. This is 
the fifth call for assistance on Upper Red Lake this month. 
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DION: north Dakota governor Doug Burgum has declared a 
statewide emergency -- after widespread damage caused 
by the ice storm that left more than 20-thousand residents 
without electricity.  freezing rain and wind toppled over 
1,400 power poles statewide and snapped numbers of 
power lines, causing millions of dollars in damage. tonight, 
about three thousand customers in eastern north Dakota 
remain without electricity -- though stutsman county -- 
which was almost entirely without power yesterday -- is 
now almost entirely back online. 
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People on the California coast are cleaning up after a day 
of high surf. in Rio del mar , crews were out clearing trees 
taken down by the strong winds and rising waves. the 
region was still under a high surf warning into the evening 
Friday. clean up crews were also hard at work in nearby 
Pacifica... farther down the coast in san Diego, a high surf 
warning is in effect through Monday due to the elevated 
surf... with some beaches seeing waves as high as 15 feet. 

 


